5. Herring April 15-17, 2008

NEW ENGLAND FISHERY MANAGEMENT COUNCIL
Herring Committee
I.

STATUS
A. Meetings:
•

The Herring Committee met on March 25, 2008 to begin work on the development of
Amendment 4 to the Herring FMP; the Committee reviewed the Amendment 4
timeline, discussed issues to be addressed in Amendment 4, approved goals and
objectives, and approved a Draft Scoping Document for further consideration by the
Council.

•

The Herring PDT met on April 9, 2008 to begin updating stock and fishery
information and working on the development of Amendment 4 to the Herring FMP.
The PDT is preparing a stock/fishery update presentation for the May Committee
meeting.

•

The Herring Advisory Panel is scheduled to meet on April 30, 2008 to review the
Amendment 4 Scoping Document and provide scoping comments for the Herring
Committee to consider during the development of the range of alternatives for
Amendment 4.

•

The Herring Committee will meet again in late May to review scoping comments
received to date and continue work on the development of Amendment 4 alternatives.
There will be an opportunity for the public to provide scoping comments at the
beginning of this meeting.

•

Scoping for Amendment 4 will occur through the end of June 2008. Time will be
scheduled at the June New England and Mid-Atlantic Council meetings for the public
to provide scoping comments.

II. COUNCIL ACTION
A. Approval of Scoping Document for Amendment 4 to the Herring FMP
III. INFORMATION
1. Draft Amendment 4 Scoping Document
2. March 26, 2008 Herring Committee Meeting Summary (Draft)
3. Herring Amendment 4 Timeline
4. March 25,2008 Letter from Peter Jensen, Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council
5. Additional Correspondence reoAmendment 4 Scoping Document
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Prepared by the
New England Fishery Management Council

Schedule of Herring Amendment 4Scoping Meetings

The Council will discuss and take scoping comments at herring-related public
meetings in May and June 2008. There will be at least one Herring Committee and
one Herring Advisory Panel meeting scheduled during this time, which will
include a specified time for the public to provide scoping comments. There also
will be time allotted for scoping comments during the June 2008 New England
and Mid-Atlantic Council meetings. Advanced notice of all of these meetings
will be provided to the public through publication in the Federal Register, meeting
notices distributed by the Council, and announcements on the Council's website.
If you would like to be added to the Council's mailing list for Atlantic herring,
please call the Council office at (978) 465 ..0492.
In addition to providing information and comments at any of the herring scoping
meetings, you may submit written comments by mail or fax to the National Marine
Fisheries Service any time prior to June 30, 2008 at the following address/number:
Patricia Kurkul, Regional Administrator
National Marine Fisheries Service
One Blackburn Drive
Gloucester, MA 01930
Fax: (978) 281-9135
Please indicate on your correspondence, "Herring Amendment 4 Scoping
Comments."
Scoping comments may be submitted via email to
HerringAmendment4@noaa.gov.

NEW ENGLAND FISHERY MANAGEMENT COUNCIL
SEEKS YOUR COMMENTS ON THE MANAGEMENT OF THE
A TLANTIC HERRING FISHERY

Your
comments are
invited

The New England Fishery Management Council (Council) is initiating the
development ofan amendment to the Fishery Management Plan (FMP) for Atlantic
herring (Clupea harengus) under the authority of the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery
Conservation and Management Act (M-S Act). In accordance with the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEP A), the Council also intends to prepare an
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) that will analyze the impacts of this
amendment on both the physical and human environment.
This document is to inform you of the Council's intent to gather information
necessary for the preparation of the EIS and ask for your suggestions and
information on the range of issues that should be addressed in this amendment to the
Herring FMP.

Why is the
Council
proposing to
take action?

What actions have already been taken?
The Herring FMP became effective on January 10,2001 and included administrative
and management measures intended to ensure effective and sustainable management
of the herring resource. The FMP established Total Allowable Catches (TACs) for
each of four management areas as the primary control on fishing mortality and
created a fishery specification process to set Allowable Biological Catch, Optimum
Yield, as well as TACs and related specifications. Other elements of the Federal
Herring FMP include requirements for vessel, dealer, and processor permits as well
as reporting requirements and restrictions on the size of vessels that can take, catch,
or harvest herring. Framework Adjustment 1 to the Council's Herring FMP was
implemented for the 2002 fishing year (January 1, 2002 - December 31, 2002).
Framework 1 split the TACfor Area lA (inshore Gulf of Maine/GOM) into two
seasonal components in an attempt to prevent an early closure of the fishery in lA
when the TAC is reached.
Amendment 1 to the Atlantic Herring FMP was developed by the Council and
became effective on June 1,2007. It established a limited access program for the
Atlantic herring fishery and a seasonal purse seine and fixed gear-only area in the
inshore Gulf of Maine (June - September). Several additional management were
also included that primarily addressed issues related to the herring fishery
specifications, management area boundaries, fixed gear fisheries for herring, and the
regulatory definition of midwater trawl gear.
Amendment 2 to the Atlantic Herring FMP was developed by the National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS) to ensure that all FMPs of the Northeast Region comply
with the Standardized Bycatch Reporting Methodology (SBRM) requirements of the
Magnuson-Stevens Act. The purpose of the SBRM amendment was to: (1) explain
the methods and processes by which bycatch is currently monitored and assessed for
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Northeast Region fisheries; (2) determine whether these methods and processes need
to be modified and/or supplemented; (3) establish standards of precision for bycatch
estimation for all Northeast Region fisheries; and (4) document the SBRMs
established for all fisheries managed through the FMPs of the Northeast Region.
Amendment 3 to the Herring FMP is currently under development by the Council
and represents an omnibus amendment to all Council FMPs to address Essential Fish
Habitat (EFH) consistent with the Magnuson-Stevens Reauthorization Act of2007.
The amendment will redefine, refine or update the identification and description of
all EFH for those species of finfish and mollusks managed by the Council, and
identify and implement mechanisms to minimize to the extent practicable the
adverse effects of fishing on the EFH.
In 2006, the Council developed and NMFS approved three-year specifications
(2007- 2009) that specify Allowable Biological Catch (ABC) of 194,000 mt and
established an OY value of 145,000 mt for the u.S. Atlantic herring fishery. Based
on data and analysis presented in the most recent stock assessment and the 2006
Transboundary Resource Assessment Committee (TRAC) Meeting, the Area lA
TAC was reduced from 60,000 mt to 50,000 mt for 2007, and 45,000 mt for 2008
and 2009. The Area 3 TAC was set at 55,000 mt in 2007, and increases to 60,000
mt in 2008 and 2009. The Area IB and 2 TACs were set at 10,000 mt and 30,000
mt, respectively, and remain constant during the three-year specification period.
Why are additional measures being considered?
The original Herring FMP and Amendment 1 represent important milestones in the
Council's efforts to maintain a sustainably-managed Atlantic herring fishery
throughout New England. Recently, concerns about the fishery have led the Council
to determine that additional action is needed to further address issues related to the
health of the herring resource throughout its range, how the resource is harvested,
how catchlbycatch are accounted for, and the important role of herring as a forage
fish in the Northeast region. These concerns are reflected in the unprecedented level
of interest in managing this fishery by New England's commercial and recreational
fishermen, eco-tourism and shoreside businesses, and the general public.
Additionally, management measures are being considered in this amendment to
address the new applicable provisions of the Magnuson-Stevens Reauthorization
Act of 2006 (MSRA). The MSRA reflects an update of the original MagnusonStevens Act (MSA) and retains key provisions of the Sustainable Fisheries Act
(1996) while making adjustments to the legislation designed to improve national
compliance with the Act. One specific focus of this amendment will be the MSRA
requirements that NMFS and the Councils establish Annual Catch Limits (ACLs)
such that overfishing does not occur in the fishery, and Accountability Measures
(AMs) forthe overages of harvest levels. The MSRA directs the Councils to follow
the recommendations of its Scientific and Statistical Committee (SSC) in setting
catch limits for every federally-managed fishery that is not subject to overfishing by
the year 2011.
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Council
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The MSRA also establishes National Guidelines for Limited Access Privilege
Programs (LAPPs), should the Council choose to implement them in any federallymanaged fishery. LAPPs include Individual Fishing Quotas (IFQs) which are
expanded to allow for allocation of harvesting privileges to fishing communities or
regional fishery associations. All LAPPs would be developed by the Councils and
be subject to review by the Secretary of Commerce. The Council is considering
developing a LAPP for the herring fishery in this amendment and is seeking public
comment on this issue.
If the Council develops a LAPP in the form of an IFQ program in this amendment,
the MSRA includes a specific requirement for a referendum to implement such a
program in New England. The New England Fishery Management Council may not
submit, and the Secretary may not approve or implement, a fishery management
plan or amendment that creates an individual fishing quota program, including a
Secretarial plan, unless that system has been approved by more than 2t3 of those
voting in a referendum among eligible permit holders or other eligible persons. If an
individual fishing quota program fails to be approved by the requisite number of
those voting, it may be revised and submitted for approval in a subsequent
referendum. These provisions must be considered if the Council develops an IFQ
program for the herring fishery in Amendment 4.
Regardless of which measures are ultimately selected, this amendment is necessary
to update the Atlantic Herring FMP in a manner that is consistent with the new
requirements of the MSRA. While those discussed above will likely be the focus of
specific management measures considered in this amendment, other new
requirements of the MSRA, including provisions for improving data collection and
increasing the role of science in the decision-making process will be addressed as
well during thedevelopment of this management action.

What specific issues will be addressed in this amendment?
The goals and objectives of Amendment 4 were identified by the Council's Herring
Committee at its March 25, 2008 meeting. They acknowledge the primary issues to
address and form the basis of the management alternatives that will be developed for
consideration and analysis in the EIS and public hearing document for Amendment
4. It is intended that the management measures considered in this amendment will
address one or more of the following:
GOAL
To develop an amendment to the Herring FMP to improve catch monitoring
and ensure compliance with the Magnuson-Stevens Reauthorization Act of
2006

OBJECTIVES
1.
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2.

To implement Annual Catch Limits (ACLs) and Accountability
Measures (AMs) consistent with the Magnuson-Stevens
Reauthorization Act (MSRA);

3.

To implement other management measures as necessary to ensure
compliance with the new provisions of the MSRA;

4.

To develop a sector allocation process or other Limited Access
Privilege Program (LAPP) for the Atlantic herring fishery; and

5.

To address the health of the herring resource and the important role
of herring as a forage fish and a predator fish throughout its range.

What action is The Council will develop conservation and management measures to address the
issues and meet the goals/objectives identified above. Any conservation and
the Council
management measures developed in this amendment must comply with all
considering?

applicable laws. The following discussion provides background information
regarding the issues that may be addressed in this amendment and poses questions
for the public to consider when providing scoping comments to the Council.

CATCH MONITORING PROGRAM
Amendment 2 to the Atlantic Herring FMP was developedby NMFS to ensure that
all FMPsofthe Northeast Region comply with the Standardized Bycatch Reporting
Methodology (SBRM) requirements of the Magnuson-Stevens Act. The purpose of
the SBRM amendmentwas to: (1) explain the methods and processes by which
bycatch is currently monitored and assessed for Northeast Region fisheries; (2)
determine whether these methods and.processes need to be modified and/or
supplemented; (3) establish standards of precision for bycatch estimation for all
Northeast Region fisheries; and (4) document the SBRMs established for all
fisheries managed through the FMPs of the Northeast Region.
Generally, a SBRM can be viewed as a combination of sampling design, data
collection procedures, and analyses used to estimate bycatch. The Northeast Region
SBRM amendment provides a structured approach for evaluating the effectiveness
of the allocation of fisheries observer effort across multiple fisheries to monitor a
large number of species. Both precision and accuracy are addressed in analyses
conducted using observer data and to determine the appropriateness of the data for
use in stock assessments and by fishery managers. A coefficient of variation (CV)
of thirty percent (30%) was selected as a standard level of precision based upon the
recommendation of the National Working Group on Bycatch.
The SBRM amendment, therefore, establishes a baseline and target levels of
observer coverage for accurately monitoring bycatch across the Northeast Region's
federally-managed fisheries. However, the Council acknowledges that recent
developments in the herring fishery have contributed to the need for improved
monitoring of catch in the fishery (landings and discards). For instance, increased
concerns about the status of river herring and some groundfish stocks, as well as
uncertainty regarding the nature and extent of river herring and groundfish bycatch
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What action is in the Atlantic herring fishery illustrate the need for more and better bycatch
information. Seasonal and annual TAC overages in some management areas,
the Council
inconsistent and inadequate levels of observer coverage, and the emergence of U.S.
considering?

at-sea processing operations also argue for a more thorough and accurate catch
monitoring program in the fishery. For these reasons, the Council is considering
management measures in this amendment to supplement the baseline established in
the SBRM and enhance the collection of bycatch information in the Atlantic herring
fishery.

Guidance from the Council in late 2007 specified that this amendment will focus on
improving and expanding the existing catch monitoring program to address
uncertainties in the existing data on effort, catch/bycatch, and landings. Various
modifications to the existing at-sea observer program and other components of a
comprehensive monitoring program may be developed in this amendment. For
example, the Council may consider modifications to the sampling protocol for
NMFS observers, options for full retention of catch by herring vessels, or
alternatives to establish an industry-funded observer program. The Council is
seeking your comments on these kinds of measures as well as suggestions for other
measures that should be considered in this amendment to improve the catch
monitoring program for the Atlantic herring fishery.
Questions to Consider

Herring Amendment

•

What specific management measures should the Council consider in this
amendment to improve the collection of catch/bycatch information in the
Atlantic herring fishery? What specific measures should be considered to
improve both at-sea monitoring and shores ide monitoring?

•

Should the Council consider alternatives for an industry-funded observer
program in this amendment? Should the Council consider alternatives for thirdparty contributions to observer coverage in this amendment?

•

Should management measures be considered in this amendment to improve
observer working conditions and data collection by the Northeast Fisheries
Science Center Sea Sampling Program? Should changes to the observer
sampling protocol be considered?

•

Should electronic monitoring systems, including video-based electronic
monitoring, be considered for the Atlantic herring fishery?

•

Should full or maximized retention be considered for the herring fishery? If so,
how will it be verified? What are the impediments to requiring full retention?

•

What measures should be considered in this amendment to address observer
coverage and protocols for U.S. At-Sea Processing (USAP) vessels?

•

Should the Council consider management measures to improve the real-time
monitoring of TACs in the herring fishery?

•

Should a shoreside monitoring program be established for this fishery? What
modifications should be made to dealer and processor requirements to improve
the accuracy and completeness of landings information?

•

What special considerations should be included to address the unique nature of
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the herring fishery with regards to volume and fish-pump transfer of codend
contents?

What action is
the Council
considering?

ANNUAL CATCH LIMITS/ACCOUNTABILITY MEASURES
The M-S Act was reauthorized in 2007 and one new requirement is to establish
annual catch limits (ACLs) and accountability measures (AMs) in order to end
and/or prevent overfishing in all FMPs. Section 302 (h)(6) states: (Each Council
shall) develop annual catch limits for each of its managed fisheries that may not
exceed the fishing level recommendations of its Scientific and Statistical Committee
or the peer review process established. Section 303 (a)(15) states: (Any FMP shall)
establish a mechanism for specifying annual catch limits in the plan (including a
multiyear plan), implementing regulations, or annual specifications, at a level such
that overfishing does not occur in the fishery, including measures to ensure
accountability.
NMFS has provided some informal input on what these new requirements may
entail, but official guidance on how Councils must comply with these new
requirements is not expected until May 2008. The Herring FMP is required to be in
compliance with these new regulations by 2011 because the Atlantic herring fishery
is not subject to overfishing at this time.
The Atlantic herring fishery has been managed using hard TACs since the 2000
fishing year. The TACs are developed through the fishery specification process and
are based on an Allowable Biological Catch (ABC) that has been reduced to an
Optimum Yield (OY) based on biological, economic, ecological, and other
considerations. The Herring FMP, therefore, has already laid the foundation for
complying with the ACL and AM requirements of the MSRA. The related measures
considered in this amendment are likely to be refinements to the fishery
specification process, measures to ensure the effectiveness of the TACs, and/or
measures to address TAC overages.
Questions to Consider

Herring Amendment

•

What specific management measures should the Council consider in this
amendment to address new MSRA requirements?

•

Do you feel that the current fishery specification process, including TACs
divided by management area, is adequate to meet the ACL requirements of the
MSRA?

•

Aside from the ACLs themselves(Hard TACs), what accountability measures
should be considered to ensure that the ACLs are not exceeded (for example, pay
back provisions in which overages would be reduced from the ACL in the
following year)?

•

How could the Council better account for the importance of herring as forage for
predators in setting ACLs?

•

In terms of setting ACLs, how could the Council better incorporate the concepts
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of ecosystem management as it relates to herring as a forage and as a predator
species?

•

How should the Council account for discards in setting and implementation of
ACLs?

LIMITED ACCESS PRIVILEGE PROGRAMS/
SECTOR ALLOCATION PROCESS
In the herring fishery, there is a core fleet consisting of a small number of vessels
that catch a very large proportion of the herring resource. These vessels were
incorporated into the limited access program implemented in Amendment 1 to the
Herring FMP. Developing Amendment 4 now provides the opportunity to evaluate
management approaches for the limited access fishery while considering important
biological and economic factors.
The Council is considering management measures to establish a sector allocation
program for the Atlantic herring fishery, or possibly to establish another form of
limited access privilege program (LAPP) like an Individual Fishing Quota (IFQ).
Amendment 13 to the Multispecies (Groundfish) FMP recently implemented a
sector allocation program, which apportions part of the ground fish fishery resource
to a "self-selecting sector." Sectors may be formed around common fishing
practices, common homeport or landing port, common fishing area, common
marketing arrangements, etc. How the sector chooses to harvest its allocation could
include a wide range of arrangements, including, but not limited to, a plan that
simply sub-divides the TAC or a measure of effort among the vessels.
The purpose of establishing a sector allocation process or other form of LAPP would
be to allow greater opportunities for fishery participants to proactively engage in
resource governance, to provide greater flexibility for participants, to guide the
appropriate development of capacity, and, last, to create outcomes that are more
socially and economically-relevant for fishing groups within the biological
limitations of the fishery (TACs). In addition, vessels may want to join a sector or
participate in a LAPP to manage the incidental catch of herring in their fishery.
The Council developed and considered an alternative for sector allocation in
Amendment 1 tothe Herring FMP, but ultimately rejected it while stating an interest
in revisiting the issue in subsequent FMP actions. This amendment will revisit the
sector allocation alternative developed in Amendment 1 and will continue to refine
that alternative for further consideration by the Council. The amendment also may
explore alternatives for Individual Fishing Quotas (IFQs) and is seeking public
comment on this and other forms of LAPPs that may be appropriate to consider in
the Atlantic herring fishery.
Questions to Consider
•

Herring Amendment
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Should the Council consider a sector allocation process or other form of LAPP in
this amendment? If so, what other forms of LAPPs should be considered?
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•

Should sectors or LAPPs be structured by management area or for the fishery as
a whole? What are the advantages and disadvantages to either approach?

•

Should the sector allocation process for the herring fishery mirror that which is
under consideration for the groundfish fishery?

•

The Council is considering a requirement that any allocation of herring for
a sector or another form of LAPP utilize landings history from Area lA (if
appropriate) based on an allocation period ending December 31,2006 and is
seeking public comment on this proposal. What are the pros/cons of using an
allocation time period that ends on December 31, 2006? Should other baseline
periods be considered to determine LAPP and/or sector allocations? If so, which
ones?

•

How should bycatch be accounted for in a sector allocation process or in another
form of LAPP?

•

Should the FMP include safeguards that prevent too much consolidation?
or why not? If so, what type of limits would be appropriate?

•

What reporting and monitoring requirements (for landings and discards) should
accompany sector allocations and/or LAPPs?

•

Would the use of sector allocation or other form of LAPP change the makeup of
the herring fishery? How would it impact fishing communities?

Why

The Council and its Atlantic Herring Oversight Committee have held preliminary
public discussions on the issues to be addressed in Amendment 4 to the Herring
FMP. The publication of this scoping document and an announcement in the
Federal Register of the Council's intent to prepare this amendment is the first part of
the formal process.
After gathering information during this scoping period (now through June 30, 2008),
the Council will identify a range of alternatives to be considered and analyzed in a
Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) and public hearing document. The
Council is scheduled to approve the range of alternatives for development in the
DEIS in October or November 2008. Once the DEIS is prepared, the Council will
distribute it as well as an abbreviated public hearing document for public review. A
45-day public hearing and comment period, tentatively scheduled for late spring
2009, will allow you to comment on any aspects of the DEIS, including the
alternatives under consideration and the analyses of the impacts prepared by the
Council's Herring Plan Development Team (PDT).
Following a review of all public comments and input from the Herring Advisory
Panel and Herring Committee, the Council will choose the measures for submission
to the Secretary of Commerce as Amendment 4 to the Herring FMP. The Council is
scheduled to select the final measures for Amendment 4 during the fall of 2009. If
no delays are encountered during the development process, Amendment 4 is
scheduled to become effective no later than the start of the 2011 fishing year
(January 1,2011).
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Why should I
comment?

This is the first and best opportunity for members of the public to raise issues and
concerns for the Council to consider during the development of this amendment.
The Council needs your input both to identify management issues and develop
alternatives that meet the objectives identified by the Council. Your comments early
in the amendment development process will help us address issues of concern to you
in a thorough and appropriate manner.

How dol
comment?

The Council will discuss and take scoping comments at herring-related public
meetings in May and June 2008. There will be at least one Herring Committee and
one Herring Advisory Panel meeting scheduled during this time, which will include
a specified time for the public to provide scoping comments. There also will be
time allotted for scoping comments during the June 2008 New England and
Mid-Atlantic Council meetings. Advanced notice of all of these meetings will be
provided to the public through publication in the Federal Register, meeting notices
distributed by the Council, and announcements on the Council's website.
For the purposes of scoping, you may attend any of the meetings mentioned above to
provide oral comments (see cover page for schedule of scoping meetings), or you
may submit written comments by June 30, 2008 to:
Patricia Kurkul, Regional Administrator
National Marine Fisheries Service
One Blackburn Drive
Gloucester, MA 01930
Fax: (978) 281-9135
Please note on your correspondence; "Atlantic Herring Amendment 4 Scoping
Comments." Comments may also be accepted via fax at the above fax number.
Scoping comments may be submitted via email to HerringAmendment4@noaa.gov.
If you wish to be on the mailing list for future meetings of the Herring Committee,
please contact the Council office at (978) 465-0492.
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DRAFT MEETING

SUMMARY

Herring Committee Meeting
Holiday Inn By the Bay, Portland ME
March 25,2008
The Herring Committee met on March 25, 2008 in Portland, Maine to: review 2008 Council
priority-setting and discuss issues to be addressed in Amendment 4 to the Atlantic Herring
Fishery Management Plan (FMP); identify goals and objectives for Amendment 4 to the Herring
FMP; review and approve a draft ScopingDocument for Amendment 4; review and discuss the
timeline for Amendment 4 and upcoming fishery specifications; and identify priority tasks for
Herring Plan Development Team (PDT).
Meeting Attendance: Frank Blount, Chairman; David Simpson, Rodney Avila, Dane Rice, Tom
Hill, Mike Leary, and Jim Ruhle, Herring Committee members (Gibson absent); Lori Steele,
NEFMC staff; Carrie Nordeen, Sarah Gurtman, Michael Pentony, Dan Kaelis, Mark Grant,
NMFS NERO; Amy Van Atten, NEFSC Sea Sampling Branch; Dave Ellenton (Herring AP
Chair), Al West, Jeff Reichle, Mary Beth Tooley, Peter Moore, GibBrogan, Chris Weiner, Peter
Baker, Jennie Bichrest, Jeff Kaelin, Don Swanson, Herring Advisors; Chris Vonderweidt,
ASMFC; Jason Stockwell, Steve Eayrs, Meredith Mendelson, GMRI; Jim Kendall, Sean
Mahoney, Ray Kane, Rick Usher, Drew Minkiewicz, Bob Westcott, Roger Fleming, John
Williamson, Zack Klyver, Bud Brown, Jen Litteral, Gary Libby, and several other interested
parties.
The meeting began with a brief review and discussion of the Council's 2008 work priorities and
the timeline for Amendment 4, the 2010 herring fishery specifications, and the 2011-2013
specifications.
Goals and Objectives for Amendment 4
Ms. Steele presented a memo to the Committee that reviewed the goals and objectives of the
Atlantic herring management program, as established in Amendment 1 to the FMP. The memo
included a proposal for a simple set of goals and objectives for Amendment 4 that relate
specifically to the management issues that the Council approved for consideration in this
amendment:
Proposed Goal (Draft)
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To develop an amendment to the Herring FMP to improve catch monitoring and ensure
compliance with the Magnuson-Stevens Reauthorization Act of 2006
Proposed Objectives (Draft)

1.

To implement measures to improve the long-term monitoring of catch (landings
and bycatch) in the herring fishery;

2.

To implement Annual Catch Limits (ACLs), Accountability Measures (AMs), and
other management measures to ensure compliance with the MSRA; and

3.

To develop a sector allocation process or other Limited Access Privilege
Program (LAPP) for the Atlantic herring fishery.

Mr. Rice expressed concern about the third objective and felt that Amendment 4 should focus on
catch monitoring without getting delayed by the difficulties associated with developing
allocation measures. Mr. Ruhle suggested that the language in the amendment be clear that the
third objective relates specifically to allocation of the resource. Mr. Hill referenced the
introductory discussion in the scoping document and suggested that both the goals/objectives of
the amendment and the language in the scoping document (What Issues Will be Addressed in this
Amendment?) be expanded to address all of the reasons that the Council decided to develop the
amendment, including issues related to the health of the herring resource throughout its range,
how the resource is harvested, how catchlbycatch are accounted for, and the important role of
herring as a forage fish in the Northeast Region.

1.

MOTION: TOM HILL/JIM RUHLE
To add a fourth issue to the scoping document, under What Issues Will be Addressed in
this Amendment?:
#4.) Improved conservation and management of the resource, including issues related to
the health of the herring resource throughout its range, how the resource is harvested,
how catchlbycatch are accounted for, and the important role of herring as a forage fish in
the Northeast Region.

Additional Discussion on the Motion: Ms. Steele clarified that the motion relates to the
language in the Scoping Document and not directly to the proposed goals and objectives of the
amendment. Mr. Hill agreed and noted that he would make another motion relative to the goals
and objectives if this motion passes. Mr. Ruhle emphasized the importance of considering the
impact of herring as a predator species in addition to its role as a forage fish and suggested that
this issue be explored in the Scoping Document as well. Mr. Blount expressed concern about
including this language as an issue to address in the amendment because the intent is not to
revisit all elements of the herring management program in the amendment. Mr. Simpson was
uncertain if the Council would be able to develop management measures specifically to address
some of the issues in the motion at this time. Mr. Hill clarified that his intent is simply to elicit
thoughtful public comment on the issues and concerns that were brought to the Council's
attention in 2007 when the decision was made to develop this amendment. He felt that the
proposed language did not bind the Council to taking any specific action in Amendment 4.

MOTION #1 FAILED 3-3 WITH THE CHAIRMAN NOT VOTING.
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The Herring Committee members further discussed the issues to address in the amendment and
the related language in the draft Scoping Document. Mr. Ruhle was somewhat uncomfortable
with the Scoping Document stating that the Council is concerned about the health of the herring
resource when the resource is not overfished and overfishing is not occurring. Mr. Rice
reiterated that he thinks this amendment should focus exclusively on catch monitoring and not
allocation.

2.

MOTION: JIM RUHLEIDANA RICE
To approve the Goals/Objectives for Amendment 4, as drafted in the March 17,2008
Memo from Council Staff

Additional Discussion on the Motion: (The proposed goals/objectives for Amendment 4, as
drafted in the March 17, 2008 Memo from Council Staff, appear in italics on p. 1 - 2 of this
meeting summary.) Jennie Bichrest expressed concern about moving forward with a sector
allocation process in this amendment and felt strongly that the amendment should focus on the
catch monitoring program for the fishery. Roger Fleming from Earthjustice opposed this motion
because he felt that the goals/objectives were too narrowly focused and that the Committee
should have supported the previous motion. He reminded the Committee of the thousands of
comment letters the Council received in 2007 supporting the development of this amendment for
several reasons, including concerns about the role of herring in the ecosystem and bycatch
concerns like those regarding river herring. Jeff Kaelin and Mary Beth Tooley expressed support
for the motion and the proposed goals and objectives. Al West agreed with Dana Rice about the
third objective, and he suggested that if sector allocations are going to be considered in this
amendment, then all forms of LAPPs should be considered as well. Gib Brogan suggested that
the Herring Committee consider splitting the second objective into two separate objectives to
address some of the concerns about the scope of issues to be addressed in the amendment, as the
second half of the objective relates to provisions in the Magnuson Reauthorization Act other than
ACLs and AMs.

2A.

MOTION TO AMEND: MIKE LEARY/JIM RUHLE
To add a fourth objective for Amendment 4:
To address the health of the herring resource, including river herring throughout its
range, and the important role of herring as a forage fish and a predator fish throughout
its range.

Additional Discussion on the Motion to Amend: Mr. Ruhle expressed concern about getting
too specific with the language in the goals and objectives. He reminded the Committee members
that the catch monitoring program should be developed prior to making decisions about any
management measures to address specific bycatch issues. Gene Martin asked whether the intent
of the motion was to include river herring in the management unit, and Mr. Leary confirmed that
was not the intent. Mr. Simpson agreed that the language in the motion was a bit misleading and
that the amendment should focus on collecting data prior to making decisions about specific
management measures. The motion was perfected through a friendly amendment.
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MOTION #2A FRIENDLY AMENDMENT

(ACCEPTED):

To add a fourth objective for Amendment 4:
To address the health of the herring resource and the important role of herring as a
forage fish and a predator fish throughout its range.
MOTION #2A (MOTION TO AMEND, MODIFIED THROUGH
AMENDMENT) CARRIED 4-1-1.
2B.

MOTION TO AMEND: DAVE SIMPSONffOM

FRIENDLY

HILL

To split Objective #2 into two separate objectives.
Additional Discussion on the Motion to Amend: None.
MOTION #2B (MOTION TO AMEND) CARRIED 4-1.

MAIN MOTION VOTED:
To approve the Goals/Objectives for Amendment 4, as drafted in the March 17,2008
Memo from Council Staff;
And add a fourth objective for Amendment 4:
To address the health of the herring resource and the important role of herring as a
forage fish and a predator fish throughout its range.
And split Objective #2 into two separate objectives.
MAIN MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.

Amendment 4 Draft Scoping Document
The Herring Committee reviewed and discussed each section of the draft Scoping Document for
Amendment 4, including background information and questions for the public to consider when
providing scoping comments.
Catch Monitoring
Mr. Rice expressed support for the bulleted questions in the Scoping Document related to this
issue and hoped that improving catch monitoring would be the primary focus of the measures in
this amendment. Mr. Simpson asked for clarification as to how NMFS' SBRM amendment
relates to the measures that may be considered in this amendment. Mr. Pentony and Ms. Steele
clarified that the SBRM amendment establishes a baseline for bycatch monitoring by describing
all available sources of data and specifying a desired level of observer coverage to achieve a 30%
coefficient of variation for estimates of bycatch by species group and gear type. Ms. Steele
agreed with Mr. Pentony's suggestion to add a paragraph to this section of the Scoping
Document that summarizes the measures in the SBRM amendment for the public. Mr. Brogan
suggested that the Council seek comments from the public on how to address bycatch monitoring
for species not included in the SBRM amendment (i.e., species that are not federally-managed).
Mr. Kaelin suggested that the question regarding industry-funded observer programs be
expanded to consider third-party funding for observer coverage, and the Committee agreed.
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Dan Kaelis from the NMFS Regional Office presented a summary of the current program for
monitoring landings in the Atlantic herring fishery and ensuring compliance with the
management area TACs. Several Committee and audience members asked questions about how
the TACs are monitored. Mr. Kendall suggested that the Committee reconsider some of the callin requirements during the development ofthis amendment. Mr. Ellenton and Ms. Tooley both
expressed concern about the current discrepancy between dealer and IVR Reports in the Area 2
fishery. Mr. Kaelin suggested that the Committee consider changing the provisions associated
with the Letters of Authorization for carrier vessels, specifically the time limitations that carriers
face when choosing to carry species other than herring (seven days). Mr. Brogan asked about
how landings are attributed to management areas and suggested that this process be improved to
the extent possible in the amendment.
Annual Catch Limits (ACLs) and Accountability Measures (AMs)
The Herring Committee briefly discussed the section in the draft Scoping Document related to
establishing ACLs and AMs in this amendment. Committee members were comfortable with
this section and did not suggest changes or additions. Mr. Minkiewicz noted that the herring
fishery is essentially managed by ACLs already and felt that this approach seems to be generally
consistent with the intent of the MSRA.
Sector Allocation Process and Other Limited Access Privilege Programs (LAPPs)
Ms. Steele acknowledged that the discussion in the draft .Scoping Document regarding sector
allocations and LAPPs is somewhat unclear; she stated that the language in the document would
be clarified to the extent possible and asked the Committee for guidance about which kinds of
LAPPs may be considered in this amendment. Mr. Martin confirmed NMFS' position that the
existing groundfish sector allocation process is not considered a LAPP under the MSRA; future
sector allocations could be considered LAPPs, however, and it remains unclear at this time
whether the program to be developed in the herring amendment will qualify as a LAPP or not.
Mr. Rice reiterated his concerns about moving forward with either sector allocations or other·
forms of LAPPs in this amendment. Mr. Ruhle expressed concern about developing any
allocation program based on history following the implementation of Amendment 1 (2007)
because measures in Amendment 1 prohibited midwater trawl fishing in Area 1A during the peak
season and changed fishing patterns for many vessels.

3.

MOTION: JIM RUHLEIRODNEY AVILA
To propose in the Scoping Document that any allocation of herring for any form of
LAPPs and/or sectors utilize landings history from lA with a qualifying period that ends
December 31,2006 (add this to questions to consider in the Scoping Document)

Additional Discussion on the Motion: The above motion was perfected through some
Committee discussion; the intent is to propose this date as a possible cap on history for allocation
purposes and to seek public comment specifically on this issue. The Committee acknowledged
that adding the date to the Scoping Document is not binding and that any date could be utilized
in the development of the management alternatives after reviewing scoping comments. Some
industry members generally supported this approach. Ms. Bichrest stated that some vessels
made significant investments specifically to create landings history following the implementation
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of Amendment 1 and expressed concern that this approach could disadvantage them in terms of
allocations based on recent history. Ms. Steele noted that she would add a question to this
section of the Scoping Document asking about area-specific sector allocations and LAPPs.

MOTION #3 CARRIED 4-1-0.
Mr. Minkiewicz cautioned the Herring Committee about concluding that sector allocations are
not LAPPs at this time and urged the Committee to move forward assuming that sectors are in .
fact LAPPs for the purposes of complying with the MSRA requirements in this amendment. Mr.
Martin stated that no such legal determinations should be made either way regarding sectors and
LAPPs in this amendment at this time and that the document should provide maximum flexibility
to the Council. Mr. Minkiewicz suggested that the Scoping Document should remain very
general and simply ask the public for comments regarding the best approach for rationalizing the
herring fishery.
Ms. Steele asked the Committee members for further clarification on the new objective regarding
forage and predation and whether additional information/discussion should be added to the
Scoping Document. Mr. Simpson suggested that the following additional question be added to
the ACLI AM discussion: how could the Council better incorporate the concepts of ecosystem
management as it relates to herring as a forage and predator species in terms of setting ACLs?
The Committee agreed with this suggestion. Mr. Ruhle raised another issue of concern regarding
mackerel vessels in the southern New England/Mid-Atlantic region; the Chairman suggested that
this issue be raised after the Committee fully addresses the issues in the current draft Scoping
Document.

4.

MOTION: JIM RUHLEIDANARICE
To forward the Draft Scoping Document, as amended at this meeting, to the Council for
approval at the April Council meeting

Additional Discussion on the Motion: None.

MOTION #4 CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.
Other Issues
Mr. Ruhle expressed concern about the potential for herring bycatch on mackerel vessels in the
Mid-Atlantic region that did not qualify for a limited access herring permit in Amendment 1. He
suggested that this issue be investigated and addressed to the extent possible in Amendment 4.

5.

MOTION: JIM RUHLEIDANA RICE
To recommend that the Council also consider alternatives to address concerns about
potential herring discards on mackerel vessels in Areas 2/3

Additional Discussion on the Motion: Mr. Blount noted that ifthis motion passes, the Council
will need to approve this issue to be added to the Scoping Document at the April Council
meeting.

MOTION #5 CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.
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The Herring Committee briefly discussed plans for upcoming meetings to work on the
development of Amendment 4 alternatives. There will be a Herring PDT meeting in Mansfield,
Massachusetts on April 9, 2008 to begin work on a stock/fishery update in preparation for a late
May Committee meeting. The Herring Advisory Panel will meet in late April (April 30, 2008) to
review the Amendment 4 Scoping Document and provide scoping comments for Committee
consideration.
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Mr. John Pappalardo, Chairman
New England Fishery Management Council
50 Water Street, Mill 2
Newburyport, MA 01950
Dear John:
During our Council's meeting that was held in Secaucus, NJ on December 12, 2007 our
Atlantic Mackerel, Squid, and Butterfish Committee also convened a meeting. This Committee
is currently developing Amendment 11 to the Atlantic Mackerel, Squid, and Butterfish Fishery
Management Plan (FMP) which is primarily focused on limiting future access to commercial
Atlantic mackerel fishery. During its meeting the Committee passed the following motion:
"Move that the MAFMC request the NEFMC revisit the issue of bycatch of sea herring in the
directed Mackerel fishery using most recent data to determine if herring possession limits are
insufficient to accommodate herring bycatch when mackerel and herring are mixed. "
It is our understanding that tomorrow the NEFMC will through its Herring Committee initiate
development of Amendment 4 to the Atlantic Herring FMP. On behalf of our Council, I
respectfully ask that the NEFMC consider the above Committee motion when your Council
addresses issues related to management of the Atlantic herring fishery.
Thank you in advance for your positive consideration in this matter.
Sincerely,

QiJ,)

£
rDTF:mjb
cc: Dan Furlong, Jim Ruhle, Pat Kurkul, Paul Howard

W. Peter Jensen
Chairman
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UNITED STATES DEPARTM"ENT OF COMMERCE
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NATIONAL MARINE ASHERIES SERVICE
NORTHEAST REGION
One Blackburn Drive
" Gloucester, MA 01930-2298

MAR 2 8 2008

Terry Stockwell
Chair, Atlantic Herring Section
Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission
1444 Eye St., N.W., Sixth Floor
Washington, DC 20005
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~
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Dear Terry,
This is in response to your March 21, 2008, letter expressing concern over the increase in
2007 New Brunswick weir fishery landings and requesting initiation of a resource sharing
agreement between the ASMFC, New England Fishery Management Council, NOAA
Fisheries and the Canadian Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO).
I share your concern about the landings increase and relayed my concern to Faith
Scattalon, Regional Director-General for the Maritime Region of DFO, in a meeting this
past February. Ms. Scattalontook note and informed me that on January 16,2008, the
Minister of Fisheries and Oceans Canada had announced his request to Canada's
Fisheries Resource Conservation Council (FRCC) to develop a long-term' strategic
approach to Atlantic herring conservation. You may recall that in July 200TtheFRCC
issued a similar report on American lobster. TheFRCC will review herring science,
management measures, harvesting practices, and the roles of stakeholders in the fishery
and develop a report including recommendations fora sustainable fishery. The-report is
" expected by June 2009. Ms. Scattalon was reluctant to agree to any further collaboration
or discussion on herring pending the results of this review. So; although we have laid the
groundwork for discussions with Canada on complementary management of herring by
bringing herring under our joint US/Canada assessment process (Transboundary
Resource Assessment Committee (TRAC», DFO will forgo making any commitments to
begin discussions until they receive the results of the FRCC report. Ms. Scattalon did
however indicate that the Canadian fishing industry may be interested in informal
discussions with their counterparts in the US. She also commented that the increase in"
landings in the New Brunswick fishery were unexpected by DFO and that the FRCC
would be asked to look specifically at this fishery and, in particular, the age structure of
those landings.
OUf spring US/Canada Steering Committee meeting is scheduled for April. I would
appreciate the opportunity to discuss this issue with you before then, and I will certainly

take the opportunity at that meeting to express the US concern over the increase in
landings in this fishery and to request that landing restrictions be placed on it while the
FRCC is conducting its review.
I look forward to discussing this with you further.
Sincerely,

Patricia A.Kurkul
Regional Administrator

cc:,i&
. G. Darcy
J. Anderson
RLent

Q

Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission

George D. Lapointe (ME), Chair
.. Robert H. Boyles, Jr. (SC), Vice-Chair

1444 Eye Street, N.W., Sixth Floor
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 289-6400
(202) 289-6051 (fax)
www.asmfc.org

John V. O'Shea
Executive Director

Working towards healthy, self-sustaining populations for all Atlantic coast fish species, or successful restoration
well in progress, by the year 2015

March 21, 2008
Patricia A. Kurkul
Regional Administrator
National Marine Fisheries Service
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Dear Ms. Kurkul,
I am writing on behalf of the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission's Atlantic
Herring Section (Section) to express concern over the increase in the New Brunswick
weir fishery landings in 2007. The Section also requests initiation of a resource sharing
agreement between the ASMFC, New England Fisheries Management Council, NOAA
Fisheries, and the Canadian Department of Fisheries and Oceans.
The Section has worked hard to manage the Atlantic herring population in a sustainable
manner by accounting for multiple stocks and ecosystem needs, setting precautionary
quotas, protecting spawning populations in state waters, and working with NOAA
Fisheries and the New England Fishery Management Council to develop complementary
management documents. As a result of our collective work, Atlantic herring populations
have not been overfished, with overfishing not occurring for tije last 15 years.
Preliminary 2007 landings show that New Brunswick weir fishery landings have
increased from 11,641 to 31,000 mt between 2006 and 2007-· a 19,359 mt increase.
Should this trend maintain, it will diminish our collective conservation efforts and
potentially impact the Atlantic herring resource and fishery. Establishing a
transboundary herring management process would help to ensure that future increases in
the New Brunswick weir fishery will not grossly impact our collaborative effort to
manage the Atlantic herring resource.
Please contact me if I can be of assistance.

Sincerely,

Terry Stockwell
Chair, Atlantic Herring Section

CC: John Pappalardo
CONNECTICUT, DELAWARE, FLORIDA, GEORGIA, MAINE, MARYLAND, MASSACHUSETTS, NEW HAMPSHIRE,
NEW JERSEY, NEW YORK, NORTH CAROLINA, PENNSYL VANIA, RHODE ISLAND, SOUTH CAROLINA, VIRGINIA
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of a Scoping Document for Atlantic Herring Amendment 4.

Dear Chairman Blount:
As the herring oversight committee prepares fOJits meeting on March 26, 2008, to initiate the
development of Atlantic Herring Amendment 4, Oceana would like to provide comments tothe
committee about the upcoming scoping process, the scopinq document, and the committee
approach to the new amendment.
Purpose and Need ofthe ActionIn recent years the Councll, in an attempt to streamline the development of new management
actions, has limited the range of thescoplnq process to a predetermined setot issues'
developed by the committee and the Council. .Although a scoplnq document can be' useful in
promoting comments and discussion in the scoping process, limiting scopingto a set list of
issues is inappropriate 'under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the' .
implementing NOAA guidelhies (NOAA Administrative Order 216-6). .' ,
In 19~9, NOAA issued guidelines for implementing NEPA. The guidelines establish how
scoping for a man~gement action like a HSheryManagement Plan (FMP) amendment should
be conducted. The gUidelines state that the purpose ofscoplnq is to first and foremost 'identify
the concerns of the affected public' and that 'public involvement is essential to implementing
NEPA. Public involvement helps the agency understand the concerns of the public regarding
the proposed action and its environrnentallmpacts, identify controversies, and obtain the
necessary information for conducting the environmental analysis.'
The guidelines continue with a flst ltems to be considered in the scoping process indudiiig the
effect of the action on NationalMarine 'Sanctuaries, Protected SpeCies,ailditems covered
under Section 305(b) of the Magnuspn.;Stevens Reauthorization Act (Habitat).
.
Finally, the Council has a continuing obligation to satisfy the required elements of an FMP as
described in 16 USC 1853(a). The Magnuson-Stevens Reauthorization Act requires allFishery
Management Plans to contain fundamental elements in each fishery in agreement with the
National Standards including measures to reduce bycatch (NS 9), achieve optimum yield that
includes an ecological assessment of the role of the fish in the ecosystem (NS 1) and guard
against variations in fisheries,fishery resources,and catches (NS 6). If the public believes that
any ofthese elements is not adequately addressed by the current FMP, as is the case with the
Atlantic Herring fishery, it is the duty of the Council to receive these comments as part of
scoping and consider amending the FMP to bring it into compliance with the Magnuson-Stevens
Reauthorization Act in the management action.
.
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The committee and the full Council should use the opportunity of Amendment 4 to correct its
deficient scqping processes of the past and solidify the legal defensibility of the upcoming
amendment by- soliciting:;colllltlC:mtson
all issues related to the conservation and management
needs of the himirig fisheryand addressing them, if appropriate, in the Amendment process.
Although the Council will likely selectai'ange
of issues to be developed in the amendment at a
later time.the CC?-Hf19il
~h9uJ(t;encourage a wide range of scoplnq.commentsto
document the
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bycatchispuesare
()fcQ:~.C:eri{to yOl,l related .tothe' Atliiritic Herringfi~h~rY?
.
,Wha.t:i~teractiorw withothe~ fis~~rl~s' s.~o(ddbe explored? How' shoulcfbycatch .b~f!jana,g.~d in
theAtlar;ttic H~ri'ingfishery?'
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How

Di~c;.ards ..:What issues related tbdisqardingof
herring are a concern?
shdulddjseards
better manaqedto comply with}he rii1Eig,nuso'n';Ste\iensReauthori~atiO'n Act?'
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Habitat- While the Council is currently developing an Omnibus Essential Fish Habitat (EfH)
Amendment, there are fishery:'specific issueswlth the herring fish~1)' thatshould be dtSG4ssed
in Amendment 4:.HowshOl:ildtlt~'
Counclladdresshabltat
issueawlth the Atlantic::
fishery? What should the Council do to rnlnlmize the' effects of the Atlantic Herring fishery on
_habitat?

Herrl09 .

"Prey Speeies~ How should heiTing be managed asa prey species to complywith the"
-.:
Magnuson~Stevens Reauthorization Act and regulations such as the EFHregulations
and the
requirement to cOllsid~r ecological roles incalculatlonsof
Optimum Yield?
.
. -

How

Data Collection- How should data about the catch of the herring fishery be collected?
should a data collection program' be .funded?' What data is' important for manaqernentof the
herring fishery and other NewEngland 'Fishery Management Council and Atlantic States Marine
Fisheries Commission Fishery Mallager'nent Plans?
.
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Magnuson-Stevens
Reauthorization
Act (MSRA) ImplementationWill Amendment 4 be the
vehicle for meeting the requirements of the MSRA? How should the amendment accomplish
these tasks?

Oceana believes that Amendment 4 is an opportunity for the Council to address issues that
were not fully explored in Amendment 1 and that until these issues are reconciled; the Herring
Fishery Management Plan is incomplete and inconsistent with the requirements of the
Magnuson-Stevens
Reauthorization Act.
The first step for the Council to fully develop this amendment and address the concerns of the
public is to support a full scoping process that respects the range of issues brought forth by the
range of stakeholders who value the herring resource and are committed to improving the
current management of the herring fishery.
.
Oceana looks forward to participating in the development of Amendment 4 and is hopeful that
the Council will take firm action in the amendment to better manage the fishery for the future of
the regions oceans.
Sincerely,

Gib Brogan
Campaign Projects Manager
Oceana
Wayland, MA
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Frank Blount, Chairman
Herring Committee
New England Fishery Management Council
50 Water Street, Mill 2
Newburyport, MA 01950

NEW ENGLAND FISHERY
MANAGEMENT COUNCIL

Dear Frank,
I write today on behalf of the CCCHF A Board of Directors to offer comments oil the draft
Scoping Document for Amendment 4 to the Herring Fishery Management Plan. The current
draft is a good start, but is ultimately too narrow.
The list of "issues to be addressed" and the three draft objectives of the Amendment are"
incorriplete relative to the stated reasons for the development of the Amendment (under "why are
additional measures being considered"). The latter section appears to be complete and well
thought-out, but measures contained therein are not fully developed in the subsequent issues and
objectives sections. This lack of development and the narrow scope of the three proposed issues
and objectives may discourage public comment on various conservation and management
measures that were clearly called for by the public and by fishery stakeholders throughout 2007,
as well as during the 2008 priority setting process.
""

"

Specifically, the document as currently written would fail to adequately acknowledge consistent
and strong demand from regional fishery stakeholders, including the CCCHF A membership, for
consideration of additional conservation and management measures to address bycatch, forage
depletion, gear conflict, and other issues. It would also fail to invite public comment on these
critical issues because the Amendment objectives seem to exclude their consideration.
This would be a mistake. River herring populations coastwide, including on Cape Cod, are
plummeting, and a disturbing and clear oceanic bycatch problem has emerged as the leading
problem facing those species. Consideration of time and area closures, bycatch caps, and other
measures to protect river herring must be scoped for and therefore must be included in the list of
issues to be addressed and objectives. Close collaboration with the Atlantic States Marine
Fisheries Commission (ASMFC) in the development of their amendment to the Shad and River
Herring FMP must be contemplated, not in the buck-passing manner of the past, but withan eye
toward aggressively closing the crack in management through which our river herring are
currently falling.
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The documentshouldalso
acknowledge the strong calls by commercial fishermen in New
England jo reduce the 'impact of the midwater trawl fleet on inshore fish and fisheries through
consideration of additional coastal buffer zones. This fishery has long been sold to New England
as an offshore fishery but the fleet has been unwilling or unable to focus their effort there. The
inshore with its traditional fisheries, vulnerable forage aggregations, and' fixed gear conflict
should not bear the burden of this failure to develop the offshore herring fishery to a degree
consistent with the distribution of the herring biomass.
In.conclusion, I would urge the Committee members to review the public correspondence
submitted' throughout 2007, including the material related to the November priority-setting
discussion, and to carefully' consider both the issues raised and the' wide array of voices who
contributed to the management dialogue. A number of issues not currently encompassed by the
scoping document were raised therein and were also discussed bythe Council as potential work,
forthisAmendment, CCCHF A members, other fishery stakeholders, and the public should be
addressed through a broad scoping document that invites their comments on a wide array of
potential management measures.
Thanks very much for ~;ourtime and consideration. '

'

Sincerely,

U
,

'.'

.' ..... ,

Paul Parker
Executive Director

Cc:

Lori Steele, Fishery Analyst
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Lori L. Steele, Fishery Analyst
New England Fishery Management Council
50 Water Street, Mill 2
Newburyport, MA 01950
Re: Draft Scoping Document for Amendment
Management Plan
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4 to the Atlantic Herring Fishery

Dear Ms. Steel and Members of the Herring Committee,
We thank the New England Fishery Management Council and the Herring Committee for
making the Draft Scoping Document for Amendment 4 to the Atlantic Herring Fishery
Management Plan (FMP) available to the public. We understand that the Herring Committee is
scheduled to review the scoping document during its March 26th meeting and will be taking
comments from stakeholders prior to approving the document for submission to the full Council.
We are providing the following comments, grouped according to the corresponding section of
the draft scoping document, for the Committee to consider.
Why are additional measures being considered?
We are pleased that the scoping document references the "important role of herring as forage in
the Northeast region." Of the milestones alluded to in the first sentence, one of the most
significant in Amendment 1 was the inclusion of an objective that modified the definition of
optimum yield to recognize the importance of herring as a forage species for many of the
region's predators:
Objective 5 - Provide for long-term, efficient, and full utilization of the optimum yield
from the herring fishery while minimizing waste from discards in the fishery. Optimum
yield is the amount of fish that will provide the greatest overall benefit to the Nation,
particularly with respect to food production and recreational opportunities, taking into
account the protection of marine ecosystems, including maintenance of a biomass that
supports the ocean ecosystem, predator consumption of herring, and biologically
sustainable human harvest. This includes recognition of the importance of Atlantic
herring as one of many forage species of fish, marine mammals, and birds in the
Northeast.
In the time since Amendment 1 was adopted, scientists from the Northeast Fisheries Science
Center published a study of herring consumption by major predator groups in the Gulf of Maine
and Georges Bank regions. The authors emphasize that "reference points such as maximum
sustainable yield (MSY) and the biomass at MSY (BMSY) are often smaller and larger,
4 Royal Street, SE • Leesburg, VA • (703) 777-0037 • fax (703) 777-1107
www.savethefish.org
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NCMC COMMENTS
respectively, when biological interactions are considered. Lacking these considerations, an overoptimistic picture of sustainable yield may result, and important trophic links may be severed if a
prey resource is overfished.?' The scientists' findings have important implications for setting
Annual Catch Limits (ACLs) in a manner that not only meets the requirements of the MSRA, but
that meets the objectives of the FMP itself. The rationale for Amendment 4 should emphasize
the Council's new objective to protect the role of herring as forage as well asaeknowledge the
availability of new information, such as the study cited above, that could assist the Council in
meeting the FMP objectives.
.
What issues will be addressed in the Amendment?
Three issues are identified in this section: 1) catch monitoring, 2) compliance with the
Magnuson-Stevens Reauthorization Act, arid 3) sector allocations for the herring fishery.
While these are the issues of primary importance selected by the Council, they do not encompass
all the issues important to stakeholders as described under "Why are additional measures being
considered?" In particular, they do not cover concerns relating to the "health of the herring
resource throughout its range" and the "important role of herring as forage fish."
To correct this deficiency and to facilitate stakeholder input that will assist the Council to better
understand and address these concerns, we recommend the addition of a fourth issue.
4) Conservation and management measures to protect the health of the Atlantic
herring resource and its ecological role as forage throughout its range ..
A corresponding objective can then be added as such.
Goals/Objectives for Amendment 4
To improve the conservation and management of Atlantic herring by
implementing measures to.protect the health of the resource and itsecological.role
as forage throughout its range.
Catch Monitoring Program
Questions to, Consider
We are disappointed that this suite of questions focusessolely on catch monitoring and does not
considering precautionary measures to reduce bycatch despite considerable discussion on the
grave state of river herring populations and the potential for the Council to take action to reduce
at-sea mortality of these stocks. We strongly urge the inclusion of questions that will enable
stakeholders to comment meaningfully on this important issue.
• How might the Council collaborate with the ASMFC to develop conservation and
management measures to reduce at-sea mortality of river herring?
• To what extent arebycatch"hotspots"
for river herring, groundfish and protected
1 Overholtz and Link 2007. Consumption impacts by marine mammals, fish, and seabirds on the Gulf of Maine Georges Bank Atlantic herring (Clupea harengus) complex during the years 1977-2002. ICES Journal of Marine
Science, 64: 83-96.
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species known?
• Should precautionary measures to minimize bycatch of river herring and other depleted
stocks be taken? If so, what measures would be most effective?
Annual Catch Limits and Accountability Measures
Questions to Consider
We commend the Council for recognizing the need to better account for the importance of
herring as forage for predators in setting ACLs. We encourage the Council to expand on this
concept by adding the following.
• How could the Council better account for the importance of herring as forage in setting
area TACs?
• Should a higher precautionary standard be used when setting ACLs for forage fish?

Finally, in support of our above recommended objective, we recommend adding the following
list of questions to the scoping document.
Measures to Protect the Health ofthe Resource and its Ecological Role as Forage
Questions to Consider
• What measures can be taken to protect habitat essential to the life cycle of herring?
• How can the Council take steps to ensure that adequate herring is available for
predators?
• Is establishing a conservative fishery-wide TAC or ACL adequate to account for
predator needs or does the Council need to address the needs of predators in other ways
(e.g., appropriate age/size of prey, spatial and temporal considerations)?
• How can the Council improve upon the predator-prey information contained within the
FMP so that it can be factored into management decisions?
• What spatial and temporal considerations must be addressed in management measures
to avoid localized depletion?
• How can the Council better account for the growing forage needs of herring predator
stocks that are rebuilding?
• How are predator-prey interactions affected by the herring fishery? How do these
effects vary with gear type (e.g., weirs, purse seines, mid-water trawlers)?
Thank you for your consideration. We look forward to working with the Herring
Committee and the Council as we strive to develop an ecologically-sustainable herring fishery.

Sincerely,

Pam Lyons Gromen
Executive Director
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Development

210-E Orleans Road· North Chatham, MA 02650 . 508-945-2432

Frank Blount, Chairman
NEFMC Herring Oversight Committee
PO Box 3724,33 State Street
Narragansett, RI 02883

Dear Chairman Blount,
I am writing today on behalf of the CHOIR Coalition to comment on the Draft Scoping
Document and overall 'goals and objectives' for Amendment 4 to the Herring Fishery
Management Plan. CHOIR is an industry coalition made up of commercial and recreational
fishing organizations, fishing and shore side businesses, and eco-tourism companies, working to
ensure a healthy and sustainable Atlantic herring fishery. CHOIR is recognized as a stakeholder
in the herring fishery and is a leading voice for the proper management of herring.
We believe the scoping document is too limited and must be broadened by the Herring
Committee before it is approved. During the Council's 'priority setting' process in November
2007, the public showed overwhelming support for a number of issues, including the need for
better/increased monitoring, as well as the need for additional inshore buffer zones and an end to
the massive gear conflicts occurring with the midwater trawl fleet, among other things. While
monitoring is certainly an important issue, it is not the only one.
The Council itself highlights the various issues raised by the public in the draft scoping
document. The document states that, "Recently, concerns about the fishery have led the Council

to determine that additional action is needed tofurther address issues related to the health of the
herring resource throughout its range, how the resource is harvested, how catch/bycatch are
accounted for, and the important role of herring as a forage fish in the Northeast region. "
Therefore, the document openly acknowledges the various reasons that led the Council to start a
new herring amendment.
Yet, the document then goes on to greatly limit the 'issues to be addressed' in the section
outlining "what issues will be addressed in this amendment". This section proposes that the
amendment will only address Catch Monitoring, Annual Catch Limits (ACLs)/Accountability
Measures (and other MSRA requirements),
and Limited Access Privilege Program
(LAPP)/Sectors. Therefore, it excludes the discussion of the many issues raised by the public and
which led to the prioritization of herring in 2008 and we find this unacceptable.
We hope the Herring Committee will decide to broaden the scoping document to allow for the
discussion of issues other than the three outlined in the document (and mentioned in the previous
paragraph). We are strongly opposed to the use of a scoping document that limits the scoping

process and the amendment itself to exclude the very issues that drove the Council to start the
action in the first place.
Thanks,

Steve Weiner, Chairman
CHOIR Coalition
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Legal Issues and Management Optio MANAGEMENT
for Council Consideration in Development of
Herring Amendment 4
Submitted on Behalf of:

Cape Seafoods, Inc.
Lund's Fisherles.Jnc, and
Northern Pelagic Group, LLC
Western Sea Fishing Co. Inc.
FIV Challenger
FIV Crystal.Sea
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Prepared by:
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Executive Summary
On March 12, 2007, Amendment 1 to the Fishery Management Plan ("FMP") for Atlantic
Herring was published as a final rule, becoming effective only as'of June 1, 2007. This
rulemaking marked a significant.departure from priorherring management, instituting limited
access and banning mid-water trawlers from the inshore Gulf of Maine during 'key summer
months. As described below, the herring fishery is stillmaking adjustments to the new
management regime, even as it copes with an erratic and late developing offshore fishing season.
The other-major change emerging over the past year has been the reauthorization of the
Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation .andManagement Act ("MSA"). The changes made by
the so-called Reauthorization Act of 2006 ("MSRA" or "Reauthorization Act") became effective
in January 2007, and the National Marine FisheriesService is'j;~ll in the process of developing
implementing regulations and guidelines for-the law's new major provisions. Among other
things, the MSRA established a set of criteria' for the development of what are known as limited
access privilege programs, or LAPPs, of which "sectors" appear to be a species. LAPPs can be
comprised of many different types of allocation and-management schemes, allowing
management of a fishery at a regional, associational, community, or even individual level. The
most familiar of these is the individual fishing quota ("IFQ"). The MSRA also established
standards for allocating fishing opportunities under LAPP programs, as well as adding a new
provision for "fair and equitable distribution of access privileges" under the general requirement
provisions for allocating fishing privileges (16 UOS'.C.§ '18S3(b)(6».
Accordingly, scoping will proceed on Herring Amendment 4 while much is still unclear
regarding LAPPS generally and if andhow.they.mightbe employed in the Atlantic pelagic
fishery. Despite significant public attention, guidance from the National Marine.Fisheries
Service (''NMFS'') on implementing a LAP]?programis as yet forthcoming, and may be delayed
, as more time sensitive regulations such as those related to setting 'of annual catch limits take
precedence. For its part, the herring industry generally is still adjusting to the new management
regime under Amendment 'I: Th~ new summertime, purse seine-only fishery in AreaIA
presents an unresolved challenge to the mid-water trawl fleet, and the fisheries in Areas 2 and 3
are still not yet fully utilized. Vessels which also, and perhaps primarily, participate in the
Atlantic mackerel fishery are also attempting to work .under the new herring limited access and
general category incidental Catchpermit restrictions. The Mid-Atlantic Council's halting
attempts at creating a limited access program for the Atlantic mackerel fishery add yet another
overlay of uncertainty.
'
In the face of this uncertainty, the Council has decided to consider sectors and perhaps
other fonnsofLAPPs as part of Amendment 4, and will be seeking input and comments on these
issues during scoping, Amendment 4is elso, perhaps primarily, designed to address monitoring
issues in the herring fishery and the MSRA's new requirements for establishing annual catch
limits ("ACL") and accountability measures ("AM"). This is a very full regulatory agenda for a
council that has many other management responsibilities and which has just undertaken a recent
full-blown allocation amendment for herring. '
This paper explores the new standards governing LAPPs and analyze some of the issues
relating to calls by some to move the herring fishery precipitously into "sectors." Among these
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is analysis of the NMFS Northeast Regional Office's recent legal opinion which held that the
sector program established Amendment 13 of the Northeast Multispecies Fishery Management
Plan ("FMP") was likely not a LAPP subject to the requirements of the new law. The conclusion
of this analysis is that strong arguments exist leading to an opposite finding, which is ultimately
one that will be determined by a court. Thus, the "risk averse" course for the Council in
developing any new sector proposal would be develop it in accordance with the" new standards in
order to avoid the possibility of an unpredictable adverse decision.
With respect to the direction for herring management, in light of the recent uncertainties
and less-than-full utilization of the herring resource in all management areas, that to the extent
any type of sector allocation or LAPP is considered, it would be sensible to limit its application
to Area 1 and its subregion. In this regard, however, even under pre~MSRA law, the prior
allocation scheme favoring first entrants was likely unsound .. A new allocation system must
fully allocate the resource as an initial matter, considering the required statutory factors including
those related to needs of both harvesters and processors and avoidance of aggregation of
excessive shares, either on an entity or geographical basis.
.
In'contrast to-the relatively untested sectors concept, this paper also describes current
successful models for managing.and allocating fisherieswhich share the same general approach
and benefits.· The attraction of utilizing a tested.approach, albeit one developed in conformance
with the new LAPP provisions, is that is avoids the multiplicity of monitoring schemes and
management proposals that havebeen proffered in the groundfish process while lending a readily
transferable model that would be easy 'to implement.
This model, .based on the use of cooperatives in the North Pacific region, may bea better
fit for the Atlantic pelagic fisheries. In.particular, cooperatives provides a template that can be
developed for Areas 2 and 3 arid integrated into the management of the Atlantic mackerel fishery
in order to address and practicably minimize unnecessary discards in these two interrelated
fisheries.
'
The paper concludes by suggesting that while the Council should consider utilizing an
innovative new management approach in the fully utilized segment of the fishery in Area 1, it
should proceed cautiously in expanding that model in other areas ahead of further development '
of those fisheries. Abstaining from moving forward With further rationalization in Areas 2 and 3
provides a rare opportunity to jointly coordinate management of herring and mackerel with the
Mid-Atlantic Council in a positive and proactive manner.

I.

LIMITED ACCESS PRIVILEGE PROGRAMS UNDER THE MSRA

First, this paper explores thelegal framework enacted to guide the development of
LAPPs, including the special provisions Congress enacted for New England. Then, it analyzes
recent legal guidance fromNMFS relating to the relationship between sectorS and the MSRA's
LAPP standards. This is followed by a discussion of some of the more promising alternatives to
sectors, and as well as listing the myriad important considerations that should guide the
Council's choices in Amendment4. The conclusion is that while much uncertainty surrounds
sectors, there are examples of other LAPPs that have been tested and successfully adopted and
which could be tried in the fully utilized Area 1 portion of the fishery. ,Such an approach could
allow the Council more time to take into account operations' co-dependence on mackerel .and
herring, while avoiding the chaotic and piecemeal approach that is characterizing the groundfish
sector development process.
'
A.

LAPPs Under the MSA

A limited access privilege is defined as "a Federal permit, issued as part of a limited
access system under section 303A to harvest a quantity of fish expressed by a unit or units
representing a portion of the total allowable catch of the fishery that may be received or held for
exclusive use by a person; and includes an individual fishing quota,"! 16 U.S.C. § 1802(26)(A),
(B). In general, LAPPs are designed for usein.flsheries.that.are overfished or subject to
overfishing in order to end these.conditions, toreduce capacity in fisheries determined to have
excess capacity, and to promote safetyrfisheryconservation and managementj and.social and
economic benefits. Id. § (c)(I)(A){C), The Atlantic,herring fishery ishealthy.and capacity was
addressed through Amendment 1, leaving only the last three elements, those contained in
subsection (C), as potential justifications for 'undertaking a new 'allocation program forthis
fishery. Of these, it is important that any justification for further allocation 110tbe made on
purely economicgrounds, as such can run afoul of National Standard 5.2,
,
Each LAPP must "include an.effective system for enforcement, monitoring, and
management of the program." Id. § (c)(I)(H). All fish harvested under such a program must "be
processed on vessels of the United States or on United States soil,", although the Secretary may
issue a waiver under certain conditions. Id. §§ (c)(I)(E), (c)(2). Each LAPP must also provide,
for transferability that protects against aggregation of excessive shares by privilege holders, id: §
(c)(7), and a council tnustconsider (though not necessarily adopt) "an auction system or other
program to collect royalties for the initial, or any subsequent, distribution of allocations." Id. §
(d). A LAPP program must "provide ... for a program of fees paid by limited access privilege
I '

A "person" is defined as "any individual (whether or not a citizen or national of the
United States), any corporation, partnership, association, or other entity (whether or not
organized or existing under the laws of any State), and any Federal, State, local, or foreign
government or any entity of such government," Id: ,§ (36). The definition of an IFQ is
essentially identical to that ofa limited access privilege. See id.§ (23).
Id. § 1851(a)(5) ("Conservation and management measures shall, where practicable,
consider efficiency in the utilization of fishery resources; except that no such measure shall have
economic allocation as its sole purpose.");
,
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holders that will cover the costs of management, data collection and analysis, and enforcement
activities." Id. § (e). No permit issued under a LAPP shall be issued for more than ten years,
although it may be renewed prior to expiration. Id. § (f).
Under a special clause, the New England Fishery Management Council.may not propose
an IFQ program (nor may the Secretary approve one ),unless such a program has been developed
and "approved by more than 2/3 of those voting in [a] referendum among eligible permit '
holders.t" Id: §'1853a(c)(6)(D)(i). The law, however, specifically differentiates between IFQs
and sectors, the effect of which is to exclude any sector management plan from the need to hold
a referendum. Id. § (vi).
'
"
Parenthetically, although the definitions' of limited access privilege and IFQare virtually
identical, each being defined as a permit to "harvesta quantity offish," representing some
portion of the total allowable catch ("TAe"), that "may be receivedor held for exclusive use by
a person" (as broadly defined, supra n.I), the requirement for the referendum applies only to
IFQs. Apparently, IFQs are, as is the common understanding, any plan that gives an individual
permit holder the exclusive rightto fish, lease, or sell a percentage of the overall total allowable
catch ("TAC"), as in the surf clam/ocean quahog, halibut, and sablefish fisheries. Other forms of
LAPPs, such regional fishery associations and fishing community-based allocations (described
below), are arguably, if.not in fact, excluded from the referendum provision. This being the
case, the specific exemption for sectors in section J853a( c)( 6)(b)(iy) is likely superfluous.
But sectors are not without their o~~qnfoundingcomplications.
In New England,
"sectors" are, by definition, a fomi of LAPp4 that appear to be most closely related to what the
MSR1\ defines as a "regional fishery association." Both in the groundfish context and in the
sector proposal considered-and rejected in Herring Amendment t, the sector proposals involve
issuance of "a permit, .. as part of a Iimitedaccess ... to harvest a quantity offish expressed by
a unit or units representing aportion of the total allowable catch of the fishery that may be ' '
received or held for exclusive use by a person." Id. § 1802(Z6)(A) (statutory definition of,
"limited access privilege"). In fact, the law specifically authorizes Councils to allow "those in a
specific sector of [a] fishery" to hold, acquire, or use limited access fishing privileges.' Id. §
1853a(c)(5)(E).
Because,', sectors are I'""LAPPs developed(at' least in the case of groundfishandthe
,
"
Amendment 1 herring proposaljpriorto
the passage of the MSRA, questions exist as to how '
well they fit with the new law's procedural standards and its substantive mandates, which the
next section's subject of discussion.
' ,

Moreover, the Reauthorization Act requires the Secretary to "promulgate criteria for
determining whether additional fishery participants are eligible to vote in the New England
referendum ... in orderto ensure that crew members who derive a significant percentage of their
total income from the fishery Under 1:J?eproposed program are eligible to vote in the referendum."
Id. § 183a(c)(6)(D)(v). Until such criteria are developed, it is impossible to predict when and
under what conditions crew members will be entitled to vote. .
,
3
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See Section I.e for a discussion ofNMFS's
MSRA's LAPP provisions to sectors.
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For comparison's sake, it is worth explaining how the MSRA defines and describes
regional fisheries associations ("RFA"). These are voluntary associations, "located within the
management area of the relevant Council, ... with established by-laws and operating
procedures." Id. § (c)(4)(A)(i),(iii)~ The criteria for formingan RFA are to.be "developed by the
Council, approved by the Secretary, and publish in the Federal Register." Jd""(iiJ. While the law
is devoid of specifics, the members are entitled to hold "quota.shares," which are pooled and
managed by the association under a plan submitted to the Council. Id. § (iv),(vi). In.these
respects, sectors are very closely akin to RFAs in the way they are conceived and designed to
function.
.'
.
One major difference, however, is that current sector models are designed to make
allocations directly to the legal entities comprising each sector, However, the MSRAstates that
"a regional fishery association shall not heetigihleto receive an initial allocation of a limited'
access privilege but may acquire such privileges after the initial allocation, and may.holdthe
annual fishing privileges that [its] members contribute," jd. § 1853a(c)(4)(A)(v) (emphasis
added), It is not immediately apparentthat this provision is a harrier to development of sector .
plans as currently envisaged-« that is, again, a question that"is likely to be answered onc:eJ'lMFS .
issues its guidance.
'
..'
.
At amore general, yet' related,.;ievel, a)~omm~l1theme in the LAPP provisions Isthat for'
any such program, the fishery in question should he fully allocated on art individualbasis as an
initial step in the process. For.example.jhe LAPP standards require inclU$ion,of"IIl~ures to
assist, when necessary and appiopriate~.en:trY~.1eveI
arid small vessel owner operatQtS~[etc;'~]
through set-asides ofharV¢stitlg allocations "~.:,/' .I4.§ (c)(5)(C). Provision for the . '., ..... ,.'
consideration ofsuchset-asides.makesnosense
outside the context ofa filllY-all()c.at¢fishery.
More generally, the necessary considerations for making "fair"and equitable initiwallocations';
all relate to fishery-wide factors, such ~ currentand pastharvests, fisheries employment 8ri4 .'
investment.currentfishing community participation, and "the basic cultural and social
.,
frameworkof the fishery." Id. § (A),(B). .Indeed, it is impossible to imagine any systen; which
allocates to some but not allcurrent participants being considered "fair and equitable.vInshort,
the new standards likely prescribe. the unfair sequential allocation scheme proposed in'
.'
Amendment 1, favoring instead a total allocation of fishing privileges, based ()~a common-,'
baseline, to all participants,
'.
'.
.
.
.
To be clear, allocation of initial privileges on an individual basis as an initial step in
devising an RFA or sector LAPP does not necessarily convert such a program into an IFQ
program potentially subject to a referendum. There are models of management regimes in the
North Pacific that Congress might have had in mind when it developed the criteria for RFAs.
Under these "cooperative" programs, each permitholder is allocated a share of an overall TAC,
but this share may only be pooled together as part .ora cooperative's allocation or allocated to a
common pool in which all non-cooperative members would engage in a race for such fish. In
neither instance does the management regime providean individual vessel the exclusive right to
harvest its share-which is the sine qua non of an IF~though practically speaking, a
cooperative could allocate
fishingopportunities
(but only among its .members)
on that
basis.
.
.
.
.
'.
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Presumably all these issues will become clearer with further direction from NMFS. In
the interim, it is most likely that a herring sectors program must meet the MSRA's new standards
for allocating fishing privileges. At the very least, as demonstrated below, the most reasonable
approach would be to prepare any such proposal, and certainly any new type of LAPP, for
herring management in conformance with these standards. The MSRA requiresis the subject of
the next section.
' .

B.

The MSRA's Substantive and Procedural Requirements for Allocating
Fishing Privileges Under LAPPs

As mentioned above, the Reauthorization Act creates an overarching scheme for
allocating fishing privileges-under any LAPP. Congress used mandatory language-"a
Council
or the Secretary shall establish procedures to ensure fair and equitable initial allocations'f=-in
defining the Council's duties with respect to development of systems for allocating the rights to
harvest fish under LAPP programs such as sectors. [A similar non-discretionary duty arises with
respect to the creation of "a policy and criteria for the transferability of limited access privileges
(through sale or lease), that is consistentwiththe
[allocation] policies adopted by the Council ...
." Id. § 1853a(c)(7).] The objective is tohave.a well-developed set of standards and processes
in place to guide decisions on how to make allocations underpinning a sector or other LAPP, and
a consistent set of policies in place to govern subsequent transfers of rights, that meet objectives
required by Congress,"
"
,
All LAPPs are subject to the same set of considerations when making initial allocations
of fishery 'resources. These criteria differ in many significant ways from the 'general allocation
standards under which Councils have 'operated for years. It is therefore worthwhile to reproduce
them here in full:
(5) ALLOCATION.-In
developing a limited access privilege program to harvest fish a
Council or the Secretary shall(A) establish procedures to ensure fair and equitable initial allocations, including
consideration of.(i) current arid historical harvests;
(ii) employment in the harvesting and processing sectors;
(iii) investments in, and dependence upon, the fishery; and
(iv) the current and historical participation of fishing communities;

5
6

16 U.S.C. § 1853a(c)(5)(A).

Another area of uncertainty is whether Congress intended for Councils to develop a
general set of criteria to govern allocations across all fishery management plans, or whether these
policies are to be established on aplan-by-plan 'basis. Either approach is likely within the scope
of the law and equally viable. This is yet another issue on which NMFS's anticipated guidance
would be of great interest and benefit to the Council as it moves forward.
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(B) consider the basic cultural and social framework of the fishery, especially
through(i) the development of policies to promote the sustained participation of small
owner-operated fishing vessels and fishing communities that depend on the
fisheries, including regional or port-specific landing or delivery'requirements; and
(ii) procedures to address concerns over excessive geographic or other
consolidation in the harvesting or processing sectors of the fishery;
(C) include measures to assist, when necessary and appropriate, entry-level and small
vessel owner-operators, captains, crew, and fishing communities through set-asides of
harvesting allocations, including providing privileges, which.may include set-asides
or allocations of harvesting privileges, or economic assistance in the purchase of
limited access privileges;
(D) ensure that limited accessprivilege holders do not acquire an excessive share of
the total limited access privileges in the program by-.
(i) establishing a maximum share, expressed as a percentage of the total limited
access privileges, that a limited access privilege holder is permitted to hold, .
acquire,oruse;and
(ii) establishing any other limitations or measures necessary to prevent an
inequitable concentration of limited access privileges; and
(E) authorize limited access privileges to harvest fish to be held,acquired, used by, or
issued under the system to persons :who substantially participate in the fishery,
. including in a specific sector of such fishery, as specified by the Council.
Id. § lSS3a(c)(S). Worth special mention are the provisions which require the development of

procedures designed to ensure consideration of the processing sector's needs, investment in the
fishery, and measures to prevent "excessive geographic ... concentration" in the harvesting and
processing sectors.·
. .
.
These new standards are much broader than those that apply to limited access systems
generally (see id. § lSS3(b)(6», under which Amendment 1 was developed. Applying those.
latter-referenced standards, the Council found that it would have been inequitable and legallysuspect to exclude the new retrofitted vessels associated with shoreside plants from Area lA and
the herring fishery more generally," If anything, the new LAPP standards provide an even
stronger legal basis for ensuring continued resource-wide access for all participants under any .
new allocation scheme.

Indeed, the general allocation standards·also have been strengthened .. The MSRA added
a provision requiring "the fair and equitabledistribution of access privileges in the fishery" under
any type of limited access system. ld. § 18S3(b)(6)(F).
7
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C.

Analysis of the Northeast Regional Office's Advice on Sectors Vis-a-Vis the
New MSRA LAPP Standards

On September 12,2007, NMFS's Northeast. Region office sent a letter to New England
Council Executive Director Paul Howard expressing a legal opinion that TAC-based sectors in
the New England multi species fishery were likely not LAPPs under the MSRk "(Attached as
Exhibit 1.) The upshot of the advice is that Council need not follow the MSRA' s standards or
procedures governing LAPPs explained above, at least in the context of the development of
groundfish sectors. The Council should be cautious in charting such a course as it considers any
new sector proposal, particularly for the herring fishery which does not have the days-at-sea
overlay.
The primary reason for caution is.not that the agency's interpretation is necessarily wrong
or unreasonable. The concern should be that a 'court of law, not NMFS, will be the final arbiter
of whether or not any regulations hnplementing a sector program must comply with 16 U.S.C. §
, 1853a. The sector development process in groundfish has been particularly contentious and is
likely to leave some parties dissatisfied, meaning a realistic possibility of judicial challenge
exists. Given that, there is some risk that by not applying LAPP standards to sectors, the,
resulting program could be overturned and the process would have to begin anew. Conversely,
assuming that sectors are LAPPs and following the law's standards and processes insulates the
final product from an easy and obvious legal. argument.
'
This should be a matter-of gretJt~oncern, moreover, because NMFS's legal analysis may
not be the most sound interpretation, "The opposing' argument would beginby noting' that the '"
MSRA specifically identified and exempted a "sector allocation for which the Council has taken
final action . ~. within six months after the date of enactment" from the requirements of the
MSRA section 1854a, which sets, overall standards for all LAPPs., If Congress did not consider a
sector allocation program to be a LAPP, it would not have needed to include, sector allocations,
along with individual quota programs and cooperative programs, in these LAPP ''transition
rules.,,8 The fact that Congress carved out this limited exception for sectors is strong evidence
that it did not intend to create the more sweeping exemption that NMFS claims.
Further, sectors are not, as the RegionalOffice:seems to allude, simply a matter of
administrative convenience supporting a private contractual relationship. See Exh, 1 at 2 ("[T]he
TAC assigned to sectors is a management restriction on a group of vessels, not permitto
harvest fish that can be held for the 'exclusive use by a person. "'), The agency's argument rests
on two propositions: (1) that "no Federal permit [is] issued to the sector" and (2) that a sector
"does not clearly qualify as a 'person' eligible to hold a LAPP under section 303A(c)(I)(D)." Id.
NMFS thus views the process by which sectors operate as an administrative sequestration' of fish
for the benefit ofa group of vessels. The, proposition seems to be that while the sector holds the
exclusive right to harvest a set portion of the overallTAt), it is the vessels forming the sector
which are granted a "letter of authoriz~tion" ("LOA") to harvest the fish in accordance with the

a

",

8

Similarly, if Congress did not consider sectors to be LAPPs, it was unnecessary to create
the specific exemption from the New England referendum found in section 1853a(c)(6)(D)(vi).
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contractual arrangement. Followed to its logical conclusion, sector allocations would not be
governed by any MSA standards whatsoever.
.
Courts tend to disfavor such hyper-technical reasoning, particularly when it appears that
an agency is seeking to evade procedural requirements and public protections' provided for by
law. More importantly, this reading of the law is inconsistent with the MSA. The factthat
sectors are not issued a permit under the groundfish rules is of little relevance to the.
determination of whether sectors provide a "limited access privilege," which is defined in the
law, whereas "limited access privilege program" is not.· A limited access privilege is a "permit
... held for exclusive use by a person." 16 U.S.C. § 1802(26)(A). In the groundfish context, the
privilege is assigned by NMFS via an LOA to vessel owners - clearly "persons' under the MSA
- who are part of an entity that is assigned exclusive rights to harvest a portion of the TAC.
While an"LOA is distinguishable from a fishing permit for agency purposes, the distinction is not
relevant to legaldefinition of ''permit,'' which is "a certificate evidencing permission." BLACK'S
LAWDICT. at 1160 (7th Ed: 1999); By contrast, the section cited by NMFS, 16 U.S.C. §' ,
1853a(c)(1)(O), relates to prohibitions onwho may acquire the privilege under the limited access
privilege program; i. e., an American "citizen, partnership,or other entity" formed under federal
or statelaw, and permanent resident aliens."
In New England, a Sector Allocation Plan is subject to Administrative ProcedureAct ;
rulemaking requirements, each sector participant receives a formal LoA from NMFS to
participate in sector fishery operations.and each sector is granted the exclusive rightto harvest a
portion of:theoveralITAC .. See ge~erally-SO C.F.R. § 687'~87. Violation of the terms-and.
'
conditions of.the Sector Allocation Planand Letter 'of Authorization, moreover, are treated as 'a '
"permit" violation.subject.to the MSRA's civil arid criminal penalty provisions. 16 U.S.C. §
1853a(b)(l).Most
tellingly, the MSRA specifically provides for'the development of sector
programs as provided underthegroundfisli
regul~tions and envisioned in Amendment 1,. by
authorizing "limited access privileges to harvest fishto beheld, acquired, used by, Or issued
under the system to persons who substantially.participate in the fishery, including in a ~~ecific
sector of such fishery, as specifiedby-the Council.". Id. § (c)(5)(E). By the "duck test," 0 the "
right to participate in sector is a limited access privilege, and program implementing, them is a
LAPP.
. ,
.

a

All this is not to conclusively .demonstrate thatsectors are LAPPs, or would be
considered to be so by a court called upon to make such a judgment. Rather, the purpose is to
demonstrate that substantive,' and even compelling, arguments can be made to support a fmding
that sectors are governed by the LAPP standards established under the MsRA. The risk averse
Parenthetically.any entity operating under a contractual relationship necessary to form a
sector is likely ede facto (if not explicit) "partnership or other entity" under any state'slaws, ,
Groups of companies and/or individuals banding together to form 'a joint enterprise to manage an
allocation offish under rules of joint and several liability would be unwise not to seek protection
under a state's laws governingbusiness associations and corporations. However, nothing in the
MSA, should or does turn on what business arrangements such groups make.'

9

10

;'Ifit looks like a duck, walks likea duck; and' quacks like a duck, it's a duck."
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approach to sector development would be simply to apply these standards to the development of
sector proposals. An even more precautionary approach would be to apply these standards to
existing and proven methods of allocating ~shing privileges.
D.

Discussion of Issues Related to the New Standards and Deye.lopment of
LAPPs or Other Programs in the Atlantic Herring Fishery
o·

Apart from any question of whether sectors are LAPPs, the sector development process
should not be used to exclude midwater trawlers and the owners of such vessels from Area 1 or
otherwise to institute geographic-based exclusions (even de facto exclusions) against certain
pelagic fishermen that foreclose reasonable' opportunities to harvest and process herring. The
New England Council should also tread cautiously in' herring sector development, investigating
other models fOJ;allowing flexibility in this fishery, such as those employed in the North Pacific
region. The advantage of following the methods already tried and implemented is that it avoids
many of the thorny legal questions and confusion which has attended the groundfish sector
development process;
In this regard, uncertainty in allocating fishery privileges in the herring fishery will be
most pronounced in Areas 2 and 3, where the TAC has yet to be fully utilized and the fishery
overlaps to a significant extent with that for Atlantic mackerel. These uncertainties include what
constitutes a "fair and equitable" distribution of that portion of the TAG that has remained
unused while still providing a means for this fishery to develop, as required by the Herring FMP
and the MSA. Fortunately, there is no great pressure to institute a new herring allocation
program just one year into the new limited access program established under Amendment 1.
This affords the Council an opportunity to develop adiscrete program for Area .l, where the
needs for further rationalization are much more pronounced, should it decide to proceed with any
type of LAPP program at all.
. Moreover, investigating other management approaches, such as the cooperative programs
used for fisheries of similar scale to the Atlantic pelagic fisheries, may well help to prevent the
same level of uncertainty and even acrimony 'which has arisen during the development of
Multispecies Amendment 16. That alone appears to have led the Council to vote to defer
indefinitely sector development in the limited access scallop fishery. Moreover, debate and
deliberation over these implementation difficulties have slowed the groundfish amendment
development process to the point that NMFS has threatened to establish a secretarial amendment
to develop groundfish rebuilding measures, ACLs,and AMs. By the same token, a similar
debate in the herring sector would likely delay, and possibly derail, Amendment 4's important
monitoring and ACL and AM development QbJec~ives.
1.

Amendment 1's Sector Plan is a Poor Model From Which to Develop
Any New LAPP Program·

The concept of sectors as a means for managing the herring fishery was considered and
rejected for inclusion in Amendment 1 in January 2006. The rationale for postponing action on
this issue was stated as follows, and the concerns raised are equally applicable today:
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The Council was uncomfortable with some of the details of the process and
the uncertainties associated with the long-term. impacts, particularly inArea
lA where the potential exists for a small number of vessels' to monopolize
the quota. There was significant concern about the impacts of sector
allocations on smaller vessels that have historically depended on 1A fish and
qualify for a limited access permit in this amendment. The Council
determined that the most appropriate course of action for this fishery is to
implement a limited access program in all management areas arid address
quota allocations in the future through a separate action.
Amendment 1, § 5.2.12, at 77. Subsequently, Congress passed the Reauthorization Act which,
as mentioned, established new procedural requirements and standards for programs of this type,
and which otherwise modified the criteria to be considered when allocating fishery resources,
Similar to the sector development plan currently underway in groundfish, the rejected
herring proposal would have allowed groups to form and propose unique management structures
and petition for an allocation of herring' that would be managed according to individual
operations plans. Any group of twoormore permit holders could forma sector, and those who
could not find sector partners or who preferred not to join would forced into a common pool.
Sector applicants were to be'responsible for drafting appropriate NEP A documentation analyzing
the expectedenvirorimental impacts of their proposal.
Some of the drawbacks and pitfalls of this approach-are becoming obvious'astheindustry
and Council gain more experience with this untested form of management. For instance; in the,
groundfish context, sector applicants have' been forced to make 'decisions about how to structure
their proposals and operating structures ahead of knowing what allocation decisions will be.made
or what "common rules" will govern' the fishery that will apply to each sector. The parallel
development ofsector proposals and'the' ground rules governing the fishery have proven
inordinately complex.
The allocation scheme in Amendmentl is similarly problematic from both practical and
legal standpoints. The rejected' scheme would have allocated area-based fishing quotas,sectorby-sector as proposals come in, based on an average of the best three years since 2001.
Allocating quota on such a basis wouldcheat late forming sectors and those stuck in the common
pool because early entrants would lock in higher than average quota leaving progressively less
fish as new sectors are formed. ·'fhosein the common Pool would.be left with remnants far
below their average catches. I I From a:legal standpoint, nothing in therightly rejected
11

This fact is acknowledged in Amendment 1 (see Am. 1 at 82 (noting that it might "seem
unfair" that groups with identical landings would be allocated different amounts ofTAC)), but it
is inexplicably not considered problematic. The justification was that non-sector vessels have a
choice to remain in the common pool to try to achieve a higher three-year average to secure a
greater sector allocation (although with declining allocations, vessels would have to catch
increasingly more just to get a similar share as the first sectors). What is unrecognized by the
analysis is that this is a prescription fcira massive race for fish in the common pool, creating a
counterproductive and potentially hazardous derby; all for diminishing returns in both fish and
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Amendment 1 allocation scheme takes into account the statutorily mandated factors, including
the needs of processors and protections against geographic concentration of quota shares. It also
likely runs afoul of the MSA's new "fair mid equitable" standard.
Amendment l's whole approach to sectors is fraught with complexityand inequities.
This system is, by design, guaranteed to lead to a hodgepodge of identically situated vessels
fishing under different rules, subject to different monitoring and reporting systems, and fishing
allocations that are distributed on an unequal basis. To say the least, sectors will provide a
serious enforcement challenge. It also favors betterfunded andmore organized gtoups of permit
holders who can retain the technical. assistance necessary to prepare NEP A documentation and
sector agreements. Mostimportantly, the. move to sectors based on a model developed before
the MSRA's enactment will very likely undo the well-considered and balanced limited access
decisions made in Amendment 1, while still failing to measure up to law's requirements.
Inparticular, many of the propone~ts·ofheirlng.sectors·are
thosewith the most history in
Area l A, The reason for this is clear. With the ability to form sectors so'l~Iy'iimong themselves,
these permit holders could lay claim to nearly the entire allocation of herring total allowable'
catch ("TAC") allocated in this area This would deny access to vessels associated with the
herring processing plants that were provided access to the area under Amendment 1. As
members of the industry noted during that amendment's development, such access is a critical
component of these plants' continued success. Allowing suchconcentration is'inconsistent with
the MsA' s LAPP. provisions aIidpreV~liting it.should remairi one of the Council's chief concerns
as it moves forward with 'analysis of any new management measures.
'.
.In sum, the Council, should thinkcarefuIlyabout
th~pros 'andcons9f eithet. importing the
groundfish sector process intothe herring amendment or moving forward with thepre-MSRA'
.
sector plan in Amendment 1. Certainly one lesson learnedover the past year or so' is that, given
this is an entirelynewform
of management, many unexpected complications arise as the theory
is put into practice. Meanwhile, as explained below, there are manytested methods for
'. ,
achieving the same results which have been proven effective and popular over.time.
.

.'

2.

There Exist Proven and Feasible Models for Allowing Flexibility that
Can Be Developed Consistent with the New Legal Standards

A carefully considered and designed LAPP for pelagic fisheries can avoid some of these
pitfalls and practical constraints. One model worth investigating is the North Pacific Council's
recent program for trawlfishermenin
the Bering Sea/Aleutian.Islands groundfish fishery. That
program is similar to sectors in that allocations are made to individual vessels which can then
bring that history into 'a cooperative to be fished by whatever means makes the most economic
sense (while also providing general rules limiting the amount of consolidation that can occur and

long-term shares. Such a derby would be most intense, and have the most negative
consequences, in Area 1A.
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other similar provisions). Those who-chose not to fish in a cooperative, or are unable to find
partners with whom to co-op, bring their allocation into a common pool.
The major difference. however. is that everyone in the fishery operates under the same
rules. with standardized monitoring and enforcement measures. Allocations were made for all
directed and incidental catch species at the same time with a common baseline that took into
account both historical participation and dependence on the stocks.Pennit holders, armed with
certain knowledge as to the percentage of TAC they were permitted to harvest, could then
negotiate with others to form cooperatives with others, subject to rules to avoid formation of an
unmanageable number of co-ops•.to jointly harvest the sum of all members' shares.
'
'There are, however, other factors which limit-the Council's ability to attempt to simply
duplicate a program such as this one. For one, an species in the North Pacific have been under
hard TA~ management for a long time and all fisheries are fully utilized. A complex set of
regulations have been developed over time for allocating directed, incidental, and prohibited
species' catch to whichtheindustry has had years to-adj1.1st.Perhaps the most stark difference' is
that no fishery in the region i~,overfished, aridso incidental catch allowances are not as
constraining as they are likely to be in New England.
'
That said, an oPP9~ti
exists to at'tetnpt;tlir6ugh Amendment 4. to develop an MSRAcompliantcooperative' prograni~om~what of a pilot pro'gram~(or Areas lA and IB. This subregion is 'amenable to separate management becauseitis' governed'bya distinct TAC. It is also
fully utilized, allowing for a full' allocation i11: line with the Iegal standards. The challenge, '
however, willbetodevelop a fair and equitable system to distribute harvesting privileges that
maintains thedelicatebalance struck ill' AnlenOnient 1 and which Incorporates aU the new ,
standardsimposed by the Reauthorization Act' These include weighing and balancing such
considerations as recent Investment in a fishery Withhistorical participation, the needs of '
processors vis-a-visharvesters, and' what thresholdsconstitute excessive geographic
concentration.
'
This is an idea worth exploring. The Herring Committee should see this as an
opportunity to blaze a new path in New England fisheries management. '
3., "

Summary ofI>~scussio~ and Aclditional.Considerations

The Council should strive to avoid an.ill-conceived rush down the path to sectors in the
herring fishery by instituting a deliberative process to det~rinine whether sectors or any other ,
type of LAPP are an appropriate management tool for the Atlantic herring fishery. These points
should be considered as before the Council gets too invested in the sector development process
to the exclusion of investigation of other, more readily adoptable management approaches:
•

The Council should learn from the experience gained in developing groundfish
sectors before embarking on development of new sector proposals in other fisheries.
Indeed, it appears the Council on February 12, 2007.just voted by a 2-1 margin to
strip sectors from the next major scallop amendment, because of uncertainty
regarding sectors' complications.
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•

The Council and NMFS have limited resources and a large regulatory agenda over the
next couple of years. Not only are they dealing with groundfish sectors, but they
must establish a new rebuilding trajectory and management measures for the fishery
in order to meet the terms of Amendment 13. They must also develop amendments to
all regional FMPs to meet the new legal requirements under the MSRA, such as
establishing annual catch limits and accountability measures. They also have other
big challenges, such as finalizing the long-delayed Omnibus Essential Fish Habitat
Amendment, and dealing with monitoring issues in the herring fishery - a matter
which will be complicated by the need to coordinate limited observer resources across
. all fisheries (especially if new demands are created by groundfish sector monitoring)
as required by the newly adopted Standardized BycatchReporting Methodology
Amendment. These factors put a premium on consideration of proven and readily
adaptable forms of management.

•

Although the experience gained in development of groundfish sectors will afford
some experience in developing a model that maybe transferred to design programs in
other fisheries, this process will not provide a perfect model. For example, part ofthe
difficulty iri multispecies relates to theneed to consider the sector development
provisions of Amendment 13, while also trying to incorporate new legal standards,
including and beyond the LAPP provisions. This has,led to confusion and piecemeal
development which should be avoided,in any new allocation process 'designed from
scratch.
"
.,
,

•

The Council should avoid either sectoror LAPP management hi the portions of the
herring fishery which are not fuily utilized.' Questions as to how to allocate privileges
in Areas 2 and 3 are much more complex than in Area 1. Starting in Area r where the
resource conflicts are much morepronounced will help provide a model for future
management in the other .regions, " "
.
.

,.~

Postponing further allocations in Area's 2 and 3 will give the herring. industry time to
adjust to the Amendment 1"management regime and find its equilibrium. Moreover,
waiting to develop some type' of LAPP program in the offshore and southern reaches
of the fishery offers the NeW England and Mid-Atlantic Councils opportunities to
integrate herring 'and mackerel manage in order to meet important MSA objectives.
•

Finally, no new Initiatives forAreal, involving sectors, cooperatives, or some other
form of LAPP, should upset the delicate balance ofinterests the Council undertook in
developing Amendment 1.

These final points are the subject of discussion In the next two sections.
II.

THE RECENT DEvELOPMENT OF THE HERRING FISHERY REPRESENTS
AN IMPORT ANT CONSIDERATION IN ANY SUBSEQUENT HERRING
SECTOR OR OTHER LAPP DEVELOPMENT
PROCESS
,
,

Amendment! is not yet one year old, having only become effective on June 1,2007.
This amendment marked a significant, shift in the management of the herring fishery, such as by
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instituting a limited access system, readjusting stock area boundary lines, and, most importantly,
effecting dramatic changes to the regulations governing the vital and fully subscribed fishery in
Area IA. Specifically, the new rules prohibit midwater trawlers from operating in Area IA
between June I through September 30 each year. As a result, industry participants and herring
markets are still adjusting to the new regime.
""'"
In its overall approach to the management of the Atlantic herring fishery, the New
England Council adopted a carefully designed program specifically tailored to this maturing
fishery. Among the issues facing the Council was the fact that while the Area 1 TAC has been
fully utilized in most recent years, harvests.in Areas 2 and 3 have fallen far short of sustainable
levels (indeed, TACs are set at what can be characterized as overly precautionary levels).
Moreover, in partin response to the Herring FMP objective of expanding the domestic valueadded production, companies like Norpel, Cape Seafoods, and Lund's Fisheries made Significant
investments in processing facilities and vessel retrofits to be able to produce food-grade herring
and mackerel. The Council, in Herring Amendment Lrecognized that the strict adherence to a
stale"control date would not foster these goals.and also responded to argumerits that the ability to
fish in, particularly, Area IAwas a.small, but critical, part of these businesses' successful
operation.
.
.
.
The Council also responded to concemsraised by certainvesselsthat have historically
fished in' the Gulf of Maine by "Instituting a summertime"ban on the use of midwater trawl gear in
Area l A, running from June I to September 30 each,year.. It was justified as a "precautionary"
measure designed to address concerns of potential "localized depletion;' and to indirectly achieve
a number of conservation, objectives. See 72 Fed~R.eg.J 1252~11258':'59(March 12, 2007). This
bali, however.did not preclude vessels that otherwise qualified,for access to this area from
retrofitting from midwater to purse seine gear and fishing.during this season; While some
vessels attempted this switch in 2007, it is unclear what adjustments fishermen .may make in the
future based 'on only one season fishing under the Amendment I regime .
. Generally speaking, outside of the bait.and Maine sardine fishery, the herring industry is
in its infancy.' Priorto 2001, the only domestic herring processing plants were in Mwne (two
canning plants) and Cape May, 'Nj (a m~kere~~ITing/squid freezing plant). In recent years,
particularly since the advent of Amendment '1,herring "isbecoming more important to the plants
in the southern range. In 2001, Cape Seafoods.Tnc., ill Gloucester came on line "totake
advantage of the vastly underutilized Atlantic herring resource, Even prior to the development
of this plant, the founders of this business initiated the conversion of two former scallop vessels
(FIV Endeavour and FIV Challenger) to serve as RSW -equippedmid-water trawlers in the
herring fishery in 1999. Following closely on the heels of this development, Norpelleased
facilities in New Bedford in July 2002, and built out a similar herring/mackerel processing
facility that began its operations in December of the same year. The total cost of development
was in the neighborhood 'of $5 million ..
As with Cape Seafoods, thebusiness plan for theNorpel operation included the
conversion of two large, dedicated vessels to supply the facility. The FIV Dona Martita was
fitted with tank liners and a RSW. system in 2002 and underwent other conversionstotaling about
$1.1 million in order to begin delivering food-grade fish to the plant at the time it opened.
.

.
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Shortly thereafter, the FIV Nordic Explorer underwent a similar conversion at a similar cost and
began delivering product to Norpel. These businesses are currently producing whole, frozen,
food-grade herring and mackerel. They are also major suppliers of fresh herring and mackerel
to the bait markets, and supply fresh herring to the domestic sardine cannery .
.".-'".-

The 1999 herring control date Was considered to have lost its utility by the time the
Council voted in 2006 to adopt limited access for the herring fishery due to passage of time and
the investments these companies made, withgovernment encouragement. As a result, the
Council, through Amendment 1, struck a delicate balance with respect to Area 1 by choosing a
qualification period that balanced historical participation with recent investment and dependence
on the fishery. In some respects, the push by some participants in the northern range of the
fishery to hasten implementation of their sector plan for herring is in actuality an attempt to get
the Council to revisit these decisions. This would be a step backward for the Council, a legallysuspect one atthat,
Rather, any new proposals for Area 1 should be approached with the same care and level
of reflection that characterized the decisions the Council just recently made in Amendment 1.
Additionally, any new allocation system mustfully integrate new LAPP standards, which include
honoring the Massachusetts- and New Jersey-based shore plants; dependence on and investment
in the fishery. It is a delicatebalance, but one which is well within reach. At the same time,
there is no commensurate pressure to add to the complexity of thetask by attemptingto
complicate the matter by seeking to craft' a one.-size~fits:"'allprogram that works equally well for
the fully subscribed fishery in Area 1 and theunder-developed
portionsof'the heringfishery in
the remaining management areas. .
".
..

In.

The Relationship Between the Herrmgand

Mackerel Fisheries .

While herring is a critical fishery in its own right, reasonable. access to mackerel is vitally
important to-many companies, as well. (The converse is also true. In the mid-Atlantic, mariy
primarily mackerel vessels rely on herring as an important component of the fishery.) While.i; is
hard to argue with the logic of the decision to allocate authority over herring to the NewEng~~d
Council and mackerel to the Mid-Atlantic Council, given that the "epicenter" of each fishery ..' .
falls within each Council's respectivejurisdiction,it
is nonetheless problematic.· Given the .co:dependence.most of the large herring and mackerel vessels have on access to the other species,
particularly in Areas 2 and 3, and given that each can be and frequently are caught together, it
would be helpful if'management of the two fisheries (or atleast allocations) were at least
coordinated. To date, this has not been the case.
There are strong legal arguments for moving toward a coordinated approach. While often
overlooked, National Standard 3 states: "To the extent practicable, an individual stock offish
shall be managed as a unit throughout its range, and interrelated stocks of fish shall be managed
as a unit or in close coordination."
16 U;S.C. § 1851 (a)(3) (emphasis added). This legal
preference for close coordination, if not outright joint management, of such "interrelated stocks
offish" argues for a more rational approach to this mixed fishery .

.

.

One of the greatest current disconnects relates to the fact that mackerel remains an open
access fishery, albeit one with a control date of July 5, 2002, which was "reaffirmed" by the
.

.
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Council in 2005. 70 Fed. Reg. 33728 (June 9, 2005). Of course, asNMFS stated in response to
Amendment 1 comments regarding its obligation to lise the control date it established for the
Atlantic herring fishery:
Control dates are set to alert the fishing community to the possibility, hot the
certainty, that vessels that enter the fishery after that date might be treated
differently than vessels that were in the fishery prior tothatdate, in the event
that a limited access program is implemented. However, a Council is under
. no obligation to use the control date in establishing criteria for a limited
access prograin. If a Councildecides to develop a limited access program, the
program must comply with the requirements of the Magnuson-Stevens Act
outlined in section 303(b)(6),' These requirements include the need to take
into account the present and historicalparticipation, With regard to herring,
.the Council was aware that new vessels had entered the herring fishery since
the September 1999 control date and were fishing for herring in various
...management areas. One of the goals and objectives ofAmendmentl is to,
"provide, to the ·~xtent.practicable, controlled opportunities for fishermen and
vessels in other Mid-Atlantic and NewEngland fisheries." Due to the nature
. of this fishery and recent developments in shoresIde processing, the Council
determined that-active participants up ~ough~003Withsigriificant landings
should beaccommodatedin at leastsome management areas, NMFS·· .
•concludes thattheCouncil selectedeligibilitycriteria consistent with the
requirements of theMagnuson-Stevens Act.
72 Fed. Reg. at 11259-60(March 12, 2007j .. For itspart, the mackerel control.dat~ is becoming
increasingly stale, and the Mid-Atlantic Council is not making much headway on Squid,
Mackerel, Butterfish FMP Amendment l Lwhich.is to establish amackerel Iimited access
system. Once this is established, however, there will be mackerel-qualified vessels.that.do not
qualify for limited access herring permits, Lack of adequate access to herring by vessels
prlniarily fishing mackerel, and mackerelby herring vessels will iead to waste and.economic
losses; ThUs,not only is there an'oppottunity to insure that the eaehFMP fully.integrates the
needsef'herring/maekerel fishermen and shoresideoperations, ·but a strong, ·MSA-based reason
for working towards this objective.
However, a move towards a sector approach in herring by the New England Council is
not likely to be matched by the Mid-Atlantic Council, which appears to be somewhat more
skeptical of this type of management. system. As a result, a precipitous rush to sectors through
the full range of the herring fishery could drive management of these two species in different
directions. This could further complicate compliance for vessels with permits and significant
operations in each fishery.
.
Ideally, the two councils would w.orkalong parallel lines to create.complimentary, ifnot
highly integrated, LAPP programs that could potentially create tremendous efficiencies and
conservation benefits in these two fisheries. The best prospects for ultimately Unified or at least
closely Coordinated management lay in utilizing a management"scheme like cooperatives, which
are not only proven to work in a multispecies fishery, but which are more uniform and flexible .

.

:i,
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By taking the lead and investigating such options for Area I, the New England Council could
establish a model that is more likely to find acceptance by its counterpart, which is well aware of
the difficulties engendered by the sector debate.
Uniform management schemes could help to minimize bycatch and.discard concerns and
enable the industry to harvest the total allowable herring and mackerel catches with less capacity.
It is unrealistic, however, to expect that this can be achieved in the short run. The prudent
approach would be forestall further rationalization in Areas 2 and 3 for the time being. Instead,
the Herring and Mackerel Committees should work jointly to investigate complimentary
management approaches.
V.

CONCLUSION

There are myriad strong reasons to avoid the difficulties of sectors in Amendment 4. On
the other hand, by focusing on Area 1 and considering the use of proven methods currently
existing and highly successful in managing fully utilized fisheries, the Council could provide a
model for further management of this and other northeastern regional fisheries. Deferral of
further allocation battles in Areas 2 and 3, moreover, will help streamline the process, and assist
the Council in achieving the long-term goal of integrating management of the herring and
mackerel fisheries.
'
.
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Paul J. Howard
Executive Director
New England Fishery Management Council
50 Water Street
Newburyport. MA 01950
Dear Paul:

NEW ~NGLN;;Jt ISHERY
MANAGEMeNT COUNCIL

I recently (August 22. 2001) sent you a partial response to your letter ofJuly 2. 2007, in
which you posed four questions regarding how sectors are to be treated under the new
limited access prlvllegeprogram (LAPp) requirements of the Magnuson-Stevens Act
(MSA) Reauthorization Act (MSRA). Review of all of the issues has now been :
completed, and Lean now provide you answers to the other questions you posed.
Question: Aresectors,as implemented by this [Northeast Multispecies]FMP, oonsistent
with the term "scct()r allocation"used in section 303A(c)(6XD) Qfthe MSRA and exempt
from the requirement to hold aTC?ferendmnbefore subinission? '.
.
Answer; MSRA sections 303A(c)(6)(D)(i)aiid (vi) require a refeiendum for individual
fishing quota (IFQ) programs 6ui provide that an IFQ does not..forpmposesofthe.
referendum requirement, include a "sector allOcation." MSRAseCtlon 303A.(h) provides
that nothing in the MSAor MSRA shall re~
a reallocation of;,among other tbings,a
"sector allocation" in effect prior to enactment oftbe MSRA. Prior ioenactinentofthe
MSRA, the Northeast Multispecies FMP and regulations codified at SOCFR 648.87 had
provisionS for "sector allocations." Thus, a reasonable interpretation is that "sectors" .
tinder that FMP·are exempt from the referendum requirements. The referendum
exemption is not limited to sector allocations under the Northeast Multispecies FMP, so if
any new "sector allocation" is proposed, the Specific elemelitsofthe proposal should be
reviewed to see whether the exemption is also appU~le in that in~ce.
Question: Are sector allocations, ~ hnplemented.bythis FMP, considered LAPPs and
thus subject to the LAPP Provisi6~ ofMSRA?
Answer: Sector alloCationS. as cyrrently implemented by the Northeast Multispecies
FMP~do not appear to be tAPPs. Whether any new, proposed "sector allocation" would
be considered a LAPP is a fact-based questionthat woUld need to be reviewed as
proposals develop. Section 3(26) of the MSRA, 16 U.S.C. 1802(26), states that a
"limited access privilege":
:
(A) Means a Federal penni!, issued as part ofalimited access system under
secli:on303A to harvest a quantity of fish expressed by a unit or units representing

"'~....
I':
•

a portion of the totaJ allowable catch of the fishery that may be received or held
'or exclusive use by a person; and
(B) Includes an individual fishing quota; but
(C) Does not include community development quotas as described in section
305(i).

..

Under the multispecies regulations. a "sector" is "a group of vessels that have voluntarily
signed a contract and agree to certain fishing restrictions, and that have been allocated a
portion of the TAC [total allowabl~ catch] of a species. or an allocation of DAS [daYS-8t- .
sea}." 50 CFR 648'.2. A DAS sector, on its face, does not appear to be a' LAPP because
ft does not in~olv~ the allocation of a specific quantlty of fish or a portion of the TAC.
NMFS's longstanding position,is that iopu~controls such as DASare not the equivalent
of quantities of fish or IF~.Th(2'Cfo~, sectors allocating DAS. would not be subject to
the IFQ or LAPP provisions of the MSRA.

to

A TAC-based sector allocatiori also does not.appear be a LAPP. because it does not
jnvolve ~~ceofccFederai
~~t; isS,Ue<l
as part ofalinHred, access system under
. section~03A to harvest a quantity of fish e3tpressed bya unit.or.units representing a
portion of the total allowable catch·ofthe.fishery that maybe i'eceived or hel4 for,
exclUsive use by a peison," ~ noted aOOve,a "sector" UndCrthe.multispeciea
'
regulatioDS'isa cont:rai:;tarrangement ~Qhga grOlq)ofvessels,andNMFS
implements
sector alloeations through framework a~usbnents and o~rr~tory
actio~ -, See, e.g.,
50 CFR648.$7(a)(2)and~48.90(~X2)i
There is rio Fede~ pe~itissuedt()
the "sectCJf"
p~r se. ' Rather, the TAC assigned to;'sectors Under the Dlw.tispecies~regulationsis a
'
managementrestricti()n on a group ofvesse~1?-ot~ penniuo harvest fish that Can be held.
~or"exclusive use bya persOn."· .
'.'.
'
.
A "sector," as definec1m: the m~tispecies'·~g\JlaUons, also-does not clearly qualify as a
"person" eligible to hold ,a LAPP under section 303A(c)(I)(O). Only a U.S. citizen,
corporation, partnership. or otherentity,eStablished und,er)?ederat or state law, 'or a
pennanent resident alien may' hold L~Ps. MSRA secnon303A(c)(1)(D). Agrollp of
vessels under a voluntaryeontract-atrangement dOes not seem to faU witJ;Unthe definition
of"pers~n" as lhattenn is used in the MSRA.
. AS a final note, your letter sugg~
'Utat sector aUocauons could be interpreted to be
limited. access pdvileges.; becauselimited.access privileges ~ defined as "Federal
permits" (MSRA section 3(26» and MSRA section3,03A(b)(1) refers to guota share and'
ethermeasures as "permlts," A$, acladfic8tioil,section 303A(b)(l) referst9 three
categories of measures that "shall· be considered a'penuit fQrthe Puwoses of sections
301, 308, and,309," or in other words, for enforcement purposes, The categories are .
.quota share, other limited access system authorlzatio~ and limited access privilege.. As
noted abo~e,limited a~
privi1~e has itso~ sepam.re definition that includes the
tenn "F¢er~ permit," 'H()wever~"limIted access system" is not defined as a "Federal
permit" and "quota share" is notdefiited at ~1., See MSRA section 3(27). While MSRA
section 303A(b)(I) specifies that ~,tbree ~tegori~.ofmeasures
are permits for the

2

specific purpose of enforcement, this:does not necessarily mean that all quota shares and
other limited access system authorizations are limited access privileges .
. For all of these reasons, the conclusion that a sector as currently provided for in -tli~·multispecies regulations is not It LAPP under the MSRA is the most legally reasonable
and supportable Interpretation,
.
.• ~ .
.
I hope these responses will be helpful- to you and tm;. Council as you consider additional
sectors in New England fisheries. ..

G";fi~
Patricia A. Kurkul
Regional Administrator

. ::.;.
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Midcoast Fishermen's Association

Frank Blount, Chairman
NEFMC Herring Oversight Committee
PO Box 3724,33 State Street
Narragansett, RI 02883

Port Clyde, Maine

. MAR 2 6-Z008
NEW ENGLAND FISHERY
MANAGEMENT COUNCIL

Dear Chairman Blount,
I am writing on behalf ofthe Midcoast Fishermen's Association (MFA) based in Port Clyde
Maine.
The MFA is very involved in issues that affect the groundfish fishery and is made up of close to
thirty active fishermen with a wide geographical distribution all along the coast of Maine.
A key component of the restoration of the groundfish fishery is the need for forage species,
specifically herring, to be well managed. Given the broad range of public comment during the
council meeting in November we feel that to limit this meeting to just a few issues does not do
justice to the will of the people.
We would like to see all of the issues that have been raised be considered as we move forward
with the management of this very important part of our fishery.
We hope that the Herring Committee will include all of the items that were determined by the
council and the public to be of importance and not limit the discussion to; Catch Monitoring,
Annual Catch Limits (ACLs)/Accountability Measures (and other MSRA requirements), and
Limited Access Privilege Program (LAPP)/Sectors.
This resource is far to important for a variety of reasons to not consider the full slate of concerns
that have been raised.
Thanks for your consideration.
Gary Libby
Midcoast Fishermen' s Association.

5. HERRING
(April 15-17, 2008)-M
5.
HERRING (AprilI5-l7,
2008)-M

From: John Rice
Sunday, April 06,20087:20
06, 2008 7:20 AM
Sent: Sunday,
comments@asmfc.org; steve.meyers@noaa.gov
steve.meyers@noaa.gov
To: Lori Steele; comments@asmfc.org;
petition
Subject: Herring petition

\D) ~t~~~~ij
~ t ~~'j] ~~

\ru
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Please see attached
signature list.
Please
attached signature
To:
United States Congress
Congress
United
D.O.C.
ASMFC
ASMFC
NEFMC
NEFMC
NMFS
NMFS

APR 08
08 2008
APR
W ENGLAND
ENGLAND fISHERY
fiSHERY

~NAGEMENT COUNCIL
~NAGEMENT

citizens of
of the United
States of
of America,
America,
United States
We, the citizens
have signed this petition
petition to affect
affect an immediate
immediate and decisive
decisive end to the practice
practice of
of allowing
allowing midwater
midwater
trawlers
reasonable in reaching
reaching some sort of
trawlers to fish within
within 50 miles
miles of
of our coasts. We have tried to be reasonable
of
compromise with the midwater
trawlers, but they seem to only want
want what
refusing to
compromise
midwater trawlers,
what they want, refusing
compromise unless forced into compliance
compliance with what
general public
compromise
what we the general
public want, hence this petition.
petition.

The midwater
midwater trawl fishery
fishery has changed
changed so much about our near shore fisheries
fisheries for cod and tuna
tuna that
they are a shadow
their former
shadow of
of their
former selves. The food that would
would ordinarily
ordinarily be available
available in these areas is not
present in quantities
quantities long enough
enough for the prey fishes to stay in an area and become
become accustomed
accustomed to being
present
being
there.
plentiful mackerel
herring which
which our prey fishes need to proliferate
proliferate are being pushed
pushed
The once plentiful
mackerel and herring
around
them before they even have a chance.
around and literally
literally stolen
stolen away
away from them
chance. These are what we should
should
be catching,
catching, not the bait, but the prey fish.
arguments from the midwater
herring and mackerel
We've heard the arguments
midwater folks who claim that the herring
mackerel are
abundant and that they aren't
aren't causing
causing a depletion,
depletion, we simply
simply don't
don't care. We want
want them
eliminated from
abundant
them eliminated
our coasts, year round. These
These are after all, our fish. We don't want
panels to be
want anymore
anymore committees
committees or panels
assembled
want them
assembled to discuss
discuss this, we simply
simply want
them eliminated.
eliminated.
of telling
telling you, you work for us and we are telling
else
This petition
petition is our way of
telling you, we want this, none else
should matter.
petition is to deny our importance
importance as the citizens
of the United
should
matter. To deny our petition
citizens of
United States and
we will not tolerate
tolerate that or the midwater
midwater boats any longer.
simply ask that the midwater
offshore all year, where
We simply
midwater boats
boats be kept offshore
where they belong.
belong.

Sincerely,
Sincerely,
America's
America's citizens
citizens
John Rice
John
Rice
F/V WILLY
BIRD MS 2423KV
F/V
WILLY BIRD
2423KV
http://capecodfisherman.net
http://capecodfisherman.net
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NAME
NAME
1 John
John Rice
Rice

EMAIL
EMAIL
loligo@comcast.net
loligo@comcast.net

EC NEWELL
NEWELL MAN
MAN
2 EC
A. Passarella
Passarella
3 A.
4 Scott
Terry
Scott Terry

STVENOO10@OPTONLlNE.NET
STVEN0010@OPTONLlNE.NET
avpassarella@aol.com
avpassarella@aol.com
sterry65@comcast.net
sterry65@comcast.net

Capt. Fred
Fred Eder
Eder
5 Capt.

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Alex von
Kiel
Alex
von Kiel
Richard Colombo
Colombo
Richard
Ralph
Scaglione
Ralph Scaglione
Robert
Robert Nixon
Nixon
Chris Weiner
Chris
Weiner
Roger Parmenter
Parmenter
Roger
Steven Lutz
Lutz
Steven
Russell
Russell Seff
Seff

bluefinxx@aol.com
bluefinxx@aol.com

captalexvk@yahoo.com
captalexvk@yahoo.com
RichColombo@gmail.com
RichColombo@gmail.com
Rscaglione@victorymedical.com
Rscaglione@victorymedical.com
NMSBob@gmail.com
NMSBob@gmail.com
cweiner14@comcast.net
cweiner14@comcast.net
joyrogpa@gis.net
joyrogpa@gis.net
stevenlutz@hotmail.com
stevenlutz@hotmail.com
quiknet@verizon.net
quiknet@verizon.net

COMMENTS
COMMENTS

The
trawl fishery
commercial
The midwater
midwater trawl
fishery hurts
hurts other
other commercial
fishermen,
MUST GO!
GO!
fishermen, they
they MUST

Pair
taking away
the
Pair Trawling
Trawling is a handful
handful taking
away the
livelihoods of millions
millions of Americans.
Please make
make
livelihoods
Americans. Please
GO AWAY!!!
AWAY!!!
it GO
I think
think this
will go a long
this ban
ban will
long way
way towards
towards
restoring
stocks in coastal
restoring fish
fish stocks
coastal waters.
waters.
Something that
that needs
needs to be
be done.
done.
Something
Ban
Ban this
this destructive
destructive fishery
fishery

The reason
reason I am
am signing
signing this
because there
there
The
this is because
isn't a Mackeral
Mackeral season
season on
on the
the South
South Shore
isn't
Shore of LI

Michael Solomon
Solomon
14 Michael

msolomon18@nyc.rr.com
msolomon18@nyc.rr.com

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Capt. George
Lemieux
Capt.
George Lemieux
Joe
Joe Eybs
Eybs
William McKinney
McKinney
William
Patrick Barrett
Barrett
Patrick
Edward
Edward Snell
Snell
Edward
Edward J. Rossiello
Rossiello
Dave Mason
Mason
Dave

ladydianefishing@comcast.net
ladydianefishing@comcast.net
303Joe@optonline.net
303Joe@optonline.net
wmckinney@psr.edu
wmckinney@psr.edu
shamcapt@optonline.net
shamcapt@optonline.net
edward.snell@mma.edu
edward.snell@mma.edu
TogNut18@aol.com
TogNut18@aol.com
dmason8@ec.rr.com
dmason8@ec.rr.com

22
23
23
24
25

CaptDean
CaptDean Krah
Krah
R.L.Ratcliffe
R.L.Ratcliffe
kent
garlland
kent garlland
Edward Coughlin
Coughlin
Edward

captdean@tidewater.net
captdean@tidewater.net
rlroneline@comcast.net
rlroneline@comcast.net
fishwife925@aol.com
fishwife925@aol.com
Journeyman67@cs.com
Journeyman67@cs.com

anymore.
spring run
doesn't exist.
anymore. The
The spring
run doesn't
exist. The
The
Herring fishing
fishing sucks,
one time
time the
the bridge
bridge in
Herring
sucks, at one
Howard Beach,
Beach, NY
NY was
was elbow
elbow to elbow
elbow with
with
Howard
fishermen with
with each
each one
fishermen
one pulling
pulling fish
fish after
after fish,
tlsh,
Now
Mackl~ral
Now there
there is almost
almost NO
NO FISH.
FISH. The
The Mackl~ral
fishery
that we
had was
was a beauilful
beauitful thing
when I
fishery that
we had
thing when
grew up.
up. We
We could
could load
load the
boat with
with Mackeral,
Mackeral,
grew
the boat
freeze them
or bait
freeze
them and
and have
have either
either food
food fish
fish or
bait for
for
the
entire season.
doesn't pay
to gE!t
the entire
season. Now
Now it doesn't
pay to
gElt up to
fish for
GET
fish
for them
them anymoffi.PLEASE
anymoffi.PLEASE
GET RID
RID OF
OF
THE MIDWATER
MIDWATER BOATS
BOATS
THE
Groundfish
will never
Groundfish and
and pelagics
pelagics will
never rebound
rebound if the
the
forage base
decimated. All
All the
forage
base is decimated.
the limits
limits and
and
closures in the
the world
wont help
help until
until these
boats
closures
world wont
these boats
are put
put offshore
offshore where
where they
were designed
designed to fish,
are
they were
fish,
Take heed
what the
Take
heed of what
the Canadians
Canadians learned.
learned.
IHO my
my neighbor.
neighbor, John
John Rice
Rice
IHO

I agree
agree...
...
Yes
ban them
them
Yes ban
Really need
need to
inshore herring
herring as a
Really
to protect
protect the
the inshore
food supply
for our
our game
fish
food
supply for
game fish
it's
about time
we stand
to this
it's about
time we
stand up
up to
this plague.
plague.

PUBLIC
PUBLIC

26
26
27
27
28
28
29
29
30
30
31
31
32
32
33
33
34
34

Capt
Skip Montello
Capt Skip
Montello
DiStefano
C. DiStefano
Smith
Captain
Captain Jeff
Jeff Smith
John
John Marotta
Marotta
Bruce
Bruce Bomstein
Bomstein
Cart
Cart Bowden
Bowden
Capt. Nat
Nat Moody
Moody
Capt.
ken
ken bates
bates
Lisa Cannata
Cannata
Lisa
35
Bartlett
35 W
WBartlett

36 Capt.
Capt. George
George Harris
Harris
36
37 Capt.
Capt. Jack
Jack Riley
Riley
37
38
38 Alex
Alex Nunez
Nunez

39
39 Tom
Tom Driscoll
Driscoll

40
40
41
41
42
42
43
43
44
44
45
45

Bruce
Bruce Cranshaw
Cranshaw
mike
gebhardt
mike gebhardt
Thomas
Thomas Mikoleski
Mikoleski
Jonathan
Jonathan O'Connor
O'Connor
Jim Cawthern
Cawthern
Jim
marty
marty smith
smith
46 David
46
David M. Alexander
Alexander
47
PeteGray
47 PeteGray
48 David
48
David E Doebley
Doebley

111
49 John
49
John M.
M. Kirk,
Kirk, III

skip.northcoastangler@yahoo.com
skip.northcoastangler@yahoo.com
skipadory@aol.com
skipadory@aol.com
info@finaddiction.com
info@finaddiction.com
JohnCMarotta@verizon.net
JohnCMarotta@verizon.net
captbluefin@captbluefin.com
captbluefin@captbluefin.com
fisherman33@comcast.net
fisherman33@comcast.net
nat@firstlightanglers.com
nat@firstlightanglers.com
kenbates@comcast.net
kenbates@comcast.net
Lisa.cannata@sothebysrealty.com
Lisa.cannata@sothebysrealty.com
wbartlett@md.metrocast.net
wbartlett@md.metrocast.net

superflycharters@roadrunner.com
superflycharters@roadrunner.com
info@maverickchartersltd.com
info@maverickchartersltd.com
anunez@andover.edu
anunez@andover.edu

kapinhook@aol.com
kapinhook@aol.com

captcranny@verizon.net
captcranny@verizon.net
gebbymako@verizon.com
gebbymako@verizon.com
tmikoleski@aol.com
tmikoleski@aol.com
cardnial77@comcast.net
cardnial77@comcast.net
Jcawthem@ewmi-info.com
Jcawthem@ewmi-info.com
pamanmar@comcast.net
pamanmar@comcast.net
damlex@gmail.com
damlex@gmail.com
areasixtyone@hotmail.com
areasixtyone@hotmail.com
david11468@hotmail.com
david11468@hotmail.com

johnkirk@midmaine.com
johnkirk@midmaine.com

They are
destroying one
our most
most important
important
They
are destroying
one of our
resources
fish oil capsules
for
resources simply
simply to provide
provide fish
capsules for
overseas
trawlers from
from fishing
overseas markets.
markets. Stop
Stop the
the trawlers
fishing
period!
period!

Keep
the boats
Keep the
boats offshore.
offshore.

We need
need to do
do something
something before
before all is lost.
lost.
We

allowing
travel
allowing large
large schools
schools of baitfish
baitfish to travel
unimpeded
through our
unimpeded through
our inshore
inshore waters
waters can
can only
only
beneficial ...these
...these baitfish
baitfish are
huge part
part of
be beneficial
are a huge
the
food chain
species depend
depend on
on
the food
chain that
that so
so many
many species
for
for survival.
survival. ...Saltwater
...Saltwater gamefish,
gamefish, large
large marine
marine
mammals, and
and birds
birds are
few examples
examples of
mammals,
are just
just a few
of
marine
marine life
life that
that are
are being
being forced
forced out
out of their
their
traditional
to the
depletion of atlantic
traditional habitat
habitat due
due to
the depletion
atlantic
herring stocks.
stocks. I am
am strongly
any
herring
strongly opposed
opposed to any
inshore
inshore traWling
trawling targeting
targeting Atlantic
Atlantic Herring,
Herring, River
River
Herring,
Herring, Mackeral
Mackeral & Menhaden
Menhaden

The resource
resource is being
being given
given to
few select
The
to a few
select
individuals
the expense
who would
individuals at the
expense of many
many who
would
otherwise
otherwise benefit.
benefit. It is so efficient
efficient that
that it is
inefficient.
inefficient.

I would
this would
would hope
hope this
would be a major
major step
step in
restoring
fishery, along
restoring the
the bluefin
bluefin fishery,
along with
with the
the
groundfish
the mid
water
groundfish ........1also
1also beleive
beleive the
mid water
trawlers
the major
trawlers should
should be kept
kept out
out of the
major spawning
spawning
areas
of herring
areas of
herring at the
the spawning
spawning peak
peak times
times ....lets
.... Iets
get
get real
real we
we all understand
understand the
the relationship
relationship of bait
bait
to our
fisheries, you
our fisheries,
you don,t
don,t need
need a degree
degree from
from
U.R.I.. .... no feed
U.R.I......no
feed no fish
fish ....

...They
...They will
will trawl
trawl until
until it's
it's ALL
ALL GONE!!!
GONE!!!
If the
oceans belong
to all the
citizens of the
the oceans
belong to
the citizens
the
United
United States,
States, why
why are
are we
we letting
letting it riches
riches benefit
benefit
only
few? Stop
only a few?
Stop the
the pillaging
pillaging of these
these resources
resources
that
all citizens.
that belong
belong to all
Citizens.

50 FrankGaul
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51 Daniel
Daniel Normand
Normand
52 Robert
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Robert Wenzel
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Fred
Fred Nirschl
Nirschl
kobey
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kobey Treadwell
James
James Kilmartin
Kilmartin
Paul
Yamkovoy
Paul Yamkovoy
Joseph
Johnston
Joseph Johnston
Michael
Michael

Seahawk318@optonline.net
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kobeytreads@aol.com
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jpkil318@aol.com
jpkil318@aol.com
yamkovoy@hotmail.com
yamkovoy@hotmail.com
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59 Bill
Bill Neelon
Neelon
Justin A.
A. Vyce
Vyce
60 Justin
Captain Jeff
61 Captain
Jeff Smith
Smith

bUbblefeed@yahoo.com
bubblefeed@yahoo.com
jutmanb@rcn.com
jutmanb@rcn.com
info@finaddiction.com
info@finaddiction.com

62 David
David Gelfman
Gelfman
63 jim
jim heidrich
heidrich

dagelf@aol.com
dagelf@aol.com
heidrichjames@yahoo.com
heidrichjames@yahoo.com

64 steve
steve mcnally
mcnally

stuna2@hotmail.com
stuna2@hotmail.com

65 Timothy
O'Brien
Timothy M.
M. O'Brien

bluefishbnb@comcast.net
bluefishbnb@comcast.net

66 Brad
Willis
Brad Willis
67 David
David Richard
Richard
69 John
John Donahue
Donahue

crazyclammer@hotmail.com
crazyclammer@hotmail.com
fishwoodoct6@aol.com
fishwoodoc16@aol.com
surfnturf11111
@aol.com
surfnturf11111 @aol.com

I amanavid
amanavid recreational
recreational fisherman,
fisherman, and
and last
last
season
was a notable
the
season there
there was
notable improvement
improvement in the
quality
andII can
from
quality of fishing,
fishing, and
can nearly
nearly guarantee
guarantee from
sight that
that it was
increase in forage
forage presence
presence
sight
was the
the increase
which
which was
was precipitated
precipitated by the
the ban
ban of midwater
midwater
boats
year that
boats from
from fishing
fishing inshore
inshore until
until oct
oct 1 last
last year
that
fish
led
term survival
led to it. For
For the
the long
long term
survival of all fish
stocks
food chain,
then from
stocks along
along the
the food
chain, please
please ban
ban then
from
fishing
fishing within
within 50
50 miles
miles of shore.
shore. It absolutey
absolutey
makes
from a preservation
makes sense
sense from
preservation
standpoint.Frank
standpoint.Frank
These midwater
midwater boats
boats are
are too
too efficient
efficient and
and will
These
will
decimate
and macs.
fish we
we rely
decimate the
the herring
herring and
macs. The
The fish
rely
on for
will have
for food
food and
and sport
sport will
have nothing
nothing to eat
eat if
this
this method
method isn't
isn't banned.
banned.

Let
Let us (WE
(WE THE
THE PEOPLE,
PEOPLE, REMEMBER
REMEMBER US?)
US?)
have
have the
the fish
fish back.
back. Herring
Herring and
and Mackerel
Mackerel used
used to
we could
catch what
for
be so thick
thick we
could catch
what we
we needed
needed for
food
are a
food and
and bait
bait easily.
easily. Now
Now the
the big
big schools
schools are
shadow
what they
they were
were and
shadow of what
and yet
yet are
are still
still being
being
relentlessly
faster
relentlessly destroyed
destroyed by bigger
bigger and
and faster
vessels.
will soon
soon be the
the ever
ever
vessels. They
They will
the next
next on
on the
growing
fish that
that "we
growing list
list of fish
"we used
used to catch"
catch" like
like
Whiting
suffering
whiting and
and giant
giant bluefin
bluefin tuna.
tuna. We
We are
are suffering
while
dollars in their
the
while the
the few
few put
put dollars
their pocket
pocket at the
expense
the remaining
expense of us and
and the
remaining limited
limited
resources. The
The Ocean
Ocean is not
not keeping
keeping up
up with
the
with the
resources.
pace
the fish
fish are
pace at which
which the
are being
being removed.
removed.

Stop
Stop now.
now.
The
chance to recover
from the
the
The herring
herring need
need a chance
recover frorn
previous years
years of overfishing.
previous
overfishing.

More
good
More observer
observer coverage
coverage would
would be another
another good
thing.
thing.

they
they kill
there way
way
they need
need to go
go they
kill everything
everything in there
Please
these Trawlers
Trawlers to 50+
from
Please restrict
restrict these
50+ miles
miles from
our
fish just
just not
our Coast!
Coast! Fair
Fair is Fair!
Fair! They
They can
can still
still fish
not
so close!
close!
YES!
said NO!
YES! Finally
Finally someone
someone has
has stood
stood up and
and said
NO!

we need
fisheries.
need to take
take back
back control
control of OUR
OUR fisheries,
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Steve Anderson
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Smith
Robert E Tomilson
Robert
Tomilson
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Ethan Dow
Dow
Peter
Peter Boyle
Boyle
Charles
Charles Sweeney
Sweeney
Thomas
Thomas Mecouch
Mecouch Jr.
Jr.
michael
michael lobozza
lobozza
michael
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ciolek
Robert
Weir
Robert Weir
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James Kastner
Kastner

Mark Poirier
Poirier
Mark
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David Smithers
Smithers
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Spies
Gina
Gina Fanelli
Fanelli
colin yentsch
yentsch
colin
Dan
Dan Doumani
Doumani
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Steve LeBoeuf
LeBoeuf
Michael
Michael Cleaves
Cleaves
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100 Steve
MAllett
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peter_boyle@hotmail.com
peter_boyle@hotmail.com
Charles.Sweeney@Philips.com
Charles.Sweeney@Philips.com
tmecouch523@yahoo.com
tmecouch523@yahoo.com
mbozz282@hotmail.com
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Allowing
Allowing these
these boats
boats to hammer
hammer the
the inshore
inshore
supply
of forrage
fish is short
sighted, poor
supply of
forrage fish
short sighted,
poor
fisheries
In order
fisheries management.
management.
order for
for our
our
groundfish/Sporttish
recover
there
groundfish/Sportfish
recover and
and thrive,
thrive, there
needs
to be an ample
needs to
ample supply
supply of herring
herring and
and
mackerel.
these boats
mackerel. Keep
Keep these
boats offshore!
offshore!

The
suffered by so
so many
The loss
loss of catch
catch suffered
many small
small boat
boat
inshore
fishermen commercial
commercial and
and recreational
inshore fishermen
recreational
do to the
the lack
forage compared
lack of forage
compared to the
the gain
gain of
so few
few in 150'
150' boats
boats that
that belong
belong offshore
offshore is
CLEARLY
SEND THE
CLEARLY insane!
insane! SEND
THE MID-WATER
MID-WATER
BOATS
BOATS OFFSHORE!
OFFSHORE!

The
aboard these
The lack
lack of observer
observer coverage
coverage aboard
these
vessels
50 footer
vessels is outrageous.
outrageous. If a little
little 50
footer needs
needs
observer
so does
observer coverage
coverage so
does a midwater
midwater herring
herring or
pair
pair trawler.
trawler. I want
want at a bare
bare minimum
minimum 100
100 %
observer
vacumn cleaners
observer coverages
coverages on these
these vacumn
cleaners of
herring
and other
forage fishes.
herring and
other forage
fishes.

Ban
shore
Ban should
should be 200
200 miles
miles from
from shore

9 dove
dove hillsouth
hillsouth hadley,
hadley, ma.
ma.

Fishing
on such
scale as this
on the
Fishing on
such a scale
this on
the forage
forage
base
which the
fish
base on
on which
the rebuilding
rebuilding of so many
many fish
stocks
depends is simply
simply asinine.
stocks depends
asinine.

crispies 1977@optonline.net
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ginafanelli@fastmail.fm
ginafanelli@fastmail.fm
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s_leboeuf@comcasl.com
michael.cleaves@verizon.net
michael.cleaves@verizon.net

hammer1l5_
hammer1l5 _ 1999@yahoo.com
1999@yahoo.com

I agree
whole heatedly
trawlers
agree whole
heatedly the
the the
the midwater
midwater trawlers
are
wping out
for the
are wping
out baitfish
baittish populations
populations needed
needed for
the
recovery
recovery of the
the gom
gom cod
cod populations.
populations.
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Capt.
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Capt. Pete
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Luis L. Martinez
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Todd
Todd Eadie
Eadie
Capt
Capt Rich
Rich Bindell
Bindell
Robert
Robert Ray
Ray
Michael
Michael McGaw
McGaw

Toddscod@comcast.net
Toddscod@comcast.net
makostako@comcast.net
makostako@comcast.net
bobr338@yahoo.com
bobr338@yahoo.com
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mmcgaw@cox.net
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117 Ron
Ron Cooper
Cooper
118
118 Peter
Peter McCarthy
McCarthy

hightecho@yahoo.com
hightecho@yahoo.com
pjmccarthy@nycap.rr.com
pjmccarthy@nycap.rr.com
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119 AI Loopa
Loopa

Aloop22@yahoo.com
Aloop22@yahoo.com

120
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122
123
123
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124
125
125
126
126
127
127
128
128
129
129
130
130
131
131
132
132

f1ip7464@yahoo.com
f1ip7464@yahoo.com
Michael_Poe2002@yahoo.com
Michael_Poe2002@yahoo.com
Fubar512@Gmail.com
Fubar512@Gmail.com
hasfish@aol.com
hasfish@aol.com
lamigsb@comcast.net
lamigsb@comcast.net
idigitu@hotmail.com
idigitu@hotmail.com
cardnial77@comcast.net
cardnial77@comcast.net
JLinFuller@aol.com
JLinFuller@aol.com
ddepasqu@optonline.net
ddepasqu@optonline.net
albienut@gmail.com
albienut@gmail.com
froggy.2@hotmail.com
froggy.2@hotmail.com
viceroywd@yahoo.com
viceroywd@yahoo.com
neangler13@aol.com
neangler13@aol.com

james curran
james
curran
Michael
Michael Poe
Poe
Edward
Edward Riveiro
Riveiro
Harvey
Harvey Smith
Smith
jon o'connor
jon
o'connor
Scott
Scott Colleary
Colleary
Jonathan
Jonathan O'Connor
O'Connor
J. Lindsay
Lindsay Fuller
Fuller
Donn
Donn dePasquale
dePasquale
Randy
Randy Dennis
Dennis
mike
mike schaefer
schaefer
Connor
Connor DeCosta
DeCosta
Kyle
Kyle

The
the
The current
current management
management of this
this fishery
fishery and
and the
constant
to the
the Mid-Water
constant yielding
yielding to
Mid-Water Trawler
Trawler lobby
lobby
has
the face
has been
been a slap
slap in the
face to every
every other
other
fisherman
fisherman in New
New England
England - commercial,
commercial,
recreational,
recreational, and
and charter
charter alike.
alike.
please
please keep
keep the
the 50
50 mile
mile limit
limit for
for us
Thank
Thank you
you
Stop
and destruction
Stop the
the overfishing
overfishing and
destruction of our
our
fisheries
to late!
fisheries before
before it's
it's to
late!
I am
am all for
for this
this ban.
ban.

Stiffer
Stiffer recreational
recreational limits
limits need
need to be accompanied
accompanied
by tougher
well.
tougher commercial
commercial regulations
regulations as
as well.

Please
Please ban
ban all midwater
midwater trawlers.
trawlers.
with
food supply,
supply, how
fish stocks
stocks
with inadequate
inadequate food
how can
can fish
rebound
.it simple
rebound
simple
Keep
Keep them
them all out,Especially
out, Especially foreign
foreign vessels
vessels
enough
enough is enough
enough
Keep
the
Keep em
em outside
outside of 50
50 miles!
miles! Bring
Bring back
back the
mackerel/herring!
mackerel/herring!

This
that needs
This is an industry
industry that
needs to go period.
period. It has
has
deminished
the
deminished the
the stock
stock levels
levels and
and wiping
wiping out
out the
bottom
food chain
bottom of the
the food
chain close
close to shore.
shore. Rumors
Rumors
of other
Alwives, Haddock,
other species
species as
as Alwives,
Haddock, Lobsters,
Lobsters,
Seals
creatures found
Seals and
and any
any other
other creatures
found between
between the
the
surface
surface and
and the
the bottom
bottom close.
close. From
From the
the pictures
pictures
and rumors,
rumors, the
the trawlers
are harrassing
harrassing the
and
trawlers are
the
Finback,
Finback, Humpback,
Humpback, Minkie,
Minkie, and
and the
the heavily
heavily
protected
Whales.
protected and
and rare
rare Nothem
Nothern Atlantic
Atlantic Right
Right Whales.
any
this is why
shore
any fool
fool can
can see
see this
why we
we have
have no in shore
fishing
fishing any
any more
more

this
this should
should be banned
banned
This
This needs
needs your
your attention!
attention!
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Gregory Chorebanian
Chorebanian
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John
Shields
andy
andy
Deane
Deane Lambros
Lambros
Wayne D
Wayne
Giuseppe
Giuseppe Francica
Francica
Giuseppe Francica
Francica
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Mark
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Will Schmitt
Schmitt
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166 Scot
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smith
167 jay
168
168 George
George Pereira
Pereira
169
169 David
David M. Sullivan
Sullivan
170
170 Chris
Chris Fyrberg
Fyrberg
171
171 Roman
Roman
172 michael
michael yocco
yocco
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The
The corporate
corporate interests
interests and
and lobbyists
lobbyists have
have
decimated our
natural fisheries
fisheries far
long.
decimated
our natural
far too
too long.

ii belive
that studies
studies have
damaging
belive that
have shown
shown how
how damaging
these
fish that
that are
are targeted
these opperations
opperations are
are to the
the fish
targeted
as well
well as
catch, and
the food
as by
by catch,
and also
also hurt
hurt the
food chain
chain
by deminishing
deminishing large
large sources
sources of protien
protien for
for the
the
many predator
predator fish
fish that
that deppend
deppend on
on them
for a
many
them for
ballanced diel.
ballanced
diel.

o
o
1
1

oo
oo
oo
vote
for th
this
vote for
is

These boats
boats are
the single
single most
most detrimental
detrimental
These
are the
factor towards
the ecological
ecological health
health of
our waters.
waters.
factor
towards the
of our
They
ahnilited the
toodchain
They have
have ahnilited
the base
base of our
our foodchain
and
and are
are having
having tremendous
tremendous environmental
environmental and
and
financial impact
impact upon
upon our
our waters.
waters.
financial

I think
ALL foreign
foreign boat
think ALL
boat should
should be
be keep
keep away
away
from
waters of the
from the
the waters
the United
United States.
States.
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EDWARD EDWARDS
EDWARDS
stanley
stanley deane
deane
James
James Ciaccio
Ciaccio
Keven
Keven Niland
Niland
Keven
Keven Niland
Niland
Don LaRuffa,
LaRuffa, Jr.
Don
michael
michael moffett
moffett
Donald
Donald Blouin
Blouin

EDTWOXE@AOL.COM
EDTWOXE@AOL.COM
scup462@comcast.net
scup462@comcast.net
Chach444@comcast.net
Chach444@comcast.net
ksnkpn@comcast.net
ksnkpn@comcasl.net
ksnkpn@comcast.net
ksnkpn@comcast.net
doradodon@gmail.com
doradodon@gmail.com
mam@allsvinn.com
mam@allsvinn.com
drblouin@gmail.com
drblouin@gmail.com
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193
193
194
194
195
195

Bill
Bill Roman
Roman
George
George A Doumani
Doumani Jr
Steve
Steve KOutalakis
KOutalakis
Glenn
Glenn Firth
Firth

Billroman@adelphia.net
Billroman@adelphia.net
georged@acromaticplastics.com
georged@acromaticplastics.com
stevekouts@hotmail.com
stevekouts@hotmail.com
glennfirth51@msn.com
glennfirth51@msn.com
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196
197
197
198
198
199
199
200
200

bob
bob Newhart
Newhart
chris
chris clarke
clarke
mark
mark provenzano
provenzano
Guillermo
Guillermo Nunez
Nunez
Donald
Donald Duck
Duck

bn183@roadrunner.net
bn183@roadrunner.net
clarkedog@gmail.com
clarkedog@gmail.com
biggasper63@aol.com
biggasper63@aol.com
nunezg@bc.edu
nunezg@bc.edu
donduck@hotmail.com
donduck@hotmail.com
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201 Rick
Rick Hall
Hall
202
202 Tim
Tim Healey
Healey
203
203
204
204
205
205
206
206
207
207
208
208
209
209
210
210
211
211
212
212

Wurst
Stephen
Stephen F. Wurst
Philip
Philip Pitts
Pitts
JOSEPH KAZLAU
KAZLAU
JOSEPH
Bob
Bob LaFrambois
LaFrambois
Anthony
Anthony Simone
Simone
Greyson
Greyson Sanford
Sanford
Steve
Steve LeBoeuf
LeBoeuf
Chris
Chris McCormick
McCormick
Robert
Zahensky
Robert Zahensky
Capt. Herbert
Herbert Kay
Kay
Capt.

213
213 lyman
lyman lewis
lewis

richhall@adelhia.net
richhall@adelhia.net
healeyfish@comcast.net
healeyfish@comcast.net
seatriever@comcast.net
seatriever@comcast.net
phil.pitts@bostik-us.com
phil.pitts@bostik-us.com
kaz.kaztech@verizon.net
kaz.kaztech@verizon.net
razbre@metrocast.net
razbre@metrocast.net
limakos2003@yahoo.com
limakos2003@yahoo.com
greyson.sanford@xilinx.com
greyson.sanford@xilinx.com
s_Ieboeuf@comcast.net
sJeboeuf@comcasl.net
nugz85@aol.com
nugz85@aol.com
rObz1@comcast.net
rObz1@comcast.net

Here, here!
here!
Here,

BAN
BAN COMMERCIAL
COMMERCIAL BOATS
BOATS FROM
FROM USA
USA
WATERS
WATERS

Lets send
send those
those foreigners
back to where
Lets
foreigners back
where they
they
came
came from!
from!

There
commercail fishing
There should
should be
be NO
NO commercail
fishing inside
inside 50
miles
miles

this
this quacks
quacks me
me up
up
There
commercail fishing
the
There should
should be
be no
no commercail
fishing until
until the
fish
fish come
come back
back
This
fishing is killing
overall
This type
type of fishing
killing the
the ocean's
ocean's overall
health.
health.

alberealtime@yahoo.com
alberealtime@yahoo.com

lIewis@xilinx.com
lIewis@xilinx.com

Also
watching (dolphin
(dolphin whathing)
Also whale
whale watching
whathing) is a
substantial
substantial tourest
tourest income
income in the
the area.
area. Having
Having a
heatly
heatly near
near shore
shore (10
(10 to 15 miles
miles offshore)
offshore) bait
bait
fish
will provided
tourest
fish population
population will
provided substantial
substantial tourest
revenue.
to a health
revenue. We
We need
need to
health herring/mackeral
herring/mackeral
poplulation
feed this
this large
poplulation to feed
large creatures
creatures also;
also; not
not
just the
fisherman will
from a
just
the recreational
recreational fisherman
will benefit
benefit from
health near
near shore
shore bait
bait fish
fish population.
population.
health
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214
215
215
216
216
217
217
218
218
219
219
220
220
221
221
222
222

Bob Rickabaugh
Rickabaugh
Bob

FISHER
scorr FISHER

Douglas Introne
Introne
Douglas
Ray Benoit
Benoit
Ray
Mark Elliott
Elliott
Mark
Jonathan E. Wilson
Wilson
Jonathan
Brian Fleury
Fleury
Brian
michael ohlstein
ohlstein
michael
Chris Rowbottom
Rowbottom
Chris

rrickabaugh@knaupassociates.com
rrickabaugh@knaupassociates.com
SCFISHER9377@GMAIL.COM
SCFISHER9377@GMAIL.COM
Introne@maine.edu
Introne@maine.edu
skip@virtual-sun.com
skip@virtual-sun.com
MElliott@Firstmarblehead.com
MElliott@Firstmarblehead.com
jwils09595@aol.com
jwils09595@aol.com
brianf27@yahoo.com
brianf27@yahoo.com
mohlstein@aol.com
mohlstein@aol.com
crowbottom02@yahoo.com
crowbottom02@yahoo.com

223 Daniel
Daniel Cambria
Cambria
223
224 andrew
andrew
224

dancambria@gmail.com
dancambria@gmail.com

225
225
226
226
227
227
228
228
229
229
230
230
231
231

thearmys@comcast.net
thearmys@comcast.net
Luke.suydam@planco.com
Luke.suydam@planco.com
adam.smith@fmr.com
adam.smith@fmr.com
jmasiz@biochemics.com
jmasiz@biochemics.com
Buuddah@aol.com
Buuddah@aol.com
theseaya@aol.com
theseaya@aol.com

Joe Army
Army
Joe
Luke Suydam
Suydam
Luke
Adam Smith
Smith
Adam
John Masiz
Masiz
John
Erich Buddenhagen
Buddenhagen
Erich
richard maslanka
maslanka
richard
Colleen English
English
Colleen

232 Ryan
Ryan Napolitano
Napolitano
232

animalpharm@verizon.net
animalpharm@verizon.net

colleen-02356@comcast.net
colleen-02356@comcast.net

pcdlphoto@gmail.com
pcdlphoto@gmail.com

233 MAtthew
MAtthew LaClaire
LaClaire
233
234 Joseph
Joseph Amato
234
Amato

mlaclaire@yahoo.com
mlaclaire@yahoo.com
offshore31@comcast.net
offshore31@comcast.net

235 Dana
Dana T Clancy
Clancy
235
236 Mitchell
Mitchell Condylis
Condylis
236

danac@chap-con.com
danac@chap-con.com
mitchell_condylis@dell.com
mitchell_condylis@dell.com

237 Ben
Ben Raffaele
Raffaele
237
238 J. Matt
Matt Frost
Frost
238
239 Edward
Edward adams
adams
239

These midwater
midwater trawlers
trawlers are
are killing
killing thousands
thousands of
These
striped bass
bass every
every year
bycatch and
and are
are
striped
year as bycatch
severly contributing
the decline
decline of Giant
Giant Bluefin
Bluefin
severly
contributing to the
Tuna in our
waters, this
must stop
stop now!
now!
Tuna
our waters,
this must
Stop MW
MW trawling
trawling
Stop
The striper
striper and
and blue
blue fishing
fishing in the
last 4 years
The
the last
years
have declined
declined dramatically
dramatically - as has
has their
their food
have
food
source the
mackeral and
and herring.
herring. I can't
can't tell
you
source
the mackeral
tell you
the last
last time
was able
find meaningful
meaningful
the
time I was
able to find
numbers of mackeral
mackeral for light
light tackle
fishing with
numbers
tackle fishing
with
kids within
miles of shore!
shore! This
This needs
needs to
my kids
within 10 miles
change now.
now.
change

bbraffaele@metrocast.net
bbraffaele@metrocast.net
susieqfrost@verizon.net
susieqfrost@verizon.net
eadams@mcspecialties.com
eadams@mcspecialties.com

This is a measure
measure that
long overdue.
overdue. To
To have
have a
This
that is long
forage species
such as these
these in trouble
trouble will
put a
forage
species such
will put
possibly irreparable
irreparable hole
hole into
into a fragile
New
possibly
fragile New
England food
food chain.
chain. Please
Please act
act responsibly
responsibly and
and
England
the right
right thing
thing here.
here.
do the
The recreational
recreational groundfishing
groundfishing off
the
The
off the
newengland coast
coast has
has be ruined
ruined by the
the trawlers.
trawlers.
newengland
had been
been on a great
great come
come back
back untill
untill they
they have
have
It had
been alowed
alowed back
back in. Imposeing
Imposeing more
more regulations
regulations
been
and salt
salt water
fishing licenses
licenses on
recreational
and
water fishing
on recreational
fisherman is no answer
answer either.
either.
fisherman
strongly beleive
beleive they
should stay
stay 50 miles
miles or
I strongly
they should
more offshore.
offshore.
more
Move the
trawlers offshore
offshore as far
Move
the trawlers
far as
possible. Fishing
Fishing Jeffery
Jeffery ledge,
ledge, the
cod and
and
possible.
the cod
haddock has
has dropped
dropped off tremendously
tremendously in the
last
haddock
the last
year.The inshore
inshore mackerel
mackerel are
are fingerlings
year.The
fingerlings
compared to the
the two
two and
and three
three year
olds of the
compared
year olds
the
past.
past.
Hope this
works!
Hope
this works!

240
240
241
241
242
242
243
243
244
244
245
245

246
246
247
247
248
248
249
249

Richard
Richard Betts
Betts
Stanley
Stanley Blyskal
Blyskal
robert
robert sinclair
sinclair
Richard
Andres
Richard Andres
Peter
Peter Guzinya
Guzinya
Emile
Emile Bussiere
Bussiere

James
A. McCabe
James A.
McCabe
Patrick
Patrick J. King
King
Eric
Eric Kopf
Kopf
LEO
LEO CROISETIERE
CROISETIERE

ubettcha13@comcast.net
ubettcha13@comcast.net
clambake49@optonline.net
clambake49@optonline.net
bear1974@comcast.net
bear1974@comcast.net
richa@fotocare.com
richa@fotocare.com
commereialguysrule@aol.com
commercialguysrule@aol.com
emilejr@bussierelaw.com
emilejr@bussierelaw.com

jim.mccabe@gmail.com
jim.mccabe@gmail.com
pjk95@msn.com
pjk95@msn.com
ekopf@hotmail.com
ekopf@hotmail.com

coolbreeze57@msn.com
coolbreeze57@msn.com
dje952@comcast.net
dje952@comcast.net

252
252
253
253
254
254
255
255
256
256
257
257
258
258

kjgiants@aol.com
kjgiants@aol.com
TODDCLEAVES@HOTMAIL.COM
TODDCLEAVES@HOTMAIL.COM
ght855@maine.rr.com
ght855@maine.rr.com
blloyd3@verizon.net
blloyd3@verizon.net
timtwombly@yahoo.com
timtwombly@yahoo.com
annmariejburke@aol.com
annmariejburke@aol.com
assinippi@comcast.net
assinippi@comcast.net

259
259
260
260
261
261
262
262
263
263
264
264
265
265
266
266
267
267
268
268
269
269
270
270
271
271
272
272
273
273
274
274
275
275
276
276
277
277

Chris
Chris Long
Long
michael
michael andris
andris
Frank
A. Parker
Frank A.
Parker
Geoff
Geoff Owren
Owren
Jeremy
Johnsono
Jeremy Johnsono
Jim
Jim Krug
Krug
Eric
Eric Harrison
Harrison
Brian
Brian J. Hodson
Hodson
Frank
Frank Francica
Francica
Jay
Jay Devine
Devine
Raymond
Teel
Raymond J. Teel
brad
brad regan
regan
Alex
Alex Gittings
Gittings
Flipper
Flipper
noah
noah santos
santos
Ted
Ted Bulis
Bulis
Mike
Mike Keating
Keating
Aaron
Aaron Mandel
Mandel
Henry
Henry minton
minton

pair
pair trawlers
trawlers are
are killing
killing all fish
fish and
and fishing
fishing in
general.
fact this
this
general. They
They need
need to be banned.
banned. The
The fact
has
has been
been allowed
allowed is a crime.
crime.
In favor
favor of this
this petition
petition

RLENGINES@COMCAST.NET
RLENGINES@COMCAST.NET

250 Capt.
Capt. Brian
Brian Daley
Daley
250
251
251 David
David Elden
Elden

Jesse
Jesse Stein
Stein
TODD
TODD CLEAVES
CLEAVES
Gordon
Thompson
Gordon Thompson
Bruce
Bruce Lloyd
Lloyd
Tim
Tim Twombly
Twombly
Denis
Denis J Burke
Burke
Fred
Fred MacDonald
MacDonald

This
or it
This fishery
fishery needs
needs 100%
100% observer
observer coverage
coverage or
must
must be banned
banned completly
completly

chris@dclproductions.com
chris@dclproductions.com
michaeLandris@hotmail.com
michaeLandris@hotmail.com
faparker@comcast.net
faparker@comcast.net
xgravyboatx@yahoo.com
xgravyboatx@yahoo.com
jeremjoh@specialistsms.com
jeremjoh@specialistsms.com
Jimberly@optonline.net
Jimberfy@optonline.net
emh262@msn.com
emh262@msn.com
brian@thehodsons.com
brian@thehodsons.com
ffrancica@yahoo.com
ffrancica@yahoo.com
jaydevine@hotmail.com
jaydevine@hotmail.com
charseacap@yahoo.com
charseacap@yahoo.com
bpregan@woreesterprep.org
bpregan@worcesterprep.org
agitts
agitts 11@hotmail.com
11@hotmail.com
filliper@hotmail.com
filliper@hotmail.com
noahsantos@comcast.net
noahsantos@comcast.net
blufin@comcast.net
blufin@comcast.net
mtk5321@comcast.net
mtk5321@comcast.net
mandel.aaron@gmail.com
mandel.aaron@gmail.com
HBMinton@msn.com
HBMinton@msn.com

I'am
what the
the
I'am signing
signing this
this because
because I have
have seen
seen what
mid
the
mid water
water trawls
trawls have
have done
done to the
the whiting
whiting in the
mud
we lost
fishery
mud holeNJ
holeNJ and
and we
lost our
our Giant
Giant Bluefin
Bluefin fishery
and
yrs
and the
the Whiting
whiting have
have not
not rebound
rebound back
back in 20
20 yrs
jsut
jsut as long
long as it doesnt
doesnt reflect
reflect on sportfishing
sportfishing I
will
will support
support
Why
too? I
Why are
are the
the fishermen
fishermen not
not being
being listened
listened too?
know
know we
we are
are heard
heard

you
the destruction
destruction of a fishery
that
you are
are allowing
allowing the
fishery that
my family
family might
might not
not be
be able
able to see
see in the
the near
near
future.We
tremeandous amount
future.We spend
spend a tremeandous
amount of
money
the water
money and
and time
time on
on the
water as recreational
recreational
fishermen.
fishermen. we
we dont
dont even
even keep
keep our
our fish!Please
fish!Please
stop
you
stop this
this nonsense
nonsense immeadiately.thank
immeadiately.thank
you

Fix the
the fishery
fishery

278 jon
jon tallarida
tallarida
278

279
279
280
280
281
281
282
282
283
283
284
284
285
285
286
286

287
287
288
288
289
289

Matthew
Matthew Nini
Nini
craig mcearville
mccarville
craig
Capt
Capt David
David Pelletier
Pelletier
Mike
Mike Bonvie
Bonvie
Donald
Donald Sproul
Sproul
Chris
Chris Shanteler
Shanteler
mark
mark arsenault
arsenault
Luke
Luke England
England

And re Martone
Andre
Martone
ron
ron kiesewetter
kiesewetter
Russell
Russell Juelg
Juelg

jont@stdmed.com
jont@stdmed.com

matt48305@yahoo.com
matt48305@yahoo.com
frenzytoys@cs.com
frenzytoys@cs.com
bsfi@msn.com
bsfi@msn.com
mike.bonvie@yahoo.com
mike.bonvie@yahoo.com
don_sproul@yahoo.com
don_sproul@yahoo.com
cshanteler@comcast.net
cshanteler@comcast.net
marsenault04@comcast.net
marsenault04@comcast.net

This is a must.
must.
This

luke.england@gmail.com
luke.england@gmail.com

amartone2@verizon.net
amartone2@verizon.net
rwk3499@hotmail.com
rwk3499@hotmail.com

MW
trawlers are
MW trawlers
are decimating
decimating hearing
hearing and
and
mackerel
atlantic
mackerel populations
populations in the
the north
north and
and mid
mid atlantic
and
fish in
and are
are having
having detrimentail
detrimentail effects
effects on all fish
this
for foage.
this region
region that
that depend
depend on them
them for
foage.

~uelg@comcast.net
~uelg@comcast.net

290
david pendexter
290 david
pendexter

david30_99_99@yahoo.com
david30_
99_ 99@yahoo.com

291
Tom D
291 Tom
292
James Hallar
292 James
Hallar

tom_dudek2@yahoo.com
tom_dudek2@yahoo.com
jim_andJaura@hotmail.com
jim_andJaura@hotmail.com

293
Capt Buddy
Vanderhoop
293 Capt
Buddy Vanderhoop

In addition
addition to fishing
fishing concems,
concems, please
please consider
consider
the
of all species,
species, most
the interconnectedness
interconnectedness
most
notably
those who
occupy the
same habitat
of the
notably those
who occupy
the same
habitat of
the
ocean.
Also intertwined
ocean. Also
intertwined in that
that is the
the importance
importance
of species
an integral/ower
species biodiversity;
biodiversity; without
without an
integral lower
link
the food
will
link in the
food chain
chain higher
higher species
species of prey
prey will
not
not have
have the
the resources
resources necessary
necessary to flourish.
flourish.
Thank
you for
voice my
Thank you
for allowing
allowing me
me to voice
my opinions
opinions
and
for your
your consideration
this important
and for
consideration of this
important issue.
issue.

captbuddyv@hotmail.com
captbuddyv@hotmail.com

i hear
this talk
whales and
giant
hear all
all this
talk about
about saving
saving whales
and giant
blue
fin tuna.why
tuna.why help
you allow
blue fin
help them
them if you
allow draggers
draggers
to take
the very
food they
the
take the
very food
they depend
depend on!during
on!during the
2007
2007 summer
summer season
season in the
the gom
gom i noticed
noticed a big
big
differense
whale sightings
and
differense in the
the amount
amount of whale
sightings and
tuna!it
was great
see them
tuna!it was
great to see
them as
as much
much as
as i
did!!!the
summer long
works for
did!!!the summer
long ban
ban on
on draggers
draggers works
for
sure.take
sure. take the
the steps
steps needed
needed to ban
ban them
them
completely
gom or at least
completely from
from the
the gom
least 50-100
50-100 miles
miles
from
from shore
shore year
year round.
round.
This
was a
This mackerel
mackerel season
season was
was in New
New Jersey
Jersey was
weird
catch fish
good one
weird one,
one, we
we would
would catch
fish good
one day
day but
but
then
the next
trawler ships
there
then the
next day
day 15 trawler
ships would
would be
be there
and
we would
would catch
we were
were only
fishing
and we
catch nothing,
nothing, we
only fishing
10 miles
out.
miles out.

I have
have run
run the
the Aquinnah
Aquinnah Wampanoag
Wampanoag herring
herring run
run
for
and not
for the
the last
last 35 years
years and
not until
until they
they allowed
allowed the
the
mid
water trawlers
to fish
water have
we seen
seen
mid water
trawlers to
fish our
our water
have we
such
decline in the
the alwife
And then
then
such a decline
alwife population.
population. And
the
on the
and taking
the state
state put
put a ban
ban on
the use
use and
taking of
aJewiveson
small guy)
even
alewiveson us(
us( the
the small
guy) and
and the
the don'
don' even
have
the midwater
trawlers or
have observers
observers on
on the
midwater trawlers
where
they take
This a travesty!!
where they
take out.
out. This
travesty!! Ban
Ban
midwater
midwater pair
pair trawling
trawling totally.
totally.

294
294 Todd
Todd Griset
Griset
295
295 nick
nick psaroudakis
psaroudakis

tgriset@yahoo.com
tgriset@yahoo.com
www.tunakilller4hire@aol.com
www.tunakilller4hire@aol.com

296
296 fred
fred soper
soper
297
297 David
David Churbuck
Churbuck

annandfred@comcast.net
annandfred@comcast.net
david@churbuck.com
david@churbuck.com

298
298 michael
michael sauvageau
sauvageau
299
299 James
James Bernstein
Bernstein
300
300 Matt
Matt Boutet
Boutet

piscator15@yahoo.com
piscator15@yahoo.com
info@eldredgeflyshop.com
info@eldredgeflyshop.com
matt_boutet@hoimail.com
matl_boutet@hoimail.com

301
301
302
302
303
303
304
304
305
305
306
306
307
307
308
308
309
309
310
310
311
311

Kevin
Kevin Coulouris
Coulouris
John
John Sharkey
Sharkey
Ed
Ed Mortell
Mortell
Chris
Chris Johnson
Johnson
Brad
Brad Mills
Mills
Cliff
Cliff Kahrs
Kahrs
Oliver
Oliver LeDuc
LeDuc
Ed Gotovich
Gotovich
paul
paul
Donald
Whelley
Donald Whelley
Scott
Scott J. Fiorentino
Fiorentino

312
312 matt
matt zajac
zajac

313
313
314
314
315
315
316
316
317
317

Mark
Mark Flannery
Flannery
Michael
Michael Blair
Blair
Bryan
Amenta
Bryan Amenta
hugowiliams
hugowiliams
Jackson
Jackson Parmenter
Parmenter

318
318 Lisa
Lisa Bucci
Bucci

319
Yellin
319 Shane
Shane Yellin
320
320 George
George

kcoulouris@yahoo.com
kcoulouris@yahoo.com
sharkpool@comcast.net
sharkpool@comcast.net
emortell@verizon.net
emortell@verizon.net
cjcontracting@verizon.net
cjcontracting@verizon.net
possumx@gmail.com
possumx@gmail.com
cnkahrs@comcast.net
cnkahrs@comcast.net
oliverleduc@comcast.net
oliverleduc@comcast.net
egotovich@hotmail.com
egotovich@hotmail.com
gpbouley@yahoo.com
gpbouley@yahoo.com
stevefp305@yahoo.com
stevefp305@yahoo.com
sjfiorentino@verizon.net
sjfiorentino@verizon.net

mzajac44@verizon.net
mzajac44@verizon.net

usmarkmc@hotmail.com
usmarkmc@hotmail.com
mhblair@gmail.com
mhblair@gmail.com
amentab@madison.k12.ct.us
amentab@madison.k12.ct.us
williamshugo@gmail.com
williamshugo@gmail.com
jparmenter190@barrister.rwu.edu
jparmenter190@barrister.rwu.edu
mistylisa@optonline.net
mistylisa@optonline.net

yellins@wit.edu
yellins@wit.edu
sos0587@aol.com
sos0587@aol.com

I support
that we
we
support the
the attached
attached it is very
very important
important that
save
the like
save our
our bailfish,
bailfish, the
like of the
the ocean
ocean
I agree!
commercial fisherman,
agree! As
As a former
former commercial
fisherman, I
believe
believe that
that even
even 50
50 miles
miles is too
too close.
close.

A change
change to the
the policy
policy regarding
regarding inshore
inshore
midwater
desparately needed
stop
midwater traWling
trawling is desparately
needed to stop
the
the dessimation
dessimation of bait
bait in this
this critical
critical habitat.
habitat.

This
other fisheries
This is rUining
ruining a lot of other
fisheries
We
stopped now
We want
want the
the fishing
fishing stopped
now

you
the camage
you have
have to stop
stop the
camage and
and the
the gross
gross
overfishing
death.
overfishing being
being done
done by these
these vessels
vessels of death.
A fisherman
the
fisherman is a person
person who
who takes
takes from
from the
ocean
ocean using
using rod
rod and
and reel..One
reel..One who
who gives
gives back
back to
his community
with his
community and
and replenishes
replenishes the
the ocean
ocean with
unselfishness..Keep
the Mid-water
unselfishness ..Keep the
Mid-water boats
boats and
and
purse
50 miles
purse seiners
seiners at least
least 50
miles off shore
shore or make
make
it illegal
to net
illegal for
for anyone
anyone to
net fish
fish ..!Semper
.. !Semper Fi

Ban
Ban the
the pelegic
pelegic long
long liners
liners to two
two hundred
hundred miles
miles
out
out also.
also.

The
the midwater
The methods
methods of the
midwater boats
boats have
have resulted
resulted
dramatic decline
decline of the
fish present
present in our
our
in dramatic
the fish
waters.
to follow
follow the
waters. They
They claim
claim to
the rules
rules but
but have
have
been
out of
been sighted
sighted and
and reported
reported numerous
numerous times
times out
compliance.
that
compliance. In addition
addition their
their method
method kills
kills all
all that
get
they
get caught
caught in their
their nets,
nets, this
this includes
includes species
species they
are
for. Please
are not
not licensed
licensed for.
Please listen
listen to the
the people
people
who
first hand,
who have
have seen
seen this
this first
hand, and
and set
set new
new limits
limits
and
to ensure
ensure they
the laws.
and add
add monitoring
monitoring to
they follow
follow the
laws.

321
321
322
322
323
323
324
324
325
325

Russell
Awad
Russell Awad
William
William Goff
Goff
Joseph
Joseph E Mardo
Mardo
Mauro
Mauro DiBacco
DiBacco
chip
chip stella
stella

Rush42076@aol.com
Rush42076@aol.com
wrg2@comcast.net
wrg2@comcast.net
jmardo@alum.mit.edu
jmardo@alum.mit.edu
kacharters@comcast.net
kacharters@comcast.net
chip829@mindspring.com
chip829@mindspring.com

326
326
327
327
328
328
329
329

John
John Papazoros
Papazoros
GEORGE
GEORGE
Fintan
Fintan Moore
Moore
Doug
Doug Johnson
Johnson

jpap407@yahoo.com
jpap407@yahoo.com
gdrief@verizon.net
gdrief@verizon.net
basslord51@ne.rr.com
basslord51@ne.rr.com
dj@csa-ce.com
dj@csa-ce.com

330
330
331
331
332
332
333
333

Captain
John Galvin
Captain John
Galvin
austin
austin ensor
ensor
Brian
Brian Sylvia
Sylvia
Shawn
Shawn Delude
Delude

capt.galvin@gmail.com
capt.galvin@gmail.com

As
see what
the Mid-Water
As I get
get older
older and
and see
what the
Mid-Water Fleet
Fleet
has
fisheries, I for
for one
has done
done to local
local fisheries,
one would
would like
like to
ban
them all and
the local
to bring
ban them
and leave
leave it to the
local guys
guys to
bring
in the
fish.
the fish.

Ban
them completely.
Ban them
completely. They
They have
have raped
raped and
and
depleted
depleted the
the resource
resource for
for too
too long.
long.

If they
disappear then
then it would
they bait
bait were
were to disappear
would be
be like
like
pulling
the cornerstone
pulling the
cornerstone out
out of a foundation.
foundation. A
dominoe
will ascend
ascend through
food chain.
dominoe effect
effect will
through the
the food
chain.

geesekiller05@aol.com
geesekiller05@aol.com
fishing99991@comcast.net
fishing99991@comcast.net
Shawn@Nausetdisposal.com
Shawn@Nausetdisposal.com

334
334
335
335
336
336
337
337
338
338
339
339
340
340

Daniel
Daniel Stewart
Stewart
Frank
Frank Schirripa
Schirripa
Justin
Justin Huntley
Huntley
David
David Sikorski
Sikorski
Ken
Ken Bower
Bower
Eric
Eric
Mike
Mike Thompson
Thompson

tunastewart@yahoo.com
tunastewart@yahoo.com
fschirripa@hotmail.com
fschirripa@hotmail.com
justin.huntley@gmail.com
justin.huntley@gmail.com
davidsikorski@mac.com
davidsikorski@mac.com
k.bower@verizon.net
k.bower@verizon.net
eric_fern@yahoo.com
eric_fern@yahoo.com
mithmps@aol.com
mithmps@aol.com

341
341
342
342
343
343
344
344

Pete
Pete Stafford
Stafford
eric
eric wachtel
wachtel
Patrick
Patrick Mitchell
Mitchell
Douglas
Jones
Douglas Jones

ncfishingdude@yahoo.com
ncfishingdude@yahoo.com
emwachtel@aol.com
emwachtel@aol.com
patrickmmitcheJI@yahoo.com
patrickmmitchell@yahoo.com
djones@bluefinresearch.com
djones@bluefinresearch.com

345
345
346
346
347
347
348
348
349
349
350
350
351
351
352
352
353
353

Scott
Scott Kemeys
Kemeys
Kenneth
Kenneth Hager
Hager
James
James L. Phillip
Phillip
Jon
Jon Newman
Newman
Brian
Brian Droney
Droney
daniel
daniel sheeler
sheeler
James
James B. Goodwin
Goodwin
Thomas
Thomas Broderick
Broderick
Scott
Scott Clay
Clay

Wootiegolf@aol.com
Wootiegolf@aol.com
kennethhager@verizon.net
kennethhager@verizon.net
James.phillip@primecarepc.com
James.phillip@primecarepc.com
jnewman@alphaflying.com
jnewman@alphaflying.com
droneLbrian@emc.com
droneLbrian@emc.com
sheeler11777@yahoo.com
sheeler11777@yahoo.com
jayg@hyannishonda.com
jayg@hyannishonda.com
Tbrodes@gmail.com
Tbrodes@gmail.com
sclay@claycars.com
sclay@claycars.com

If you
allow the
food for
you allow
the continued
continued depletion
depletion of food
for a
predatory
will soon
predatory fish
fish you
you will
soon loose
loose the
the predators
predators
also.
Take a look
at the
giant
also. Take
look at
the catch
catch reports
reports for
for giant
bluefin
bluefin in the
the North
North East.
East. The
The numbers
numbers have
have
been
staggering in the
the past
years. Mabey
we can
been staggering
past years.
Mabey we
can
bring
them back
the Herring
and Mackeral
bring them
back if the
Herring and
Mackeral are
are
left
left alone.
alone.

Enough
and get
Enough is enough.
enough. Do
Do the
the right
right thing
thing here
here and
get
rid of the
the trawlers!
trawlers!

try
for five
five years
the numbers
try it for
years and
and i'm sure
sure the
numbers will
will
speak
for them
speak for
them selfs.
selfs.

354
354
355
355
356
356

Mike
Mike Cleaves
Cleaves
Joe
Joe Eugenio
Eugenio
Joe
Joe Harold
Harold

357
357 Christopher
Christopher Pajak
Pajak

358
358
359
359
360
360
361
361
362
362
363
363
364
364

Jack
Jack Riley
Riley
robert
goodwin iii
robert h goodwin
Roland
Roland Beamish
Beamish
richard
richard pramas
pramas
Mike
Mike MacKay
MacKay
Jim
Jim Dunn
Dunn
william
william chalkley
chalkley

michael_c1eaves@hotmail.com
michael_c1eaves@hotmail.com
joeyeugenio1916@holmail.com
joeyeugeni01916@hotmail.com
jrh3@sphimechanicaJ.com
jrh3@sphimechanicaJ.com
clipjack@msn.com
clipjack@msn.com

info@capecodcharterfishingboats.com
info@capecodcharterfishingboats.com
captrhg@yahoo.com
captrhg@yahoo.com
roland@beamishcustomtackle.com
roland@beamishcustomtackle.com
rp1413106@aol.com
rp1413106@aol.com
Pipe8@aol.com
Pipe8@aol.com

brian@mvtechinc.com
brian@mvtechinc.com
captdamon@gmail.com
captdamon@gmail.com
captainmarkowens@comcasl.net
captainmarkowens@comcast.net

368
368 William
William Ross
Ross

wrossdsign@aol.com
wrossdsign@aol.com

369
369 christopher
christopher

f1ybum31@yahoo.com
f1ybum31@yahoo.com

Capt
Vanderhoop
Capt. Brian
Brian F. Vanderhoop
jeff caruso
jeff
caruso
Capt
Capt. CL
CL Ludlow
Ludlow
Lee
Lee Boisvert
Boisvert

I strongly
this, especially
strongly support
support this,
especially when
when it
addresses
vessels.
addresses foreign
foreign vessels.
I am
am mystified!
mystified! We
We can't
can't dip
dip a few
few river
river herring
herring for
bait
Yet the
the
bait because
because the
the resource
resource is depleted.
depleted. Yet
pair
When I
pair trawlers
trawlers kill
kill them
them by
by the
the thousands.
thousands. When
fish
the fall
fall
fish the
the Great
Great South
South Channel
Channel for
for giants
giants in the
the
over our
the trawlers
trawlers run
run right
right over
our baits.
baits. We're
We're drifting
drifting
and
we see
and they
they are
are under
under power.
power. And
And then
then we
see
thousands
dead stripers
over
thousands of large,
large, dead
stripers floating
floating all
all over
the
ASMFC has
the surface.
surface. The
The ASMFC
has been
been bought
bought and
and
paid
trawlers.Conservation,
paid for
for by the
the herring
herring trawlers.
Conservation, my
my
butt.
butt.

jim@fishgiants.com
jim@fishgiants.com
getthenet@capecod.com
getthenet@capecod.com

365
365 brian
brian athearn
athearn
366
366 Damon
Damon Sacco
Sacco
367
367 mark
mark

370
370
371
371
372
372
373
373

Too
fisheries are
Too many
many of our
our fisheries
are under
under recovery
recovery
plans
plans to ignore
ignore this
this problem
problem any
any longer.
longer.
Predatory
thinner and
Predatory fish
fish are
are thinner
and more
more
undernourished
than ever
ever and
one
undernourished than
and there
there is only
only one
reason
of
reason that
that happens.
happens. It's not
not the
the overfishing
overfishing of
those
those particular
particular species,
species, it's the
the depletion
depletion one
one of
their
sources, herring.
this
their primary
primary food
food sources,
herring. Stop
Stop this
madness
madness now
now before
before in irrecoverable
irrecoverable collapse
collapse
happens
happens
the
what it used
.
the water
water isnt
isnt what
used to be

bvanderhoop@yahoo.com
bvanderhoop@yahoo.com
jccaruso56@comcasl.net
jccarus056@comcast.net
captcl@mchsi.com
captcl@mchsi.com
riverviewb@verizon.net
riverviewb@verizon.net

stop
from shore
traulers
stop fishing
fishing 50
50 miles
miles from
shore with
with big
big traulers
We
We need
need to act
act now
now before
before its too
too late
late
If this
fishing continues
continues ...and
this type
type of fishing
...and you've
you've killed
killed
off all the
the baitfish...there
baitfish ...there is nothing
nothing left.
left.
than
Mid
are doing
doing more
Mid water
water trawlers
trawlers are
more harm
harm than
good:
are smaller
good: tuna
tuna schools
schools are
smaller and
and the
the by catch
catch
from
dragging everything
from paired
paired vessels
vessels dragging
everything
swimming
them is a conservation
swimming inbetween
inbetween them
conservation
injustice.
injustice.
The
fish at the
the food
food
The depletion
depletion of bait
bait fish
the bottom
bottom of the
chain
areas has
for too
chain in our
our inshore
inshore areas
has gone
gone on
on for
too
long.
taken immediatly
we will
will
long. If action
action is not
not taken
immediatly we
lose
of the
the of the
fish in
lose many
many if not
not all
all of
the valuable
valuable fish
the
fish in these
the area.AII
area.AII bait
bait fish
these areas
areas are
are at
dangerously
dangerously low
low numbers
numbers pretty
pretty much
much in colapse,
colapse,
and
something about
and only
only you
you can
can do
do something
about it

374 Eric
Eric Schline
Schline
374

etsjunk@hotmail.com
etsjunk@hotmail.com

375 chris
chris hanshe
hanshe
375

purepit@optonline.net
purepit@optonline.net

376
376
377
377
378
378
379
379
380
380
381
381
382
382
383
383
384
384
385
385
386
386
387
387

Tom Hugg
Hugg
Tom
Bill White
White
Macallister
T Macallister
Hastie
Ed Hastie
Theodore Velsor
Theodore
Velsor
Michael J. Duffy
Duffy
Michael
Greg Biggar
Biggar
Greg
Craig Kauffmann
Kauffmann
Craig
Frank Ballantine
Ballantine
Frank
Robert J. Franey,
Franey, jr.
Robert
jr.
captain Glenn
Glenn Bouchie
Bouchie
captain
Brent Hemeon
Hemeon
Brent

388 Michael
Michael S Davis
Davis
388
389 Barry
Barry Turano
Turano
389

thugg@maserconsulting.com
thugg@maserconsulting.com
whrwiii@verizon.net
whrwiii@verizon.net
tmacallister@comcast.net
tmacallister@comcast.net
ehastie1110@aol.com
ehastie1110@aol.com
tvelsor@jfwhite.com
tvelsor@jfwhite.com
mduffy@neurologica.com
mduffy@neurologica.com
gbiggar@statestreet.com
gbiggar@statestreet.com
ckauffmann@capecodonline.com
ckauffmann@capecodonline.com
fballantine@yahoo.com
fballantine@yahoo.com
rjfraney@comcast.net
rjfraney@comcast.net
gbouchie1@comcast.net
gbouchie1@comcast.net
brenthemeon@netzero.net
brenthemeon@netzero.net

academylps@academylps.com
academylps@academylps.com
b. turan01@verizon.net
b.turan01@verizon.net

390 Bryan
Bryan Fuoco
Fuoco
390
391 Ernest
Ernest Pruessen
Pruessen
391

brymf69@hotmail.com
brymf69@hotmail.com
pung0120@optonline.net
pung0120@optonline.net

392
392
393
393
394
394
395
395
396
396
397
397
398
398
399
399
400
400
401
401
402
402

Carsandfish@yahoo.com
Carsandfish@yahoo.com
turano@optonline.net
turano@optonline.net
laurenturano@gmail.com
laurenturano@gmail.com
beth. turanO@gmail.com
beth.turanO@gmail.com
jOdi_divito@hotmail.com
jodi_divito@hotmail.com
manartej@optonline.net
manartej@optonline.net
mermaidcc15@yahoo.com
mermaidcc15@yahoo.com
mattmaddog@aol.com
mattmaddog@aol.com
hockey970@hotmail.com
hockey970@hotmail.com
mr.ollie@netzero.com
mr.ollie@netzero.com
bassin624@optonline.net
bassin624@optonline.net

Noah Lynch
Lynch
Noah
Beth Turano
Turano
Beth
Lauren Turano
Lauren
Turano
Joseph Turano
Joseph
Turano
Jodi DiVito
DiVito
Jodi
John Manarte
Manarte
John
Jean Fisher
Fisher
Jean
matt metzger
metzger
matt
Brad Fleury
Fleury
Brad
David Cangro
Cangro
David
Pete Lafemina
Lafemina
Pete

403
Tom Scanlon
Scanlon
403 Tom
404
Tom Lodge
Lodge
404 Tom
405
Paul Coonelly
Coonelly
405 Paul

tomyluna@aol.com
tomyluna@aol.com
tomlodge@yahoo.com
tomlodge@yahoo.com
pwcsr@optonline.net
pwcsr@optonline.net

Above says
all. Don't
Don't let commercial
commercial interests
interests
Above
says it all.
deprive our
children of healthy
healthy seas.
deprive
our children
seas.
Conservation is a must
must to replenish
replenish our
our oceans
oceans
Conservation
We TAKE
TAKE a lot ... WE
MUST give
back to our
give back
our
We
WE MUST
mother Ocean.
mother
Ocean.
This petition
petition goes
goes right
right in line
line with
the fish
fish pots
pots
This
with the
being placed
placed on the
artificial reefs.
reefs. The
The inshore
inshore
being
the artificial
commercial trawling,
trawling, dragging,
dragging, and
netting is
commercial
and netting
depleating the
the fisheries
fisheries at an alarming
rate. The
The
depleating
alarming rate.
Cod were
almost completely
out and
and lets
lets
Cod
were almost
completely wiped
wiped out
not forget
what they
the Stripers.
not
forget what
they did to the
Stripers.

There is no doubt
doubt that
this irresponsible
irresponsible practice
practice
There
that this
isdestroying the
the food
chain in the
North Atlantic
isdestroying
food chain
the North
Atlantic Please stop
now! Thank
Please
stop it now!
Thank You.
You.

has to stop.Focus
stop. Focus on
farm raising.
raising. Here
Here and
and in
It has
on farm
asia before
before they
they deplete
deplete the
the worlds
fishery.while
asia
worlds fishery.while
you are
are at it,send
it,send the
iIIegals back
back over
over the
you
the iIIegals
the
border, before
before they
they disolve
our bodies
bodies of water
like
border,
disolve our
water like
they have
have done
done to theirs
they
theirs ....
These guys
and their
trawlers are
killing our
our
These
guys and
their trawlers
are killing
inshore fisheries
make it stop!
stop!
inshore
fisheries make

Stop it now!
now!
Stop

Wish the"powers"
stop worring
about Pro
Pro
Wish
the"powers" would
would stop
worring about
athlets and
take care
care of the
the rest
rest of us Americans
Americans
athlets
and take

406
Andrew E. Wurst
406 Andrew
Wurst
407
Ken Wojtak
407 Ken
Wojtak Sr
406
Don Mooney
Mooney
408 Don
409
carol henderson
henderson
409 carol
410
David Hope-Ross
Hope-Ross
410 David
411
Joel Will
stein
411 Joel
Will stein
412
Butler
412 Eric Butler
413 Geoff
413
Geoff O'Connor
O'Connor
414
Joy Boulware
Boulware
414 Joy

andywurst@gmail.com
andywurst@gmail.com
wojtak@hotmail.com
wojtak@hotmail.com
dmamooney@iwon.com
dmamooney@iwon.com
gmamadog@hotmail.com
gmamadog@hotmaii.com
dhoperos@comcast.net
dhoperos@comcast.net
jaw1
01@optonline.net
jaw1 01@optonline.net
buttlesdog@aol.com
buttlesdog@aol.com
guitarman_go@yahoo.com
gUitarman_go@yahoo.com
joy.boulware@gmail.com
joy.boulware@gmail.com

415
Tracey Hope-Ross
Hope-Ross
415 Tracey

ggtdoyon@hotmail.com
ggtdoyon@hotmail.com

416
416
417
417
418
416
419
419
420
420

keithlane347@yahoo.com
keithlane347@yahoo.com
robert_mcginness@yahoo.com
robert_mcginness@yahoo.com
lasully33@optonline.net
lasully33@optonline.net
opus7506@aol.com
opus7506@aol.com
wkapriel@optonline.net
wkapriel@optonline.net
den327@hokane.com
den327@hokane.com
wpfd137@aoJ.com
wpfd137@aol.com
Kurt@RitterGlobaISolutions.com
Kurt@RitlerGlobaISolutions.com
Gregory9847@roadrunner.net
Gregory9847@roadrunner.net
secjurny@aoJ.com
secjurny@aol.com
kennnethdesch@hotmail.com
kennnethdesch@hotmail.com
dwskok@msn.com
dwskok@msn.com
henrye718@gmaiJ.com
henrye718@gmail.com
chad_10906@msn.com
chad_10906@msn.com
theotherotto@hotmail.com
theotherotto@hotmail.com
mike@tailrope.com
mike@tailrope.com
jetstar440@verizon.net
jetstar440@verizon.net

421
421
422
422
423
423
424
424
425
425
426
426
427
427
426
428
429
429
430
430
431
431
432
432

Keith Lane
lane
Keith
Bob McGinness
McGinness
Bob
Loretta
Loretta Sullivan
Sullivan
Eugenelenuso
Eugenelenuso
Walter Kaprielian
Kaprielian
Walter
Dennis
Dennis Murphy
Murphy
Jerry Umlauf
Umlauf
Jerry
Kurt Ritter
Ritter
Kurt
Scott Gregory
Scott
Gregory
Harry
Harry
Kenneth Desch
Desch
Kenneth
David Skok
Skok
David
Henry Eng
Henry
Chad
Collier
Chad Collier
Dana Otto
Dana
Otto
Mike
Mike
Robert
Robert McMahon
McMahon

433 Thomas
Thomas Traina
Traina
433
434 Richard
Richard Smyth
Smyth
434

tctraina@comcast.net
tctraina@comcast.net
thesmyths1 @gmail.com
thesmyths1@gmail.com

435
435
436
436
437
437
438
438

Ty Anderson
Anderson
Joseph
Joseph Matuza
Matuza
Lunker
Lunker
GLENN MC MAHON
MAHON
GLENN

captainty@tyoneon.com
captainty@tyoneon.com
jmat321@aoJ.com
jmat321@aol.com
Lunkerboss@aoJ.com
Lunkerboss@aol.com
HEMPTON80@AOL.COM
HEMPTON80@AOL.COM

439
439
440
440
441
441
442
442
443
443
444
444
445
445
446
446

robert monaghan
monaghan
robert
Michael Accardi
Accardi
Michael
David Steward
Steward Sr
David
Gary OBrien
Gary
OBrien
Kevin Twombly
Twombly
Kevin
scott gallagher
scott
gallagher
Todd Schwartz
Todd
Schwartz
Dave
Wrightson
Dave Wrightson

bObmon1@msn.com
bobmon1@msn.com
michael.accardi@comcast.net
michael.accardi@comcast.net
psteward2006@yahoo.com
psteward2006@yahoo.com
gobrien 1@maine.rr.com
1@maine.rr.com
gobrien
capt@kaymancharters.com
capt@kaymancharters.com
gallaghertreeservice@verizon.net
gallaghertreeservice@verizon.net
mountainequip@comcast.net
mountainequip@comcast.net
dafishve@yahoo.com
dafishve@yahoo.com

447 Jacqueline
Jacqueline Pollack
Pollack
447

wjsp@comcast.net
wjsp@comcast.net

Please
the practice
trawlers
Please end
end the
practice of midwater
midwater trawlers
fishing within
within 50 miles
miles of our coasts.
need to
fishing
coasts. We
We need
practice sustainable
sustainable living
living - which
includes
practice
which includes
responsible, sustainable
fishing practices.
practices. Thank
Thank
responsible,
sustainable fishing
you.
you.
This is a major
major problem
problem that
that must
must be dealt
This
dealt with.
with.
Stay offshore
Stay
offshore

Want them
Want
them to stop
stop !H!

they should
banned all together
together
they
should be banned

.

These boats
boats also
should have
have extensive
extensive observer
observer
These
also should
coverage to document
document their
their considerals
considerals bycatch
bycatch
coverage
Please just
just do it. It is the right
right thing.
thing.
Please
banned them
and now
now step
step back
back and
take a
PEl banned
them and
and take
look at how
how good
good their
their other
other fisheries
look
fisheries are.
are.

about
time to stop
stop this
fishing ...no
about time
this type
type of fishing
... no boards
boards
to look
look into matter
matter just
it... ...
just do lt...

The only
only approved
approved way
catching fish
with
The
way of catching
fish is with
hook & line.
line. thank
you.
hook
thank you.

448
romano
448 joseph
joseph romano

jroman0187@yahoo.com
jroman0187@yahoo.com

449
449
450
450
451
451
452
452
453
453
454
454
455
455
456
456
457
457
458
458
459
459
460
460
461
461
462
462
463
463

pattij8409@hotmail.com
pattij8409@hotmail.com
jgauzer@stny.rr.com
jgauzer@stny.rr.com

Patricia Johnson
Johnson
Patricia
John Gauzer
Gauzer
John
John Kusler
Kusler
John
Caitlin Shooshan
Shooshan
Caitlin
David Appolonia
Appolonia
David
lucas jesse
lucas
jesse
JIM LYNN
LYNN
JIM
Bruce Munson
Munson
Bruce
scottleppanen
scottleppanen
Michelle Doumani
Doumani
Michelle
Fred Serrell
Serrell Jr.
Fred
Jr.
Josh Etsten
Etsten
Josh
James Campbell
Campbell
James
michael behot
behot
michael
greg oneil
oneil
greg

johnnyk8117@hotmail.com
johnnyk8117@hotmail.com
shooshan.c@neu.edu
shooshan.c@neu.edu
dappolonia@kpmg.com
dappolonia@kpmg.com
jessebros@verizon.net
jessebros@verizon.net
JIMMYL YNN@OPTONLlNE.NET
JIMMYLYNN@OPTONLlNE.NET
demchog@hotmail.com
demchog@hotmail.com
scotUeppanen@hotmail.com
scott_Ieppanen@hotmail.com
mdoumani@necc.mass.edu
mdoumani@necc.mass.edu
Sti95@aol.com
Sti95@aol.com
josh_etsten@hotmail.com
josh_etsten@hotmail.com
jcampbeI152790@yahoo.com
jcampbeI152790@yahoo.com
michael.behot@gmail.com
michael.behot@gmail.com
gregoneil@comcast.net
gregoneil@comcast.net
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Thomas Mikoleski
Mikoleski
464 Thomas

grandslamcharter@aol.com
grandslamcharter@aol.com

465
michael j walsh
walsh
465 michael

michael.walsh@wellsfargo.com
michael.walsh@wellsfargo.com

466
Bob Lynch
LynCh
466 Bob
467
marilyn j cote
cote
467 marilyn

blynch@comcast.net
blynch@comcast.net
marilyn6@bellsouth.net
marilyn6@bellsouth.net
J.hooked@hotmail.com
J.hooked@hotmail.com
michael_kusler@hotmail.com
michael_kusler@hotmail.com
david.mastrangelo@bostongen.com
david.mastrangelo@bostongen.com

468
Overholt
468 AI Overholt
469
Michael Kusler
Kusler
469 Michael
470
David Mastrangelo
Mastrangelo
470 David

get rid
rid of trollers
trollers on
on our
shores
get
our shores
Yes I agree.
agree. Ban
Ban trawers
trawers altogether.
altogether. Enough
Enough is
Yes
enough!
enough!
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Richard T Gowen
Gowen
471 Richard

richard@central-highlandsreally.com
richard@central-highlandsrealty.com

472
Robert Lister
Lister
472 Robert
473
Peter Nawrocki
Nawrocki
473 Peter
474
Charles Gifford
Gifford
474 Charles
475
ERIC MAKI
MAKI
475 ERIC
476
Steve Reese
Reese
476 Steve
477
Roy Didion
Didion
477 Roy

twisrambler@comcast.net
twisrambler@comcast.net

478
David
478 David

peter.nawrocki@gmail.com
peter.nawrocki@gmail.com
cgifford@heritagepartnersinc.com
cgifford@heritagepartnersinc.com
eric@harmonymetal.com
eric@harmonymetal.com
swreese@aol.com
swreese@aol.com
realfishhead@yahoo.com
realfishhead@yahoo.com
david@progearboatrentals.com
david@progearboatrentals.com

479
Benjamin Wurst
Wurst
479 Benjamin
480
Hollis Smith
Smith
480 Hollis

ben. wurst@yahoo.com
ben.wurst@yahoo.com
mvgrumpy@aol.com
mvgrumpy@aol.com

The mid-water
mid-water boats
boats harvest
harvest too
many vital
vital fish
The
too many
fish
when fishing
fishing too
close to shore
shore
when
too close
The overfishing
herring inshore
inshore has
has to stop.
stop.
The
overfishing of herring
Everytime the
Giant Blufin
Blufin tuna
arrive in numbers
numbers
Everytime
the Giant
tuna arrive
following the
the bait,
bait, these
these trawlers
trawlers come
come in , and
and
following
take all
the bait.
bait. It's
It's bad
bad enough
enough the
the
take
all the
Mediterranean fisherman
fisherman are
are slaughtering
slaughtering the
Mediterranean
the
Giants, then
then when
few that
arrive, here
here in
Giants,
when the
the few
that do arrive,
the Northeast,
Northeast, they
they have
have no bait
bait fish
fish to
eat. Bad
Bad
the
to eat.
situation. The
The trawlers
trawlers have
have no
no conscience,
conscience, they
situation.
they
take it
itallL
take
all!.
Mid-water is BS.
BS. They
They take
take everything,
ground
Mid-water
everything, ground
fish,everything!
fish,everything!

1

o

o

doubt about
about the
the decimation
decimation of herring
herring and
and
No doubt
mackeral stocks.
stocks. This
This is extremely
extremely important
important
mackeral
,please take
take the
time to
understand this
petition
,please
the time
to understand
this petition
and act
act accordingly.
accordingly. Thank
and
Thank you.
you.
Enough is enough
enough have
have we
we forgotten
Enough
forgotten about
about what
what
the 12 mile
mile limit
limit was
was like
Ii ke with
with all the
the overseas
the
overseas
boats raping
raping our
fisherys. Why
Why let these
these trawlers
trawlers
boats
our fisherys.
the same
same thing
do the
thing

Please help
help restrict
restrict commercial
commercial fisherman
fisherman from
Please
from
depleting our
our renewable
renewable fish
fish resources
resources from
from NJ.
NJ.
depleting

481 Malcolm
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Malcolm K. Greene
Greene
482
Jonathan Wallace
Wallace
482 Jonathan
483 rick
483
rick bowman
bowman
484 Jim
484
Jim Bowker
Bowker
485 DAVID
485
DAVID R DUBE
DUBE
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487
487
488
488
489
489
490
490

mseavey2@maine.rr.com
mseavey2@maine.rr.com
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dmitchellht@yahoo.com
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Fritz@atkinsoncarpet.com
Fritz@atkinsoncarpet.com
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Kim
Kim Libby
Libby
Mark
Mark Fazio
Fazio
Craig
Craig Mahon
Mahon
Mary Belts
Betts
Mary
Douglas R. Mitchell
Mitchell
Douglas
491 Fritz
491
Fritz Hoehn
Hoehn
492 Von
492
Von Hoehn
Hoehn
493 John
493
John Drummey
Drummey

~drummey@yahoo.com
~drummey@yahoo.com

494 Jason
494
Jason Schumacher
Schumacher

jayschumacher40@hotmail.com
jayschumacher40@hotmail.com

495 Edward
495
Edward J Savje
Savje Jr
496 WilliamFCaron
496
WilliamFCaron

reeldeaI7@comcast.net
reeldeaI7@comcast.net
smfbassman@comcast.net
smfbassman@comcast.net
edward_mancini@hotmail.com
edward_mancini@hotmail.com
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Edward Mancini
Mancini
498
498
499
499
500
500
501
501
502
502
503
503
504
504
505
505
506
506
507
507
508
508

About
and trawlers
About time.For
time. For generations
generations draggers
draggers and
trawlers
have
decimated our
fisheries.Time
have decimated
our New
New England
England fisheries.Time
to ban
ban all midwater
midwater and
and inshore
inshore commercial
commercial
fishing.Give
chance to
to renew
fishing.Give nature
nature a chance
renew itself.
itself.
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510
511
511
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512
513
513

Robert
Robert MacAleese
MacAleese
Jason
Jason Tattan
Tattan
Matthew
Matthew Parisi
Parisi
Alex
Alex Morouse
Morouse
manuel
manuel silva
silva
Christopher
Christopher Harde
Harde
herb
herb usilton
usilton
Steven
Steven Clark
Clark
chris
fries
chris fries
marc
senechal
marc senechal
Kyle
Kyle Murphy
Murphy
James
James Schachtel
Schachtel
Chris
Chris Braun
Braun
michael
michael forcier
forcier
Kelly
Kelly DiBacco
DiBacco
JEFFREY
JEFFREY JONES
JONES

Robert.MacAleese@maritime.edu
Robert.MacAleese@maritime.edu
draggin88@hotmail.com
draggin88@hotmail.com
codfsh2@hotmail.com
codfsh2@hotmail.com
alexmorouse@hotmail.com
alexmorouse@hotmail.com
rexeculivemetro@comcast.net
rexeculivemetro@comcast.net
teamfishboy@mac.com
teamfishboy@mac.com
WWW.Elizabethusilton@aol.com
WWW.Elizabethusilton@aol.com
sciark0716@yahoo.com
sciark0716@yahoo.com
pacfries4@aol.com
pacfries4@aol.com
sen204@roadrunner.com
sen204@roadrunner.com
kcm3686@hotmail.com
kcm3686@hotmail.com
james@bramespharmaceuticals.com
james@bramespharmaceuticals.com
ctbdvm@sbcglobal.net
ctbdvm@sbcglobal.net
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mdjr4@charter.net
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Dan
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Bacchi
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John Benker
Benker
marc
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Robert
Robert Nelson
Nelson
Mark
Mark Farrell
Farrell
William
William Guenther
Guenther
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William A. Gramm
Gramm
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They
are RAPING
for a rideThey are
RAPING our
our oceans.
oceans. Go
Go for
ride- quit
quit
setting
for your
own eyes!!
setting behind
behind the
the deskdesk- see
see for
your own
eyes!!
Lets
Trawlers from
fish
Lets Keepthe
Keepthe Trawlers
from Depleting
Depleting our
our fish

if you
care about
fisheries you
you care
about our
our fisheries
you will
will do
do
something
something

Wake
Wake UP!!!!
UP!!!!

We
take one
We can
can NOT
NOT take
one or two
two herring
herring here
here in CT.
CT.
but
take millions
but they
they can
can take
millions of pounds?
pounds? Hmmm
Hmmm

Couldn't
with this
Couldn't agree
agree more
more with
this petition.
petition.

This
This should
should be
be a no-brainer!
no-bralnerl

Bill
Bill

523
523
524
524
525
525
526
526
527
527
528
528

529
529
530
530
531
531
532
532
533
533
534
534
535
535
536
536
537
537
538
538

Chris
Chris
Tyler
Tyler McLaughlin
McLaughlin
greg
greg roody
roody
Mark
Mark Janson
Janson
Paul Boissonneau
Boissonneau
Paul
Alex Fowler
Fowler
Alex

David A.
David
A. Witkowicz
Witkowicz
THOMAS KITSON
KITSON
THOMAS
john cody
john
cody
Bret Regan
Regan
Bret
chris sorrell
sorrell
chris
Chris Crahan
Crahan
Chris
Peter
Peter Cardillo
Cardillo
David
David Holbrook
Holbrook
John C McClellan
McClellan
John
Peter W Shunney
Peter
Shunney

539
539 DOUG
DOUG HILL
HILL
540
540 mark
mark lamothe
lamothe
541 Mark
Mark Leibovitz
Leibovitz
541

chdabren@yahoo.com
chdabren@yahoo.com
sleddhog@hotmail,com
sleddhog@hotmail,com
gnr@charter.net
gnr@charter.net
mjanson@umassd.edu
mjanson@umassd.edu
boissonp@comcast.net
boissonp@comcast.net
afowler@umassd.edu
afowler@umassd.edu

dwitkowicz@comcast.net
dwitkowicz@comcast.net
tomwk 123@rogers.com
123@rogers.com
tomwk
evopig1@aol.com
evopig1@aol.com
bregan
bregan 15@yahoo.com
15@yahoo.com
cns76@comcast.net
cns76@comcast.net
dweaver57@comcast.net
dweaver57@comcast.net
flLfish@comcast.net
flLfish@comcast.net
david,holbrook@eclipsys,com
david.holbrook@eclipsys.com
johncmcclellan@gmail.com
johncmcclellan@gmail.com
pshunney@fredcchurch.com
pshunney@fredcchurch.com
GUNS101@AOL.COM
GUNS101@AOL.COM
mlamothejr@comcast.net
mlamothejr@comcast.net
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mleibovitz@royalhsLcom
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542 Jeff
Jeff Way
Way

jeff_waLPs@yahoo.com

543
543 John
John Papazoros
Papazoros

jpap407@aol.com
jpap407@aol.com

Bottom line
line is simple.
Simple. Keep
Keep the
Midwater boats
boats
Bottom
the Midwater
offshore,
they belong,
and let us have
offshore, where
where they
belong, and
have our
our
waters
waters and
and fish
fish back!!
back!! Every
Every man
man needs
needs to eat.
eat.
Some
children and
Some of us have
have children
and we want
want to share
share in
the joy
our child
child catching
catching his/her
his/her first
first fish!!
the
joy of our
fish!!
Herring are
are just
important.
Herring
just to important.
agree fully
fully with
with the
petition as
written.
I agree
the petition
as written.

Thanks
works, I like
Thanks for trying.
trying, Hope
Hope this
this works,
like to fish
fish
for Strippers
Strippers and
and lately
lately they
they are
like they
used
for
are not like
they used
be, here
here is what
mean.
to be,
what I mean.

Get back
back where
where you
belong!
Get
you belong!

GIVE
THE HERRING
GIVE THE
HERRING AND
AND SMALL
SMALL FRY
FRY A
BREAK.
BREAK.

My 10 year-old
year-old daughter
enough sense
daUghter has
has enough
sense to
know
that if you
Wipe out
the food
know that
you wipe
out the
the bottom
bottom of the
foodchain
then the
top is sure
chain then
the top
sure to crumble.
crumble. It is
amazing to me
me that
have to organize
organize and
sign
amazing
that we have
and sign
petitions
petitions to get
get our
our elected
elected officials
officials to simply
simply do
what
what is "right".
"right".
How
are we
How much
much longer
longer are
we going
going to tolerate
tolerate the
the
total depletion
"public" resource
resource by those
who
total
depletion of a "publtc''
those who
feel
them
feel it is there
there right
right to make
make a living?
living? Ban
Ban them
immediately
immediately and
and boycott
boycott any
any products
products caught
caught by
them.
them.

5. HERRING (April 15-17, 2008)
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NEW ENGLAND FISHERY
MANAGEMENT COUNCIL

VIAELECTRONIC MAIL
Mr. John Pappalardo, Chair
New England Fishery Management Council
50 Water Street, Mill 2
Newburyport, MA 01950
Re:

Herring Amendment 4 Scoping

Dear Chairman Pappalardo:
We represent Cape Seafoods, Inc., Lund's Fisheries, Inc., Northern Pelagic Group, LLC,
Western Sea Fishing Co., Inc., and the many herring vessels associated with these companies,
with respectto the Council's considerationof Atlantic Herring Amendment4. We submit this
brief letter in conjunction with the Council's consideration of the Amendment4 proposed
scopingdocument.
Overall, we believe the scope of the issues covered in the document, particularly as
amendedby the Herring Committee, to be fairly comprehensive and adequate for the purposes of
focusingpublic comments. There are, however, certain areas in which the documentcan be
broadened, and suggested additional areas of inquiryare recorrunended below.
As a general matter, however, in order to be useful, the scoping process cannot be
entirely open-ended if it is going to provide useful public input to assist the Council in
developing measures and alternatives for consideration and analysis in the amendment. Thus,
for example, it is likely unnecessary to include solicitation of input on matters dealing with
essential fish habitat ("EFH"), as this is a matter to be addressed under the Omnibus EFH
Amendment. Likewise, if there are any other measures which the Council determines it is not
likely to undertake in this action, it would not be fruitful to seek input on such measures. While
the scoping process is designed to be broad, it also does not occur in a vacuum, and the Council
may consider actions it has already undertakenor is consideringunder other amendments to deal
with issues in this fishery. The essential task is to get input on the goals and objectivesthe
Council feels are essential for this amendment, understanding that staff and analytical resources
are not limitless.
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We would also direct the Council's attentionto the WhitePaper submittedon our clients'
behalf ahead of the Herring Committee meeting. This paper raises importantissues that the
Council should consider during the scopingprocess as it decides how to move forward with the
amendment process. A copy is included in the Councilpackage as document6 behind tab 5,
whichcontains the HerringCommittee materials. We would be happy to provide further
information or answerany questions on issues raised in the White Paperthat council members
may have.
With that, we recommend the Counciladd the following areas of inquiry to the scoping
documentthat are consistentwith the objectives and issuesraised by staffand committee
members. In general, the rangeof questions relating to monitoring and annual catch limits
appearto be sufficiently broad. We do have suggestions for additions to the allocationsection,
as well as some additional considerations for integration ofthe herring and mackerel fisheries,
which was an issue raised by the Herring Committee.
1. Limited Access Privilege Programs ("LAPPs")/Sector Allocation Process

•

What measures shouldthe Council considerto address issues of potentialexcessive
geographic concentration offishing privileges? [Can be added to the bullet addressing
issues of excessive concentration generally, which presumably focusesattention more on
the issue of aggregate limitationson the amount of harvestprivilegesthat can be
accumulated by a single entity.]

•

What management measures should be considered to insurefair and equitableallocations
that accountfor harvesting and processing sectoremployment, investments in the fishery,
and current and historical participationby individuals and fishing communities? [Note:
These are the requiredconsiderations underthe Magnuson-Stevens Act, but putting the
question into the scopingdocumentis likelyto stimulate innovative and informative
public input.]

•

[In addition to the questionas to whetherthe Council shouldconsider LAPP programsby
area or for the fishery as a whole, the following questionshould be added:] Should the
Council considerinstituting a LAPP or sectorprogramonly for Area 1, as it is the only
area where the total allowable catch is fully utilized?

•

The introductory text to this section references only individual fishing quotas ("IFQ") as .
an exampleof a LAPP. However, as we have notedin the White Paper, there are other
forms of LAPPsthat do not face the same type of practical barriers to implementation
(specifically, the referendum provision) that could provideworkable, ready-made
alternatives to both sectors and IFQs. We would recommend a brief discussionof these
cooperative-based allocationsystemsused successfully in the North Pacific to the
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discussion document to the scoping document. This type of management approach may
find broad supportin the industry if people are made awarethat there are alternatives to
sectors or IFQs for managingthe fishery.
2.

HerringIMackerel Issues

The Herring Committee unanimously votedto "recommend that the Council consider
alternatives to address concerns about potentialherring discards on mackerel vessels in Areas
2/3." This motion followed up on a letter from the Mid-Atlantic Councilrequestingthat this
Council reexamine the sufficiency of the herring incidental catch limits in the directed mackerel
fishery, which the Mid-Atlantic Council is currently in the processof rationalizing. Of course,
that process could wind-upcreatingan equally severe discardproblemof mackerel in the herring
fishery, dependingon the qualification criteriaand incidental catch limits the Mid-Atlantic
Council chooses. As the Herring Committee recognized, there exists an opportunity to address
these issuesjointly as these simultaneous herring and mackerel actions move forward, hopefully
leadingto better integrationof management ofthese two closelyrelatedfisheries.
Therefore, in additionto consideration of this importantissueraised by the Committee,
we would recommend that the Council seek input on some broader issues as well. Therefpre, we
would recommend adding the following question as well:
•

How shouldthe Council work with the Mid-Atlantic Council to integrate management of
the Atlanticherring and Atlanticmackerel fisheries in Areas 2/3?

This is an importantissue that should be addressedin Amendment 4, giventhe rare opportunity
which exists given that the managementplans for the two species will be undergoing amendment
at the same time.
\1./e appreciate this opportunity to cOlluucnt, and lookforward to working with the
Council as it moves forward with Amendment 4.

David E. FruIla
ShaunM. Gehan
Andrew E. Minkiewicz

